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The ~am1o aqua.planing of pneumatio ty.t'es with diameters
ranging from 9 to 17 inches, was investigated on a rolling road
te at apparatus us1ng a t inoh daep wa.ter lc~cr la.id onte tho
ground belt at ma.tching speed.
The aquaplaning speed was found to be related to the average
ground contact pressure, higher contaot pressures giving higher
aquaplaning speeds. The tyre inflation pressure wan the main
component of the ground contact pressure but there were oontri-
but:1.ons by the tyre casing stiffness and oentrifugal effects due
to tyre rotation.
The shape of the deformed tyre whilst aquaplaning out not
rotating, was obtained by a oasting teohnique whioh was proved to
reproduoe fairly aoourately the internal shape of tha tyre. The
shapes obtained ware oharacterised by three distinot regionl3 whioh
varied in detail depending upon the tyre and water jet oond.itiona.
a) a "horse ...shoe" shaped region in close proximity to the ground
situated at the rear of tha water-to-tyre oontaot area,
b) a hollow region enolosed by the horseshoe,
a) an inclined forward surface forming a wedge shape with the
ground.
Viator pressures measured on the tyre I3Ul'face inclioated e.
presrure paa.k at tha rear of the tyre whioh coincided with the
holloW raglon and a peak pressure at the front of the tyre whioh
moved rearwards wi th inorea.se ot speed above aquapla.ning. lAle to
ohanges of tyro ahr.po, at all spoedo r.Oovo nquro.plan1n6tho rolU' pOf'.k
rema.i.ned cLoee to the jet dynamio presSlre for the sp.ed at whioh
a.quaplaning oommenced. The forward peak presSlre rema.ined
Slightly lass tha.n tha rear peak.
amplified mathematica.l I!I.nalya1swas made of the flow under
an inclined infinitely wide plane surfaoe a.ndunder a diso ot
finite width and rectangular oross seotion. Visoous and inviscid
flow analyse s were madewhioh shO'l'fed.that vi scosi ty has only &
snaIl effect on the water pressures, at the ground clearances
experienced with the snal1 tyres, and that the flow coul.d be
desoribed essentia.lly as invisoid. The oalculated visoous presF.Illres
however were sensitive to the forward boundary oondi tion. An
a.ssumedhigh peak pressure introduoed at the front of the '\t;~":or't7"dG'~u .
greatly inoreased. the calculated pressures whioh, in the case of
the d.iso, then gave some resemblanoe to measured pressures.
The one-dimensional invisoid flow approximately reproduces the
preesures measured on the longitudinal centreline of the disc. For
the tyre, it ie neoessary to consider its distortional and three-
dimensional charaoteristios.
The di so was ala_, used in an exploratory investigation of
long~tudinal tread grooving. The general affect of grooves was
to reduoe the aquaplaning speed and the aquaplaning height. The
groove depth had to be at least twice the water d.epth for the
grooves to be fully effeotive.
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In 1~45, R.W. Thompson, an Engli'shman, patented an air-filled
tyre,~developed for the wheels of horse drawn carriages, which
, ,
II, gave a notable increase in pa s senger' comfort. Although this was
the first reported use of the principle of riding on a cushion of
air, the credit for the development of the pneumatic tyre in it s
present day form goe s to J.B. Dunlop, a Ebotaman. He derogned and
developed a pneumatic cycle tyre whioh he patented in 1888, and whioh
gave evident reductions in cycling effort as well as Lncr ea sed
comfort. With thi13 development the potential of the pneumatic tyre
was at once reali sed, the idea being pa s::::edto the motor car and
later the aeroplane. Since the se early days a 13teady progre 813ha s
-,
been'maintained in tyre development to keep pace with the ever
increasing performa~ce requirements. The huge tyres designed for
our hoavy jet transport aircraft are far difforent from the tyre s
Thompso~ made almost 130 years ago.
The tyre provides a link between the vehicle and the brOund.
Ground manoeuvres are restricted by the limiting capabilities of
the tyre, and its reliability has a direct be~ring on the vehicle
~fety. Thus 80und knowledge of the performance of pneumatic tyres
i 13 of fundSmental importance. To gain it, Lrrben si,VG study and a.
great deal of practical work ha s been carried out. Term/:!~ch as
"tyre adhesion", "rolling I'csiFltance", "slul3h drag" have been used
to describe different aspect s of the operational char-act er i, stic s of
tyres. The term "aquaplaning" is used to. describe a tyre moving at
speed, separated from the ground Flurface by a film of fluid.
1.1
A tyre starting from refltand moving with increasing speed
aLong a flooded surface eJ"periences Lncz-ea stng fluid dynamic
pressure forces on its surface. These pressures eventually force
a wedge of fluid into the tyre/ground contact or footprint zone
thus separating the tyre from the ground. The apeed attained at
the preci se moment when contact with the ground ceases is called
the aquaplaning speed.
Even without aquaplaning t~e presence of surface contaminants
such as water or slush will reduce the frictional coefficient
existing between the tyre and the ground. At high speeds this
reduction is more marked and results in greatly increased stopping
distances. In the aquaplaning condition, friction coefficients as
low as 0.05 are mea sur-ed, being comparable wi th those found on ice.
The potential dangers of this arc at once apparent, complete loss
of steering control and braking capability. The extent of the
operational problem that thiflpresented for aircraft was Shown by
Horne and Leland of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
reference 1.1. The reflults of a survey of 40 different civil and
military aircraft showed that eflsentially all aircraft were
sUflceptible to aquaplaning. The nose wheels of the aircraft in the
survey were more susceptible than the main wheels.
Aquaplaning is part of the problem of tyre adheflion on wet
runways which in its turn is only one aspect of the overall problem
concerning the adverse effect of runway surface contaminants on
aircraft ground performance. Another aspect is the increased take-
off distance due to additional drag forces on the wheels, resulting
from slush or water displacement, and on the air frame due to
impingement of the resulting spray. The impact of spray can also
1.2
cause structural damage, and the ingestion of spray by the air
intake s can re sult in eng'ne failure. In a·::'iit on slush can pack
into open bays and crevices jamminG'the mechanism of the under-
carriage and flaps, or blopking ducts.
1.2. Dynamic Aquaplaning
For the purpose of this work the term "aquaplaning" implies
~dynamic "aquaplaning. This is essentially a high speed phenomenon
where the fluid dynamic pressures on the tyre and ground surface
are tho result of changes in the momentum of the displaced fluid.
Lift and drag force s build up as speed increases until aquaplaning
occurs. Further increase in speed brings a reduction in fluid
drag to give a characteristic peak in the drag-speed curve.
Rolling resistance and hub friction are sufficient to cause spin
down of the wheel, in some cases to a complete stop. Reducing the
forward volocity allows ground contact to be re-established result-
ing in tyre spin up. However the velocity at which this happens
may differ considerably from the velocity at which the wheel spin
dmv.noccurred depending on the tyre and ground surface conditions.
1.3. Viscous Aguaplaning
Under certain circumstances, notably on very smooth surfaces,
the "shear" action on a thin viscous layer adjacent to the road
surface, results in fluid pre~sures capable of supporting the
wheel load. This phenomenon known as viscous aquaplaning can cause
premature spin down of the tyre at low velocities and only small
depths of fluid are required. Fortunately, in practice the rough-
ne SI'; of the ground surface and the provi m on of tyre treads is
normally sufficient to break up the thin viscous layer.
1.3
1.4. Parameters Affecting Dynamic Aquaplaning
Aquaplaning occurs whG~ the hydrodynamic pressures developed
under a tyre become everywhere greater than the tyre to ground
contact pressure. The aquaplaning ~eed will be dependent there-
fore upon the contact pressure, the fluid prop~rties and the drain-
age qualities of the tyre and ground ~faces.
1.4.1. Tyre Inflation Pre ssure and Tyre stiffness
The ground contact pre I'H5ureis primarily dependent on the tyre
inflation pre ssure and would be equal to it if the tyre was a
perfectly elastic membrane. It is increased above thi s value by
the inherent BtiffnssR of the tyre casing and the additional
stiffening effect due to rotation. Horne and Dreher9 reference 1.2,
developed an empirical expression for the aquaplaning ~eed, which
indicated that a dynamic wat~r pres,sure relative to the tyre of
approximately l~ times the tJ~e pressure waB necessary to initiate
aquaplaning. Tho expression waR derived for, and is only applic-
able to, a particular class of tyre and to particular runway
surfaces. A major change in the tyre stiffness could alter the
ground contact pressure sO resulting in a different aquaplaning
speed.
1.4.2. Vertical Load
Increasing the tyre load gives corresponding increases in the
ground area over which tho load is spread without changing the
contact pre asur-e very much. 6:)mesmall increases in the ground
pressure will be noticed due to changes in the enclosed volume of
air and due to the tyre stiffne ss. Therefore tyre '101:Ld"WQU ld be
expected to have little effect on the aquaplaning ~eed.
1.4.3. Fluid Density
In line with hydrodyn~mic theory, the aCuaplaning ~eed should
be an inver se function of the fluid density. Somedata are avai 1-
able from tests in 81ua'l1, reference 1.3. ,to subat arrt i.a'te this. For
the model experiments described in this report water is used
excLusfvely as the surface fluid.
1.4.4. Fluid Viscosity
Vi sec sity should only have a g:uall influence on the dynamic
aquaplaning speed, but the pos:::ri.bilitie 13 of vi scou a aquaplaning
occurring are greater when the vi sec si ty i 8 increased. One would
expect, for examplc9 a fluid such as slush to give a higher
dynamic aquaplaning speed than water due to it 8 lower density, but
a lower viscous aquaplaning speed becau se of its higher viscosity.
1.4.5. Fluid Depth
For any particular ty:r:e and runway surface combination a
dyIWWc.
minimum critical depth exists belmv which~quaplaning does not
occur. This depth increases as drainage from the tyre and ground
surface is improved. Above the critical depth, little effect of
depth is found on the aquaplaning ~eed.
1.4.6. Tyre Tread'
The tyre tread allow s the escape of fluid from the oontact
zone along channels or into cavities, thus reducing the fluid
prel3l'lUrOsacting on the tyre surf'ace , The edge of the tread ribs
'-
provide local high ground contact pressure which resist fluid
penetration. Thi s increase s the minimum depth of fluid required
to cause aquaplaning and post pone- aquaplaning to higher speeds.
Howevez- if the cri tical depth is significantly exceeded, the tread
becomel3 choked and has little effect on the aquaplaning speed.
1.4.7. Ground llirface
~
The effect of a coarse, open textured surface is to break up
tho thin vi scou s layer ant! provide point s of high contact pre ssur e
on the tyre surface. In addition, it allows fluid to drain away
easily from the contact zone. Under the 130 conditions aquaplaning
is delayed to higher speeds, and t hor e i 8 an increase in the
minimum depth of fluid r equt.r ed,
1.4.8. Vlheel Configuration
'vfuere more than one wheel is needed on an undercarriage, a
tandem wheel ar-r-angement ( om; wheel following another) ifl
preferable, from tho point of view of aquaplaning, to a dual
sYl'1tem(side by Aide). In a tandem arrangement the front wheel
cLear s a track in which the second wheel runs. Even if the front
tyre aquaplane 8, t lie depcn of water in the pa.uh ",f the second wheel
may still be le ss t han the critical depth SO that directional
control and braking abLLfty can be maintained.
1.5. Flow Regions in the Vicinity of an Aquaplanin,j' Tyre
Fiburo 1.1. ~mvs a schematic diagram of the fluid flow
paths in the vi cini t~r of an aquap LanLng tyro. In the co-ordinate
sYl3temused the wheeI axi 13 i 8 stationary whilst the ground sur rece
appr oachc 8 the tyre with a veloci ty "u'! , The ground t s covered
with a fluid layer of depth "h" moving wi th the same velocity as
the ground. Witll tho wheel $1iationary, the ground fluid can be
con sd der-ed as an appr-oach.i.ng fluid ~trcam. The upper diagram (A)
shows the flow paths under the tyre longti tudinal centre line. The
point "3' is a stagnation point. Fluid in tlle upper part of the
layer is diverted forwards to separate from the tyre at the point
"A" and forms a forward spray. Fluid lower down flows under the
tyre. For an infinitely wide tyre (two dimenEl. anal case) a'LL
1 1fluid flowing through the ga.p S. S. must pass through B.B. • This
assumes no drainage into the surface or tyre itself. The state of
the fluid between r} and 131depends on the clearance between the
tyre and ground, the relative velocity of the two surfaces, the
fluid viscosity and the fluid density.
The fluid pressure s acting on the tyre surface and the flow
pattern under the tyre are also affected by the tyre's three
dimensional aspect. The flow paths are sketched in the lower
diagram (B). Close to the tyre, fluid i~ diverteQ. sideways to
emerge from under the tyre walls. This 'fluid interacts with the
undisturbed stream to form a spray. Close to the ground surface the
fluid flow s more parallel with the direction of the undi sturbed
stream. Because of the relati ve velocity between the tyre and
ground and the different directions of the fluid paths a complex
veLoci ty di stributi on exi st s between the two surface s, At point s
such as "C" where the fluid separates from the tyre, the static
pressure is atmospheric. Negative pressures often exist at the
rear and side regions of the tyre. Thi s may be due to diffusion of
1the fluid in the diverging channel between sections such as 13.13.
1and C.C. , or due to the Coanda effect. For example from a point
such as "B" the fluid follows tho curvature of the tyre, maintained
there due to a reduction in static pressure be l.ow atmospheric on
the tyre surface as the flui:l attempt s to separate from the tyre.
1.6. Model Inv88tigations at Bristol Uni'ler8i ty
In the vQnter of 1958 ~n Elizabethen aircraft overshot tho
runway whi18t attempting to take off from a slush covered F1Urface
at Munich Airport. This incident prompted an analysi s by Collar,
r ef er-ence 1.4., of the effect s of slush on the drag of an aircraft
wheel. Following thi8 a rolling road te8t facility was constructed
by Barrett, reference 1.5., on which the drag and spray character-
istics of model tyres could be investigated. The facility was used
to examine different f3hapes, sizes and combination of wheels. The
principal test tyre was of 9 inches diameter which approximated to
a 36 inch diameter aircraft tyre at t scale. Speeds of up to
136 knots were represented. More recently, Roberts? reference 1.6.,
using the same test facility investigated the spray deflecti. on
propertio 8 of chined tyres and the use of air jets, directed at
the ~rface ahead Oi the wheel, to postpone aquaplaning to higher
speed:,).
The Rolling road app&:..::-.tushas enabl-Jd s.;.;tematic observations
to bo made of the performance of tyres under varied conditions with-
out the high costs, the difficulties of instrumentation and the
limited testing time inherent with full scale tests. Thus the
rolling road waR particularly ~ i table for the mcdel inve stigations
of aquaplaning described herein. The 9 inch diameter tyreS used
in the earlier experiment s were used agat n together with oth er s
of 10, 16, and 17 inches diameter.
Experiment s were first carried out to demonstrate the
behaviour of a tyre prior to aquaplaning and to show the important
influence of the ground contact prel'3sures on the aquaplaning
speeds. The effect~ of tyre pressure, rotation, and deflection,
on the ground contact pressure wer-e examined, From these results
1.8
aquaplaning speeds were predicted and compared with measured values •
.A caflting technique was th3n used to determine the main charactor-
isticfl of the aquaplaning tyre shape in the footprint region for
different tyre and fluid conditions. This also showed the form of
the flow passage between the tyre and ground surface., Following
this an investigation was made of the distribution of hydrodynamic
pre::lBureon the tyre surface., Pre::ll'luredi I'ltributionswer-e related
to the aquaplaning tyre shape and a general inveBtigation of the
preR~refl acting along the tyre longitudinal centreline was made
for different tyre and fluid conditions. Particular attention was
given to the magnitudes and positions of the peak pressures. 'At
the aquaplaning speed therc was found to be a relationship between
the peak pre~~re and the dynamic preRSure of the approaching stream.
The approach to a theoretical solution for the shape of an
aquaplaning tyre and the prossure distribution on its surface is
very much affected by the extent to which viscosity is judged to
control the flow. Var-Lou , asswupti ons have :',,)onmade by other
researchers (see Chapter 2) since the nature of the flow is
complex and not readily apparent. One of the aims of the current
investigation was therefore to clarity the nature of the flow
under the model tyres. The validity of two and three dimensional
viscous floVi theories was LrrventLga'ted by comparison with the
experimental results. For some of the se comparif'Ons Us€)was made
of a solid disc, in order to simplify the tyre shape.
Some investigations wore made of the drainage characteristics
of tread groovGs, since drainage from the tyre/ground contact
region affeot s the aquaplaning speed by controlling th e rate at
which fluid pressures build up with speed. The solid disc was alsO
used for this work.
To f:'lummariRe,the rilling road tef:'!t facility was used to
investigate model tyreS aquaplaning under f:'!teady state conditions.
The work waf:'!intended to give a clearer understanding of the
mechani srn of aquaplaning and to give more inFlight into the complex
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SOUNMfZ.V OF FL.OIl::> CONTACT"
FLOW REGIONS IN VICINITY OF
AN AQUAPLANING TYRE
CRAnER 2
LITERATURE RZV _lEWOF ASU.APLA..liJINGsr.UDIES
2.1. Introduction
A review of previous tyre aquaplaning research is necessary in
order to provide background information complementary to the present
studies. The review describes the initial experimental observations
by which aquaplaning was identified and then proceeds to consider
aquaplaning investigations in more detail. This is followed by an
outline of some theoretical studies and a discussion of the methods
used for alleviating aquaplaning and improving tyre adheSion in the
wet.
2.2. Initial Observations of Aquaplaning
Prior to 1960,it had been established that braking friction
coefficients on dry runways remained fairly constant at approximately
0.7 within the ground speed range of aircraft, and were relatively
insensitive to tread and ground BUrface conditions. Wet runway
braking coefficients, however, decreased rapidly with increasing
speed, to reach values as low as 0.1. In the wet, higher braking
coefficient s were generally obtained using treaded tyre s which
allowed drainage from the contact area. The object of the te sts at
that period was generally to investigate braking performance and
for this it was only considered necessary to thoroughly wet the run-
way surface. Large depths and variations in depth were not expected
to be important. With the shallow depths used, the te at speeds were
too low to cause aquaplaning. In 1959, however, a case of aircraft
aquaplaning was recogni sed during a ser-i.es of te sts carried out by
the National Aeronautics and ~ace Ad.ministration (N.A. S.A.
formerly N.A.C.A.), reference 2.1. Following a heavy rainfall,
2.1.
which gave water depths of up to 0.5 inches on the runwaY9 braking
coefficient s of the order of 0.04 were recorded in conjunction with
zero braking torque. These results were attributed to the complete
separation of the tyre from the ground.
Aquaplaning had previously been demonstrated in the laboratory
as a high speed phenomenon in 1958, by Harrin, reference 2.2'9 during
studies of low braking friction coefficients. A rolling road
system was used in which a model wheel wa."Jallowed to roll on n.
water covered moving belt which represented the ground surface. The
angular velOCity of a 12 inch diameter pneumatiC tyre reduced signi-
ficantly at a critical ground speed which vras found to be dependant
on the tyre pressure. Increasing the tyre pressure increased the
critical speed which was al so slightly increased by the addi tion of
a diamond tread pattern to the tyre.
The N.A.S.A. and the Federal Aviation Agency (F.A.A.) began a
programme in 1960 to deteLline amongst other objectives, the aqua-
planing oha.racter-isti cs of a large transport aircraft. rhe aircraft,
a Convad r, 880 M performed taxying runs and take offs through beds
of artificially produced slush. The results of this work9 reference
2.3. indicated a link between aquaplaning and the slush displace-
ment drag. It was found that due to slush displacement by the wheel,
and spr-ayimpact on the airframe, the total drag on the aircraft
increased approximately parabolically with speed up to almost 120
knots. Further increase of speed caused the drag to deorease
rapidly. .At160 knot s the drag waB only 1/3 of the maximum value.
The drag peak and drag reduction were associated with aquaplaning.
The drag reduction waB explained by a decrease in the quantity of
slush displaced as the tyre was lifted in the slush layer. A further
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drag reduction occurred due to the change in spray trajectory
associated with a~uaplaning, causing less spray impingement drag on
the aircraft structure.
Above the a~uaplaning speed,severe directional control diffi-
culties were exporienced due to the very low friction coefficients
which exi sted between the tyre and ground. BeLow the aquapLan.ing
spe cd, f'ricti on coefficient s were higher in water than in slush,
the difference probably being the result of the greater viscosity
of thG slush.
2.3. fubseg,uent Investigations of l~aJ2laning
WhilF3t previous inve stigations had shown the exi stence of aClua-
planing, the fir st specific re search into aquap l andng wa,gby Gray,
at the Royal il.ircraft Establishment (R.A.E.) reference 2.4. Experi-
ments were conducted both at full scale, using a Meteor airoraft,
and at model scale with a 4.5 inch diameter pneumatic tyre rolling
on the inside of a rotating 8 inch diameter per spex drum. The
Meteor performed taxying runs through a pool of water 150 feet long
at 90 knots, a speed sufficient to cause aquaplaning. The deform-
ation of ridger, of plasticine placed laterally across the path of
the aircraft showed that the clearance between the tyre and ground
increased with water depth. The shape of the plasticine also
indicated an inward distortion of the tyre surfaoe.
A minimum depth of surf&oe water was required before a~uaplaning
would occur. This was found to be approximately i inch on the
particular runway used with the tyre at an inflation pressure of
63 lb/sq.in.
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A change of velocity f~om 90 to 60 knots reduced the aquaplaning
height from approximately 0.16 inches to 0.05 inches in 0.9 inches
of water at the same tyre pressure.
In the model tests tho perspex drwn allowed tho footprint area
of the tyre to be observed and photographed. This showed that at a
certain speed? the fluid (water with 10% condensed milk added)
penetrated the contact region giving an inward di stortion to the
tyre, confirming the evidence of the plasticine markers in the full
scale tests. Before the penetration speed 'Nas attained the fluid
was seen to be diverted to the sides of the tyre footprint.
In order to determine the water velocity, polythene par-ti cIos
were added to a 50/50 mixture of water and acetone, and a flash
photography technique was used. Assuming the local fluid volocities
under the tyre were tho same as the particle velocities, it was
observed that the fluid velocity at the rear of the tyre was about
2/3 that of the free stream value. This was indicative of the
influence of viscosity in restricting the fluid outflow from under-
neath the tyro. In these t esta, the surfaces of the drum and tyre
were smooth. Generally in the real Situation, the ground surface
is coarse and the tyre has a tread pattern. Both these factors
tend to reduce viscous influences by breaking up and absorbing the
thin viscous fluid layer.
A comprehensive report on aquaplaning was issued by N .11.. S.A. in
1963. This report, by Horne and Dreher, reference 2.6., combined
all tho previous ob servations with re8U.lt 13 from their own inve sti-
gations which were made on the Langloy landing loads track f or full
scale tyres at the Langley Research Centre. A physical description
of aq_uaplaning was given with an analysi s of the conditions under
which it would occur. Aquaplaning was identified with the following:
(1) the build up of hydrodynamic press"res on the tyre and
ground surface due to changes in momentum of displaced fluid;
(2) the detachment of the tyre from the ground consistent with
fluid penetration at a critical forward velocity. (Photographs
taken of the underside of an aircraft tyre and an automobile tyre
moving over a water covered glass plate, showed the charac+arf stic
inward di st oz-ti.onof the tyre surface which was consi stent with
Grays re suLt s reference 2.4.),
(3) the peaking of the fluid displacement drag as the tyre
became detached from the ground9
(4) the spin down of the wheel after tyre separation from the
(5) the suppression of the tyre forward spray;
(6) the sudden loss in braking traction,
(7) the associated loss in directional stability due to near
ZteJ'Ovalues of the friction coefficient between tyre and ground;
(8) the scouring action of escaping fluid in the tyre to
ground contact region. This final observation was included because
white streaks had been ob served on the runway surface after some
test runs. It was thought that the formation of steam in the foot-
print region may have been re spon si.bLe for scouring the surface.
However tyre surface temperature s measured later by Horne and
Joyner, reference 2.7. at the Langley Research Centre, showed that
it was unlikely that temparatures high enough to generate steam
could have occurred.
Horne and Dreher al so showed that the speed at which aquaplaning
oocurred was given by the hydrodynamic relationship
w = t 2A p ug p . . . . . . • • · • . •• 2.1.
where W applied wheel load
A ground oontact areag
CL lift coefficient
p densi ty of fluid
u aquaplaning speed
p





• • • • • • • • • • • 2.2.
The ratio Will. represent s the average ground footprint pressure
g
which Horne and Dreher approximated to the tyre pressure, Pt'
CLwas taken to bo 0.7 based on experimental measurement s of aqua-
planing speed. This gave for water
up
. . . . • • . • . . • .2.3.
where Pt was in Ib/ sq s i n ,
This empi~ical expression was meant to be applicable to average
operating conditions. It did not take into account the effect of
differences in the tread iasign and runway ~lrface roughness and
was applicable only when the fluid depth was greater than the tread
depth. The importance of this work is that, within the limitations
of the tests, tyre pressure was shown to be the most significant
single parameter affecting aquaplaning ~eed. Other factors such
as tread design and ground surface roughness had not been fully
investigated in tho N.h.. S.A. program at this stage.
To improve the 'luali ty of tho re suLt s a level and anooth
section of runway was installed in the test track at the n.A. S.A.
Langley Resear eh Centre. Horne and Joyner, reference 2.7., invest-
igated the effect of surf ace texture and water depth on the tyre
~quaplaning ~eed and the fluid pressures generated on the ground
surface under a tyre. For the latter, results suggested that the
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surface pressures resulted from tho combinations of fluid inertia
and vi scous effect s, Fluid inertia was the predominant factor on
texturod surfaces whilst on smooth surfaces viscosity was able to
characterise the surface pressures at low speeds. The "dynamic"
aquaplaning speed given by equation 2.3. takes account only of the
fluid inertia and implie s that the maximumpre ssure generated on
the ground is approximately equal to the dynamic water pressure
relative to the tyre.
The test s also showed that a minimum depth of water was
required for dynamic aquaplaning to occur. Thi 8 varied widely with
tyre and ground drainage condi ti ons and could not therefore be
defined in simple terms. In general? anooth tyres running on
anooth ground surfaces required the least xlapth of water, whilst
treaded tyres on open textured surfaces required the greatest
depth. On flooded surfaces, i.e., depths of the order of 0.3 inches
or more, aquaplaning occurred at much the sa.ne forward velocity
regardless of the tyre and surface conditions. This was conSidered
to be due to the choking of the drainage channels provided by the
tread grooves and the ground surface. In water depths le~c
than 0.3 inches, suitable tread designs and surface treatments
greatly increased the aquaplaning speed over the predicted value
given by equation 2.3.
The influence of viscosity on aquaplaning was found to be pre-
dominant when the ground surface and tyre were both smooth. Under
such condi tions, in the regions of the tyre footprint where the
clearance be tvre en the tyre and ground is small, the "squeeze"
action of the two surfaces forms large velocity gradients in the
fluid being displaced. The fluid pressures generated on the tyre
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and ground surface by thi e mecharrisrnarc capable of preventing
ground contact so causing viscous aquaplaning. In the tests of
Horne and Dreher friction coefficients as low as 0.05 were found at
forward speeds of the order 30 m s p sh , These coefficients then
remained constant with further increase of speed. The maximum
ground pressures measured at low speed under viscous aquaplaning
conditions were several times the dynamic pressure of the fluid
relative to the tyre. Only small depths ef fluid were required and
load and tyre inflation pressure had little influence on the aqua-
planing speed.
Observations of fluid inertia and viscous effects on the distr-
ibution of water pre ssure generated beneath a small skidding air-
craft tyre were made by Wallace, reference 2.8. In these tests the
tyre could be rotated whilst in contact with a stationary flat
plate representing the ground. A jet of water was directed at the
tyre tangential to the plate.
Flui d inertia effect s were made negligible by maintaining a
small jet dynamic water pressure approximately 1/25 of the average
ground contact pressure. The tyre was rotated, in contact with the
plate, at a speed 5 times the speed.of the jet. The resulting
normal water force increased proportionally with wheel speed but
reached a maxa.mum at about 70/0 of the applied load,indicating vi secus
effects alone were not sufficient to cause aquaplaning. The normal
water force also increased proportionally with the average ground
contact pressure. Water pressures on the plate due to fluid inertia
alone were achieved by spraying the jet at the tyre vdth it main-
tained stationary in order to eliminate the "squeeze" action On the
water under the tyre. The water pressures in the contact zone
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increased sharply when the jet dynamic presBUre became gr0ater than
the contact pressure. This signified a sudden penetration of water
into the contact zone at a critical speed dependant upon the tyre
pre esur e ,
Williams of the College of Aeronautics9 Cranfield, reference
2.9., investigated the aq_uaplaning height of an aircraft tyre under
different surface conditions. A Hunter aircraft equ.i.pped with
29 x 16 main wheel tyres inflated to 120 lb/sq_.in. 9 was taxied so
that one wheel ran over electrical probes embedded in the runway
surface. These probe s measured continuously tho height of the tyre
above the runway in different longti tuddna I plane s acro ss the tyre
width. From these measurements the minimwll ground clearance
(aq_uaplaning height) was determined for a range of water depths.
The critical depth of fluid, i. e., tho wl'I.tcr depth oxt.rl".p,"'.lfi.todfrom
the results giving zero ground clearance, vvas found to be 0.05
inches for lightly br-usheI concrete and I~larshall asphalt and 0.1
inches for scored concrete. Increasing the tyre pressure to
200 Ib/ sq sLn, reduced the aquapLaning height at all water depths
and increased the critical water depth by a factor of about 2.
From the measurements of the height of the tyre above the ground,
an inward di stortion of the centre part of the tyre footprint was
observed. This was found to be less pronounced at large aq_uaplaning
heights. The reason was thought to be the reduced effect of viscous
aotion under the tyre.
A comprehensive inve stigation of aquap Laning requires a large
number of tests over a wide range of test conditions. A scale
model approach is a convenient alternative to the costly full scale
test methods in which conditions are often difficult to keep
to l' ~ tho drn.'
; \.
;:.nd rran Lndcpcnd.m b 0:[' L;,}l'u Lor.d, rood :'.[,'X'ocrJc:nt.,:~:flfound bo+roon
3:'Of01'OnCO 2. 1'?, <.'.t tho 1'3tOV,)!lG J:nnti tutc 0:: TcclmoltJC:,'Y, invofltic;.~.ted
tho ~pi?'l dorzn ::.llC. [JPi~l up 0]),"'1.' .c ['"J':i i1tJ oo {)~f nmo o+h r.1()(10J. tyrc'1, of
ructnnr,ulnr cr-one eoc tf.on )"'u'.dofrOll c. polyurethane f'o.ri , ~llo
donsi ty of the fortl linD vcrd od to 8iillulnte tho ')ffcct of clit1'aront
tyro pressureS. f!uo.li to.ti voly tho l'.)oul t,s of rhooc toc+s uo:ro j.n
tlGToomcnt '.lith those of other nodo'l, and full scal.o tos+o, On the
smooth Guril:.co used to r cproccn t tile 9(OMi\d tho D;?in dO',m apood
varied Iii th tyro uidth and loudt but thiq 1i['.0 ohovm GO be rttri-
'butnblo to chnnceo in footprint prccsuro , Jater dopth had li tUo
offect. For oxonpl.c, i:.:.crcnsill{; the \iuter dopth by t1. fo.oto~ of 40




The approach to a theoretical solution for the shape of an
aquaplaning tyre and tho pre asur e di stribu.tion acting on its
surface is dependant upon the degree to which viscosity is assumed
to 4ffect the flow. A widely used assumption is that 1'1. vi scous
flo'.'; region exa st s directly under the tyre where the ground
clearance is very E:mall and th1'l.t forward of thi s there is an efl'ect-
i vely invi scid flow region. The theoretical treatment of thi s
invi sci d flow region and the "intermediate" region where vi scous
and inertia effect s are of the same order constitute s the greate st
problem. Further complications include the difficulties in making
("\.t heo.ret i.ce.I a ase asmerrt of the effect of tyre stiffne!)s on the
tyre deflection9 and relating the defl~cted tyre sh~pe to the
pre s sur e s on its surface.
Gp.dd, of the Nf.ti onRl Phyai caI Laboratory, reference 2.13
proposed the first theoretical model to expJain the nature of the
flow under a two damenei onel r epr-eserrtr-t Lon of an aquaplaning tyre.
He oon ai dered a turbulent wedge of fluid -to build up in front of tho
tyre forming a forward high pr-essur e point on the tyre surface. At
.this point the pressure was le ss than the st.agnat i on pressure due to
energy losses in the turbulent ,wedge. The downstroam portion of the
flow was considered to be dominated by a turbulent lubrication
type flow mecharu sm, 11.pproximate calculati one showed that tyre
distortion must occur in order for lift forces of the
order of the load to be generated, a fe.et which ha s since been
'ie.r,heJ experiment ally:
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Cooke of the R.A.E. reference 2.14. considered a smooth surfaced
tyre of rectangular cross seotion supported above the eround by a
fluid film. A stagnation point was arbitrarily po si tioned on the
tyre sur f'ace towards the front of the region in contact with the
fluid. Downstream of this point a viscous laminar flow region was
assumed. The equati on for the fluid pre ssure s acting on the tyre
surface was expressed in terms of the local height above the ground.
(Rayleighs lubrication equation). This was coupled with a further
equati on for the surface pre ssure s in terms of the tyre di stortion
(Poi ssons equation) con ai.der i.ng the tyre to be a thin membrane under
tension from the action of a pressure difference across it. Forward
of the st agria'tf on point the flow was consi der ed to be invi scid and
an assumed pr e asur e distribution was used. The results for both
the non-rotating and rotating tyre indicated that viscosity was of
li t tLe significance 9 appreciable lift force s occurring only if the
fluid film was very thin. However the tyre di stortion due to the
hydrodynamic pressures was small? of the order of 0.003 x tyre
diameter, and no static deflection was considered. Thus the clear-
ance between the tyre and the ground was large over most of the
region tending to minimi se vi scous effect a, A much larger footprint
as gi ven by a statically deflected tyre might have been shown
capable of wpporting the load with a significant ground clearance.
For the case of the tyre rotating at full speed and separated from
the ground it was assumed that all the fluid was taken under the
tyre and therefore that no stagnation point occur,ted. fuch a system
repre sent s mol'e accurately a lubricated bearing than an aquaplaning
tyre. It is difficult to imagine a real tyre sliding or skidding
in a water layer without stagnation presrure somewhere on it s surface.
2.12.
Another attempt to combine the tyre shape with the tyre rurface
pressure di S"~ribution was made by Boness, referencE. 2.28. An
analysis was made of a two dimensional representation of an aqua-
planing tyre based on elasto-hydrodynamic lubricati on theory used in
lubrication pr obLem.s of gear teeth and bearings. An equation was
used which related the elastic deformation of the tyre to the
presrure distribution on its surface. This equation was applied first
to the statically loaded tyre using empirical value s for the tyre
modulus, to give effectively the statically deflected tyre shape
and the ground pre ssure di stribution in the footprint zone. For a
fir st ana.Lyai s the tyre shape was maintained con stant and Reynolds
equati on ,;vas used to determine the fluid pressure distribution on the
tyre surface for different tyre-ground clearances. The ground
clearanct)HL,t:increased until the viscous pr-essur e distl'ibution
"merged" wi th the static ground pre ssur-e di stri bution on that part
of the tyre whi.ch was the original footprint. The ground clearance
at which thi s occurred VIas taken to be the aquaplaning heigh t ,
Calculated pre ssur e di stributions were not shown but the aquaplan-
ing hai.ght was given as 0.003 inche a, Thi s value was conSidered
small in compari son with real tyre voJL4es which are two or three
orders of magnitude larger. It was therefore concluded that this
approach needed to be supplemented by a further mechani an of fluid
film build up.
Boness introduced a refinement to the technique by coupling
the elastic deformation equation previously u sed with a second
equation relating the dynamic fluid pre ssure to the tyre shape.
Thi s second equation was derived from consi deration of t he loss dl'
fluid momentumdue to the change of flow direction at the tyre
surface. The two equat Lon e were solved simultanecusly using an
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iterative precess, starting from the static tyre shape and footprint
pressure di et r fbut t on, until a unique tyre .':._1apeand tyre surfa.oe
pre ssure di stri bution W8.S obtained. An approximation teohnique
was then used to determine the aquapLan.i.ngheight whioh involved
rotatb1g the shape in order to sati sfy the outlet boundary condition
assooiated with Lubr'Lcs.tton problems. This effeotively set -the
exit point film thickne ss equal to the film thiokne ss directly
under the centre of the shape The film thiokness under the oentre
of the shape was determined from its relationship, based on viscous
flow, wi th the difference in deformed shape under the centre and at
the ent ry to the ori ginaI footprint. SLnce the shape of t he tyre
was modified b.f thi s rotation it was nece ssary to repeat the whole
i terati v e process until unique solutions for tho shape, pre s air e
distribution and ac"-uaplaning height wcre obtained. The validity of
determining the aquaplaning height in thi sway is not known.
Boness' technique showed one improverrent over Cooke's vi sccu a
anaLyai s, reference 2.14. in that it started from a statically
deflected tyre. However the static Ground contact pressure distri-
bution was not truly representative of an actual tyre since a jroak
pressure occurred in the centre of the footprint with a gradual
pressure reduction towards tho front and rear. In a real tyre the
pressure is fairly constant along the length of the footprint with
a sharp roduction at the front and rear. SLnco the final pr e sarr e
curve was dominated by tho ini ti al stati c ground pro s sur e di stri-
bution tho value of the re suI t s obtained is sotncwnat reduced. The
inviscid part of the pressure curve given by the momentumeqLlation
did not gi vo pre ssure s on the forward part of t he tyre vvhich cLosely
resembled measured pre ssure di stributi ona, The magnitude of the
pressure was too anal I in relation to the pr eaarr e on the rest of
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the tyre and shoved abrupt changes of slope which are not found in
practice (references 2.6. and 2.7.). The conai der at Lon of the
inviscid part of the flow was an improvement over Cooke's analysis,
reference 2.14.,in wich the fluid pressures on the tyre rurface
were assumed. In spite of these differences the calculated valw s
of aquapLanang hei,ght ngreed wi th experimental re suLt S by Gray,
reference 2.5.
Wallace, reference 2.8. attempted to explain the hydrodynamic
pr e sair e e developed on the azrf'ac e of a skidding tyre by likening
the tyre to a two dimen sional slider bearin~; wi th the tyre casing
considered as a flexible membrane. Reynolds lubrication equation
was applied and the pre :'Isure di stri bution and shape of the membrane
were determined.. All the fluid was considered. to pass under the
slider with no forward stagnati on paint. Resul t s showed that a
high pre sair e peak ",as formed t owar-ds the rear at' tha membrane if the
ground. clearance y/as small, typical of a hyd.co dynamjc bearing. The
calculated fl uid pre ssur e s were not found to be related to th e
membrane tension a s was found. wi, th the experimental pre ssur e mea8.lre-
ment a, Thus it was concluded that the mechani sm of lubrication
under a Skidding tyre could not be likened to the action of such a
hydrodynamic boaring although a thin film lubrication mechani srn was
thought to be at least partially resl)onsible for the rear pressure
paak observed under an aquaplaning tyre.
Analysi s of the forward invi scid floYl region involve s the treat-
ment of a three dimensional flow wi th a free const anf pre aair e
surface, in which the boundary formed by the tyre is not fixed.
Martin, reference 2.15. simplified the system by considering a two
dimensional model representing the flow on the tyre centreline. A
potential flow theory war; developed wha ch determined the flow for a
2.15.
selected tyre shape, enabling lift coefficients and ground surface
pressure eli stributions to be determined. A shape was selected which
gave a presrure distribution comparable with an experimental ground
pressure di stribution mearured under the tyre longii tuddna), centre-
line, ( re:sult s provided by N.A. S.A. in private communication).
Lift forces of the same order as experimental values were calculated
but the shape selected did not show the inward distorti on character-
istic of an aquaplaning tyre. For the purpose of comparing experi-
mental and theoretical lift coeffici ent s the characteri stic area
for the theoretioal re suIt s was based on th e wetted Lengt h of th e
aquaplaning shape whilst for the experimental results the oharacter-
i stic area was taken a s the footprint area. Thi sis valid if the
wetted area of the tyre is not much greater than the footprint area.
This may not be the case in deep water layers for which the theory
was intended. Thi s along with the two dimensional aspect must
reduce the validity of the theory.
Tsakonas, Henry and Jacob s, reference 2.16. considered an
invi scid case in which the three dimensional character of the
phenomenon was preserved. The study utilised a linearised lifting
surface theory in which the wetted rurface of the tyre was assumed
to be a low aspect rati 0 lifting surface very clo se to the ground.
For an initial exercise the pressure distribution on the ground was
approximated by a step function with pressure equal to the tyre
inflation pressure over the whole footprint area. Given the
geometry of the system, the theory predicated the lift coefficient
for an aquaplaning tyre.
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The results for a flat inclined plate indicated that the approx-
imate solution predicted correctly the trends but not the magnitude
of the hydrodynamic lift coefficients9 i.e., the aquaplaning speed
could be increased by reducing the aspect ratio thus making the
footprint more streamlined. - Increasing the water depth increased
the lift coefficient whilst increasing the trailing edge clearance
reduced the lift coefficient.
The result s sugge st that the main characteri st i c 13 of Ctq,~'t-
planing can be described by purely inviscid hydrodynamics. This
argge st i.on Ls well founded when taken wi th the conclusions of
Wallace and Cooke, references 2.8. and 2.14. respectively, V'ho
found vi scous pre ssure build up to be anaI I except for small film
thickne sse s, The re sult s of reference 2.16. howsver , were so much
dependant on the geometry of th e system that further inve stigati on
is required with more representa,tive tyre shapes and tyre fle.l"lbtl,he,&
The intention was stated of improving the model by providing deform-
ation of the tyre due to the fluid presrures and determining the
tyre shape. No further re sul t s have been publi med.
Doughaday and Tung of Cornell University, gave a physical des-
cription of a fully aquaplaning tyre, reference 2.17. which involved
dividing the flow regi. on into three di stinct regions l-
an 'exterior inviscid flow field' characterised by free surfaces at
atmospheric pressure, an inlet region where the flow was still
assumed to be inviscid and a footprint region where the flow was
essentially controlled by viscosity.
The footprint region was treated analytically by reducing the
NaVier-Stokes equat.i onst o give a viscous f Lowequation not unlike
that derived by Cooke, reference 2.14. The treatment was taken
further by the inclusion of a fir st order correcti on f or inertia
effect s using a perturbation technique. How:ver thi A refinement
was never used since initial hand computati ons had shown that the
predominant effect of inertia was in the inlet region.
,
The effect of neglecting the inertia in the footprint region
was determined by a Simpler technique in which a ve.loca.ty profile
was assumed at entry to the footprint region 00 that approximate
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations could be obtained. An
infinitely wi.de flat plate was considered inclined at an angle to
the ground. The outlet gap (aquaplaning height) under the flat
plate was assumed to represent the average texture depth of a real
ground surface for a snooth tyre in contact with a smooih ground
surface, Le., it was assumed that the drainage effect was the same
in each case. The validity of thi s a saimptd.on depends on the shape
of the roaa surface projections. For the inclined flat plate it was
found that the vi-scous treatment alone, (Stokes flow) was sufficient
to give reasonable predictions of the lift coefficient at the
onset of aquap l ani.ng, except for very-rough rurfaces with average
texture depths of the order 0.014 to 0.022 inches or more.
For smooth concrete (average texture depth = 0.001 to 0.002
inohes) the error in neglecting the inertia forces in the footprint
region was judged to be approximately 2% or less. An error of 10%
was given for textured concrete (0.006 to o.OOB inches texture
depth) and slightly higher for small aggregate a spha'lt (average
texture depth = 0.007 to 0.013). These re~~lts were based on a tyre
footprint 6.B inches long and a speed of 54 m.p.h. The fluid film
was thin throughout the footprint region with a maximwndepth at
inlet of 0.04 inches. Thicker films and higher speeds would make
,
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inertia forces mere f3i.gnificant. .A finite aspect ratio tyre would
ala:> reduce the viscous influence. This wa._)shown from ea.Icul.ati.on s
in which th e vi scous theory (Stoke s-flow) was applied to an inclined
flat plate of finite width. Lift coefficients were found to be
significantly lower than those computed for the two dimensional
f'Low , SLnce the lift coefficient of a tyre at the onset et: aqua-
planing was more accurately predicted by the two dimensional model
than the finite width case, it was concluded that the shape of the
aquaplaning tyre must be such as to make the flow approximately two-
dimensional (an inward bulge for example). Application of the
viscous theory to a more realistic deformed tyre shape in the foot-
print region, gave reasonable agreement with experimental vaLoe s of
the variation of friction coefficient with speed, for the case of
partial aquaplaning in which the side s of the footprint remained in
semi-dry contact with the ground. As the speed increased, the depth
of a central bulge of aSS'.1l11edform in the tyre surface, increa sed
thus reducing the tyre ground contact area and hence the fric'ti on
coefficient. The aquaplaning speed was reached when the contact
patch completely disappeared. The rate of growth of the bulge was
sensi ti 'Ie to the rati 0 of the film thickne sse a at the front and
rear of the footprint. More rapid footprint penetration was
obtained for higher front to rear gap ratios. In order to use this
technique to predict the aquaplaning speed a priotknowledge is
required of the tyre Shape at aquaplaning. This is a function of
the pr'easur e generated both in the footprint region and the
inviscid region ahead of it.
In conclusion, the complex nature of the f'Low mechani, Sin and
the tyre characteristics of stiffness and deflection make it diffi-
oult to obtain theoretical solutions for the pre ssure cl.i stribution
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on the tyre surface and the deflected tyre shape. Simplifications
must be made or experimental data ut i Lased bof'or e any progress can
be realised. Up to the present stage of theoretical development,
inviscid flo''ll methods have not dealt adeQuately with the three
dimensional case. Vi scous treatment s have only given comparable
results with experiment in the case of smooth surfaces combined
with unreali st i caLl y :::mall ground clearances. With larger ground
clearances the inertia effects cannot be neglected. Furtherm~e
no adeQuate theory has been developed to predict the influenoe of
surface roughness on the flow.
2.5. Metho9-s of Alleviating A9,uaplani.!,lgand Im:eroving ]raking Traction
One way of po stponing aquaplaning to higher speeds is to
increase the tyre inflation pressure. This may not al;-/ays be
possible however, due to other design and performance consi.der-atd ons ,
and it is therefore necessary to consider alternative methods. It
ha a been shown in the earlier discussions that aquap Larri.ng r equi r e s
a minimum depth of fluid - the cri tical fluid depth. Thus another
s01ution would be to ensure that the actual depth of fluid is
always less than this critical depth. Parameters influencing the
ori tical depth are di scussed in thi s section and some special tech-
niques for removing excess fluid are described. Consideration is
also given to some operati onal measures.
2.5.1. Tyre Treads
Tyre treads increase the cri tical depth by providing channel s
for the fluid to drain away from the footprint region. Horne and
Joyner ref8rence 2.18. and Horne and Leland reference 2.19. invest-
igated the effects of tread pattern on the ty~'e braking performance
in th e wet. Compari,sons were made between grooved, dimpled and
block: pa t t er-n treads. More complex patterns than the se are un sui,t-
able for aircraft tyre e, due to tbe high speeds and bar sh treatment
to which t hey are subjected. Resul t s showed that circumferential
grooves provided the best means of removing excess fluid, but tyres
in an 80% to 90%worn condition performed no better than a smooth
tyre. A promising alternative tyre dosigned to alleviate aquaplan-
ing is under development by the Dunlop Rubbor Co. Thi s tyre has a
large number of blind pin holes drilled into the tread region.
Water under pressure from the contact region is forced into the
holes compressing the small amount of air trapped inside. On leaving
the contact region, the water i I, forced out by the air pre ssure •
.A compari son was made by fugg, reference 2.20. of a standard air-
craft tyre before and after the introduction of pin holes. On a
fine textured surface the results showed improvements in braking
friction coefficient with the pin hole tread,particularly at the
higher test speeds (45 to 65 m.p.h.). On rough surfaces no improve-
ment was found, the additional drainage provided by the pin holes
being anall compared \7ith drainage provided by the textured surface.
Tyre treads contribute significantly to t he prevention cf
viscous aquaplaning. Tho sharp edges of the ribs provide local
high pressure contact pOints capablo of penetrating the thin viscous
layor.
2.5.2. Runway furface Conditions
The troatment of tho rUtl\7ay surface is porhap s the most promi s-
ing way of alloviating aquaplaning. In addition to a cro ss fall or
crolm which allow drainage to the sides of tho runway, the run~ay
material itsolf can bv selocted to give high frictional values in
the wot , A wealth of information, on the frictional characteristics
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of many surf'aco s, is availablo from organisations such as N.A. S.A.
in the Unitod &ates and tho R.A.E. and R.R. T~. (Road Research
Laboratorios) in England.
-,
To postpone aqua.planing, a surface is r equ'lr ad which allows
drainage of fluid and which has sharp a sper-Lt f os capable of providing
local high contact pressuros on the tyre surface. Thus a tE::xturod
aggregate expo sod above tho base matorial (concreto or asphalt) or
alternatively a porous asphalt wou.Ldprovide high friction proper-
ties in the wot. Tho surface friction is low if the aggregate is
smooth or set below th0 surface of the base matorial or if concroto
or smooth asphalt is used without an ag{5Tegatc.
Wallace, in laboratory experiments, reforence 2.8. investigated
the effoct of the texture depth and porosity of idealised surfaces
on t he re si st anc e to f Low between the ideali sod surface s and a
anoot h pLa to, Texture depth was defined as the voLume of suz-f'ace
voids beneath the level of the top of the s"rfaco projections
divided by the plan area over which thi s volume mcaai r emenf was
made. Porosity was dof'Lno d as tho texture depth divided by the
height of the surface projections above the adhesive in which they
were embedded. Texture depth and porosi ty are two parameters of a.
surface material which affect the drainage of fluid from under a
tyre. WallacG thoVledthat increaSing either the texture dopth or
the porosity improved fluid drainage provided the gap between the
plates vias le ss than 0.1 inchos. Above 0.1 inches th e drainage was
insensitive to variations of texture depth or porosity. Although
texturo depth was used previously as a surface paramoter by Tabor
.)
':) referenco 2.29., por-osi t y had not
boen recogni sed itS qtt j"'lFtMt pA't~Je.(.
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2.5.3. RunwayGrooving
A special surface t r ee.tmen t fir st triod ; 11. Great Britain in
1956, is the: technique of cutting groove s laterally aero ss the run-
way. This has mm 0 been provod ono of the most successful ways at'
alloviating aquaplaning. The groove s provide drainage channels for
the excess fluid whilst the sharp adge s form ridges if high tyre
contact pre e arr e ,
Investigations into the effect at' grooving were made by Gray at
the R.A.E. reforonce 2.5., using a Meteor aircraft. At a speed c£
100 mvp sh , and wi th a tyro pr-e aarr'e of 60 lb./sq.in. the aquap l.arrirg
height was reduced significantly at all water dopt h s when grooves
i inch wide by i inch deep, spaced 2 inohes apart? ,vero cut across
tho runway. Tho critical water depth was also increased from 0.18
to 0.24 Lnche s,
Reference 2.20., Ls aie d by N.A. S.!.. presents the proceedings of
a conference held at the Langley Research Centre, on runway surface
condit ion. The operational experience s of several airport and
other civil aviation authorities are rresented. The evidence
presented shONedconclusively that, \11i.. th runway grooves, braki!!lb
coefficient s were incroased under all but the most severe conditions
to valw s approaching those measured on dry runway s. The pos8i bili ty
of aquapLan i.ng was very greatly reduced.
A typical configurati on wou.Ld have groove s t inch wide x t inch
deep spaced 1 i::lCh apart. To cut the gro ove s, both a diamond
studded saw and a Flailinc technique using hardened steel cutters




The influence of wheel configurati. on on 'iet runway r:e rformance
was reali sed by Harrin, referonce 2.21., from expexLment s with
model tyres on a rolling road apparatus. He Slowed that the brakiq;
friction coefficient obtained with a tandem wheel arrangement (one
wheel following another) was greater than that obtained with a
single 'wheel at all forward speeds, due to the path clearing action
of the front tyre. Friction coefficients ranging from 0.25 to 0.3
were obtained on the rear wheel compared with about 0.07 at the
usual aquapLarri.ng speed.
Horne and Leland, reference 2.19., measur ed separately the
br~~king friction coefficient s of the wheel s of an aircraft under-
carriage in tandem arrangement on the Langley Landing-Loads track.
With anoo th , dimpled, or worn ribbed tread tyres in 0.3 inche 8 water
depth, the average braking coefficient of the rear wheel, at 0.14,
was approximately twi ce that of the front wheel. No differenc e 'was
found between front and rear wi, th now ribbed t read tyres in the
same water depth since the tyre tread pr-ovdded sufficient water
drainage facility to prevent the front tyre from aquaplaning.
However with the same tyres in 1.5 Lnche s of slush the rear wheel
average braking fricti. on coefficient of 0.21, was 60% higher than
that of the front wheel.
Measurement s of wheel angular velocity under wet conditions were
made at the Langley Landing loads track by Horne and Droher,
reference 2.22., Vlithatwowheel tandem arrangement. These showed
the rear wheel to maintain full angu.Iar velocity in 1.0 inches of
both water and slush, at speeds above the normal aquaplaning spoed,
whil st the angular velocity of the front wheel often reduced to zero.
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With a 4 wheel bogie arrangement in 2.0 inche s of water the rear
wheel s a s well as th e front wheel s spun downwhe.rea s in 0.5 inche s
only the front wheel s stopped spinning. This is further evidence
of the path clearing action of the leading wheels of tho urider-
carriage.
In conclusion9 tandem wheel arrangements are preferable to side
by si de wheel ar-r-angemenbs or single wheel s because ground cont act
of the trailing wheels, hence braking capability, can be maintained
at normal take off and landing speeds in all but the deepest fluid.
2.5.5. Air Jets
The air j0t method of alleviating aquaplaning comprises a
nozz.Le attached to the landing gear an d arranged to direct a jet of
air on to the fluid ahead of the wheel. The air jet penetrates the
fluid diverting it to either side of the tyre. This leaves a track
of reduced fluid depth in which the tyre runs. The width of the
track and the depth of penetrati on depend upon the air pressure, air
rnass flow and nozzle angle.
Harrin, reference 2.21. using the rolling road systen, invest-
igsted air jet perf'ormanoe in 0.09 inche s water depth and found
that the greate st improvement in braking occurred at high speeds.
At the normal aquaplaning speed for the model tyre of 73 ft./s. an
increase of 300% in braking ooefficient was achieved with an air
pressure of 103 lb/ sq sLn, and nozzle diameter of i inch. Reducing
the a.1l' mass flow by reducing the nozzle diameter to 1/16 inch made. ,
little difference to the result s at the same air jet pressure.
With Lower a.ir jet presrures the 1/16 inch nozzle was le ss effective
particularly at high speed (80 ftl s.).
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Harrin's tests were made using 12 inch diameter tyres with a
maximumspeed of only 93 ft./s. The Douglas Aircraft Compeny ,
reference 2.23.,carried out tests on full size tyres using a. 40 ft.
radius circular track in a water layer 0.5 inches deep for speeds
up to 140 knots. The best results were obtained with a nozzle 1}
oinch diameter, inclined at 45 towards the wheel. ~\t 100 knots with
an air pre ssur e of 60 lb/ sq sLn, (maximumused) the lIfriction factor!'
(undefire d) was increased by a factor of four. Significant improve-
ments were also made with an air presrure of 30 lb/sq_.in. although
thi s only gave partial clearance of the fluid layer. Roberts,
reference 2.24., investigated the effect of air jets on model
tyres of 9 inch diameter using the rolling road te st facility at
Bn stol University. An air jet angle of 450 inclined towards the
tyre gave the best compromise between the height of the spray caused
by the jet and fluid clearance. The height of the jet nozzle above
the ground was found to have little effect over the range tested.
It was suggested that the nozzle be placed a c the minimumheight
giving safe ground clearance. This was 0.5 inches in the model
tests. Two nozzles of 0.07 inches ciiameter were found to be more
effecti ve than a single one. These were arranged in tandem 12 and
13 inche s forward of the wheel centre. Water dr-ag was reduced by
up to 4C)'b at speeds below aquaplaning, and aquaplaning was post-
poned to higher speeds.
2.5.6. Operational Measures
The hazards of slippery surfaces to aircraft when landing or
after an abandoned take off, result from the increased stopping
distance and potential loss of directi one.l control. These hazards
can be Lessened for an eircraft during landing by early touch down
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at a minimum safe landing speed, early brake application and the
use of reverse thrust. Hov evex the se mea sur r.s become less effective
if the aircraft aquaplanes since directional control and braking
capability are then practically negligible. Horne, reference 2.25.
reported that a cross wind component of as little as 9 knots was
sufficient to cause yaw and side slip of' a f'our engined jet trans-
port when in an aquaplaning condition.
Complete removal of the fluid from the runway surf ace would be
the ultimate IID a sur e, A bulletin issue d by the International Civil
Aviation Organisation reference 2.26. states that there is a need
for equipment that can. move rapidly to clear an adequate width of
runway dowi to the surface in one oporatL on. Until such eg,uipment
is available at all ai rparts it will remain necessary to restrict
the movement of aircraft under these adverso ground conditions.
Organi sati ons such a s the Federal Aviati on Agency recommend the
condi t ions under which aircraft cperations should be ourtailed. To
apply the se recommendations require s accur at e knowledge of the
runway condition. The most widely used method of moasuring the
slipperiness of a runway is to tow an instrumented wheel at selec-
ted speeds over the surface and measure the friction coefficient
between "the tyre and ground. Alternati vely the runway slipperiness
can be assessed from the braking p3rformance of a vehicle.
Measuring devices from the United State 1'3, Great Britain and
S....,edenwere compared in a study carried out jointly by N.f•• S.A.
and the Bri ti m Mini stry of Technology in 1968, referenc e 2.20
(papers 23 & 24). The aim of the study was to compare the ability
of several friction moasuring devices to rate the slipperiness of
different runway surfaces. furface fricti on measurement s, using
the se device s were compared wi th stopping di st.aro e measurement s
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from two aircraft. It was found that none of the towed frictiion
meaazr Lng device s adequately predicted aircrc_ft stopping di stance s
from the measurement s of surface friction. Better correlation was
found using a diagonally braked motor oar developed by n .A. S.A.
(The diagonal braking system allows a front and rear wheel to roll
in contaot with the groQnd thus maintaining direotional control
whilst the braked wheels are Lockeds ) Measur emems of the stopping
distance of the vehicle in the dry and wet"when braked from 70 mv p sh ,
gave good correlati on wi th stopping di st ance of the two aircraft.
The same test vehicle was used in similar more recent tests
conducted jointly by the N.A.S.A. and U.S.A.F. reference 2.27.
Direct compara sons were made vIith a four-engined je t transpor t on
over 40 runways under dry, wet, flooded, snow, err. usb. and ice covered
conditions. The technique provided a reliable means of rating the
slipperiness of t he different surfaces and adequately predicted air-
craft stopping capability at the time of landing or take off.
2.6. Conclusions
The preceeding r evi ew has shown that much is known about the
effect s cl: aquaplaning and the operational limitations which it
impose a, Ex:periment s both in the laboratory and in the fi eLd have
shown the influence of the tyre and fluid parameters on aquaplaning
and empirical data have been determined for predicting aircraft
perfonnanoe in the wet. Methods of alleviating equap Ian i.rg either
by treatment of the tyre or the runway are under development. At
the same time, method s of defining accurately the runway condi ti on
are being inv8lStigatod. This in conjunction with the knowledge of
the aircraft performance will all~i safe oontrol of airoraft
movement.
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The mechanian of a~uaplaning and the nature of the flow
underneath the tyre are less well defined. \ny improvement in
the knowledge of thi s side of the problem wou.Ld aid development
of teohni~ues for alleviating a~uaplaning and would enable more
accurate predictions of the aircraft performanoe since the inter-
actions be~veen the tyre, fluid and ground surface are the source
of the aquap LanLng problem. IDnerging from the di soussions of
thi s review it would appear that what is par-t i.cuIar-Ly r-equLr-ed is
a more detailed knowledge of the deformed tyre shape in conjunotion
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CHAPTER 3
INITIAL CON SI:DEHATION S RJ!l!-\TED TO il MODEL mu-DY OF AQUilPLANDTG
3.1. Introduction
The initialconsidoro..tions given in this chapter are included to
help an understanding of the a~uaplaning phenomenon and to provide
more insight into tyre behaviour. Only those aspects of tyre mech-
anics relevant to the a~uaplaning studies of this report are consid-
ered. No account is taken of such factors as camber angle, steering
angle or of braking or accelerating forces.
Consideration is first given to the foroes acting on a pneumatdo
tyre in both a stationary and a rolling condition. Account is then
taken of the additional foroes imparted to a tyre wh en the surface
over which it rolls is covered wi t.h fluid. This is followed by con-
sideration of the scaling of the full size tyre and fluid conddtiona.
Non-dimenst onal parameters are developed using dtmensi cna'l ana.Iysf s
and scale factors are determined to enable the operating conditions
of the model system to be se'lected,
Finally an investigation is made into the deflection character-
i stic s of aircraft tyre s. Non-dimenai.onaLd,sed expre ssie:"ls previously
used for full size aircraft tyres in reference 3.3.,are presented to
represent the load, ground area, ground footprint length and the
footprint width of a defleoted tyre. In chapter 5 these non-dimen-
sionalised expressions are used as a ba ai s for comparing the geomet-
rical similarity of the statically deflected full size aircraft
tyres and the model tyres used in this investigation.
3.2. Forces Acting on aTyre
3.2.1. The Static Tyre
A tyre at rest under the action of a load, W , applied vertioally
at the wheel hub, experiences a deflection, 0 , as shown in figure
3.1. CA). The load transmitted from the wheel hub to the tyre via
the tyre bead, is distributed over a ground area, 1:.. ,not necessarily
g
uniformly, although in figure 3.1. (A) the distribution is shown
uniform for simplicity. The line of action of the resultant ground
reaotion, Re
The magnitude of the mean ground contact pressurep is given by
g
, acts through the centre puint of the footprint.
the expression 1-
. T, T
" • • • . . . '. . .
where Pt
Ag
is the internal tyre pre ssure which act s evenly over
the ground area and wi 11 vary vii th changes in the internal volume
of the tyre, and p is the mean equivalent ground pr e s air e, c
provided by the tyre ea sing stiffne ss. Thi s ari se s because the
inherent stiffness of the tyre casing allows it to carry a portion
of the load. The value c£ Pc depends upon the construction of
the tyre.
In the tyre footprint region the contact pressure is nat evenly
di st ri but sd, as implied by equation 3.1., due to a casing stiffness
"di atribution" in the tyre which cause s a variation of the Pc
component. Figure 3.1. (B) shows how the contact pressure in the
ai de regions of the contact area is particularly affected by the
stiffne ss of the si de walla.
3.2.2. The Rolling Tyre on a Dry 3lrface
ConEtider the tyre to be rolling freely with constant angular
velocity, w ,as shown in fi£ure 3.2. (A). The symbols shown have
the following meanings.
Dh a horizontal force developed in the tyre footprint
region to overcome tyre rolling resistQnce and hub
friction.
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H = driving force required at wheel axle to overcome all
resist'lnces to rolling.
r tho rolling radius of the tyre.
T = the frictional torque of the hub bearing.
o
R resultant ground vertical reaction in the .footprint ('.rer..
e
z horizontal displacement of vertical ground reactiong
Rg from vertical wheel centreline. Thi s occurs because
element s o~ the casing are subject to accelerations
and deformations as they enter and leave the footprint
region. Due to internal friction and impact losses,
the work done on the se tyre element s entering the foot-
print is not equalled by the work done by the tyre
elements leaving the f~otprint,resulting in some
resistQnce to its rolling motion. The moment of this
resa stance about the wheel centre is given by R x zg g
A redistribution of the ground contact pressure occurs
in wh i ch pressures in the front of the footprint are
higher than those in the rear of the footprint.
Resolving forces horizontally,
Resolving vertically
Taking moment s about the wheel axle,
D r = T + R zhog g
D = (T + W z )/r11 0 gor ................. 3.2.
Figure 3.2. (B) shows a three dimensional ground pressure distri-
bution for a tyr-e rolling at 60 km Ih. The Jround pressures are
slightly higher in the forward part of the footprint. The increases
to each side are due to ea m.ng stiffne ss effect s. '
3.2.3. The Rolling Tyre on a Fluid Covered 3J.rface.
Figure 3.3. (A) represents a wheel rolling with a oonstant
angular velocity over a fluid covered surface. The symbols II ,
have the same significance as in section
3.2.2. Due'to changes of tyre shape caused by the pressure of the
fluid, R. and z may differ slightly from their dry sur f'aceg g
values. The following additional symbols are used.
F force imparted to the tyre due to the
change in cementum of the fluid as it is di spLac ed from
ClAd to VI'$oCOVS Clc..hol'\.
the path of the wheel, This has lift and drag components
Land D
VI
The line of action of F does not neoessarily
pass through the wheel centre.
Resolving vertically W==L+R,.
g
. . . . . . . . . . 3.3.
Hence as the lift component increase s the load R , suppo.rted by the
g
ground in the oontact area, reduces since the load Wis oonstant.
This result s in a reduced contact area.
Resolving horizontally, . . . . . . . . . • •
i.e., the total wheel drag is increased by the fluid drag component.
Taking moments about the wheel centre,
Dl r = R z + T - D (r - y)+L Zl1 g g. 0 W
The lift force L and the ground reaction R can be combined to form
g
. . . . . . ... · 3.5.
a re suIt ant verti cal r eacti on R ,
V
acting at a di stance Z v
forward of the wheel axle.
i.e., • • • • • • • 3.6.
wh ere R :: vi , the appLi.ed load.v
Therefore equation 3.5. becorres
D} =(W zl + '1' - D Cr-·y) )/rlOW . . . . ••• 3.7.
This equation is analogous to equation 3.2. for the dry surface case.
3.2.4. The Aquaplaning Condition
Figure 3.3. (B) shows schematically the variation with forward
speed of the hydrodynamic lift, L, and the total drag, Dh + Dw
aoting on the tyre. il.lso mown is the angular velocity of the
wheel. As speed is increased the lift and drag components of the
hydrodynamic force build up progressively on the tyre surface. At
the upper aquaplaning speed, the lift component becomes equal to
the applied load and the tyre separate s from the ground. The
ground reactions on the tyre Rg and Dh, reduce to zero.
from equation 3.4.
Thus
H = Dw . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 3.8.
i.e., the fluid drag is the only horizontal force acting on the
tyre oppo sing f'or-war d motion. As speed increase s and the tyre Ill' t s
in the fluid layer, this drag may reduce. From equations 3.5. and
3.7. and putting R
c-
C)
and D equal to zero
h
L z + T = D er - y)low
The fluid drag, D , provides a moment trying to maintain wheel
W
. . • • . . . . . .
rotation. Tho moment provided by the lift forc~ 1, and the frictional
torque,To' oppose wheel rotation. Under steady conditions the wheel
will spin down to a speed at which these moments balance.
If speed is now reduced 'I"Vi th the tyre aquaplaning, a speed will
be reached when ground contact is re-established and the "."heel will
spin up. This speed is Toferred to as the lOiver aquaplaning speed.
T~ 1iffarence between the upper and lower aquaplaning speeds
may vary widely dependz.ng upon the tyre c..ldground conditions.
3.3. Similitude Betwoen Model and Full &!ale §ystern~
3.3.1. Introduction
An analysis is carried out to determine the condition for
similitude necessary for modelling the a~uaplaning phenomenon.
The relationmip s which link tho full scale and model systems
are developed by the method of dimensional analysis. This
requires only that all variables affecting the tyre behaviour
be specified.
3.3.2. Non Dimensional Parameters
On initial oonsideration, the independent variables listed
below are likely to influence the fluid dynamic force s on the
tyre and hence its aquaplaning characteristics.
a) Fluid Parameters.
u= linear speed of wheel
p density of the fluid
II vi scoEti. ty of the fluid
a = surfaoe tension of the fluid
h = depth of the fluid
g acceleration due to gravity
b) Tyre Parameters.
w angular velooity of the wheel
d tyre external diameter
tyre pressure .-Pt =
\rJ tyre vertical load
K f~~ction representing the internal properties of the tyre
which effect it B shape when it is sub jec t ed to externally
applied force s, K will depend upon the undef'Lec t ed tyre
shape, tyre stiffness and stiff'ne ss di stri buti on , tyro mass
and mass distribution. The problem of determining the
appropriate functions relating these factors il: the model
and full scale tyre is avoided in the analysis by asmnning
that properly scaled model tyres are used.
The dependant variable considered in the dimensional analysis is the
fluid dynamic force F. Thus,
F = f'{u P 11 h rr tu d , Pt' l~T, T.l\), , 1-" (j' , ", ~ I'
•••••• 3.10.
Application of conventional techniques of dimensional analysis
gives,
.. __ E:.. __=f (R.u.~,. .~_"1.1p_d2!._~,~1. w.d.,P t




where :F = C....__ -- .. - ... f
2d2pU
P ad = He
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For similitude between the model and full scale systems it is
necessary to maintain the non-dimensional parameters of 3.11.
constant. An examination of the terms involved shows the incompat-
_1
Froude number (at {u/ (d );~») .Jibility of Reynolds nurab er (a< (ud))j
2and Web~r number (~. (u cl»). This makes it impractic~ to conduct
dynanuc model test s wi thout some measure of di storti on. We now
examine the importance of the se three parameter s, assuming that
geometric similarity exi. st s between the model and full scale systems.
Reynolds number describes the relative importance of inertia
forces and viscous forces. The effect of viscosity modifies the
flow pattern under the tyre hence the distribution of fluid
pressures on the tyre surf'aoo . The ext ent to whi ch the flow paths
are modified depends upon the di stance and the relative velocity
between the tyre and ground and is greate st when aquaplaning has
been estq.bli shed and wheel spi.ndown ha s occurred. In thi s ca se the
relative velocity of the tyre to the ground is a maximumand large
velocity gradients will exist in the gap found under the tyre.
Thus in the aquaplaning condition the flow under the tyre 'wi 11 have
some dependl:tnce on the Reynol ds number. Whil st the wheel is
moving wi. th full rotation before aquaplaning occur s, the relative
velocity between the tyre and ground is negligible. In addition
the di stance between the tyre and ground out side the contact area
will generally be large compared to that under the aquaplaning
tyre. In this case viscous effects will only bocorne significant
cLose to the edges of the footprint where tlle di stance between
the tyre and ground is small. Thi S vi scous region can extend into
the contact area and hence lead to "vi scou s" aquaplaning if both
tyre and ground surface are smooth. On rough surfaces viscous
aquaplaning does not occur. Therefore, at speeds close to the
dynamic aquap Larri.ng' speed vJi th full tyre rotation, the force
coefficient wi11 be Ie ss sen ei.ti ve to change s in Reynolds number
than in the case of the aquaplaning non rotating tyre.
Viscosity also causee a skin frictional drag on the tyre surfaco,
it s magnitude being dependant on the di stance and relative velocity
between the tyre and ground. This force provides a moment tending
to maintain whsal rotation after the aquaplaning speed has been
exceeded.
3.8.
Weber number describes the relative magnitudes of the surface
tension and the fluid inertia forces. furf.:oe tension causes a
thin layer of fluid to stick to and be canrd ed around by the rotat-
ing tyre. Thisvnll influoncevery slightly the points of sapara-
ti on of the fluid from the tyre. The effect on the flow field
under the tyre oan be considered negligible.
Froude number is t he ratio of fluid inertia force s to the
gravitational forces. The effect of the gravitational field is to
produce forces on the tyre due to standing waves in the fluid. As
Frou~o number inoreases, tho wavo amplitude becomes large in compar-
i son with tho fluid depth and tho wave transforms into a thin shoet
of spray which is thrown oLear of tho tyro. Exporience has shown
that the transition from a wave into a spray occurs at speeds much
lower than the aquaplaning speed. It Cal. thus bo considered that
the gravitational forces in the immediate vioinity of the tyre are
negligible compar-ed with the fluid inertia force s, The force
coefficient will therefore be independent of the Froude number.
When considering the fluid spray, the gravitational forces and
the surface t en ei on become of increased importance. For invosti-
gations involving spray trajectories over large distanoes, Froudo
number and Weber number must be oonai.der-ed,
In vi ew of the preceding di scusai.ons ~na.mic similitude between
the full scale and model systems will be








3.3.3. SJaling of Tyre and Fluid Conditions
The assumption of constant K implie s the a ssump+i. on of geometric
ei.rnfLar i,ty of the unloaded model and full size tyre F.l since all the
characteri stic s of the tyre whach effect it s shape are maintained
relatively tho same. In view of thi s assumption dis taken to
represent the usual characteristic linear dimension of the tyre.
The scale factor 'n tis clefine d as
'where tm! denotes model conditions
'pI denotes prototype or full scale conditions
The choice of scale factor depended mainly upon the tyres avail-
able and the space restrictions. The 9 inch diameter tyres used Viera
considered representative of tyres 36 inches diameter at t scale
(i.e. n = t).
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The range of ruitable tyre inflation pressures (15-50 lb/sq.in.~
was of the order of t the full scale tyre inflation pressures.




b) Reynolds number ,.Qud
1J
Since water was used in the model system const;;;.ncy of Reynolds
number r equ.Lrcd
(ud )m :: (ud) p
3.10.
Hith the re strictions imposed on ve ioc; ty in a) above, thi s could not
be achieved and in fact we have
(R )e m
i. e., in the model system the effect s of vi 8CO si ty are eight times
greater relative to the effect of fluid inertia than at full scale.
This req_uires consideration when interpreting the results.









From a) and tho scale factor 1'1
= = 2
In the aquaplaning experiments described in this report tho
angular v eLoci.ty of the vrh eeI was zero hence u.\dju is no longer
consi. dered.
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3.4. Analysi s of ~atic Deflection Ch_8,racteristic s
3.4.1. Introduction
The model tyres used in this investigation were not specially
propD.red in order to obtain the same (relatively) internal tyre
characteristics (tyre stiffness, mass, mass distribution etc.) a s
the full si ze aLrcr-aft tyre s (it e., K was not equa.L to K ). Thusm p
the geometrical similarity and hence dynamic similitude, will be
affected due to the re sulting difference s in the dynamic and statio
tyre behaviour. In chapter 5, the difference in geometric similarity
of the model and full scale tyre sis Lnvestigated by comparing the
static deflection charactoristics of the model tyres wi th those of
the full scale tyres. The non-dimensionalised paraneters for the
tyre footprint wi dt.h and length, footprint area An d load-dcflecti on
characteri stic s used in the inve stiea tions are eli scuased in the
following sections. Dynamic effect,;; are not considered due to the
difficulty of determining the dynamic tyre shape parti ouLaz'Lyin
the footprint region. This does not present a large error for the
aquaplaning tyre since the rotational velocity is normally very much
reduced.
3.4.2. Footprint Longth.
The footprint length of a vertically loaded tyre, figure 3.4.,
is a function of the tyre vertical deflection ( 8) and the tyre
diameter (d). If the tyre wore not di storted thi s length would be
equal to the length of the geo~etrical choxd (a I ) formed by the
intersection wi, th the ground plane of a circle havi.ng a diameter
equal to that of the tyre.
i. e. ,




Because of the di st or t i.on, the actual footprint length (a) is
less than (a'). The spread of experiment~l points or aid plotted
of Qty"c:.Y't\ft
against old is ehown in figure 3.4. ;'.) for et. WIde ....uio'\~l\tyres. The
curves were taken from reference 3.3. in which it was shown that the
experimental points were satisfied by the expression
D.d = 1.7 ( • • • • • •. 3.14.
3.4.3. Po obpr Lnb i'lidth
A simi.Iar relationship to 3.11. can b e estr:.blisl:.ed for the
tyre footprint wi, dtll (b). Assuming E'. circular t;rre cross secti on,
with a diameter equal to that of the undoflected tyre yd dt h (w),
the chord width is given byg
b;w = 2 ( ( 6 /Vl) ( :)jw) 2)t ....... 3.15.
The spread of experimental values of b/w is plotted against a/w in
figure 3.4. (h) for full sen.Le tyres, the curves again being reproduced
from reference 3.3. The experiment al point s were found to bo sati s-
fied by the expression 8
b 4
.; = 1.7 ( ( 6/v/) 2.5 (<5/w) + 6 }1.5 ( a/vI») •••• 3.16•.
3.4.4. Footprint l~ea
1~simple expre ssion for the footprint area (A ) can be obt a.i.nod
g
if the footprint is assumed to be elliptical, i.e., 11 =e




Neglecting ( :5 /W)2 and higher orders gives






area par~neter. This paramoter is plotted against ~/win figure
A
g is taken to be the footprintIn thi s expression
3.4. c)., an d compared ','Ii th th e spread c:£ exje r-i.montal full scale
data point s taken from reference 3.3. A good oorrolation is shown
up to about 30% deflection which covers the normal oper a.tdon range
for aircraft tyres.
3.4.5. Load-Deflection Variation
From equation 3.1. the vertical lead is givon by






The expression on the L.R. S. of this equati on is def'Lne d as tho
load parameter and is plotted against 0/W in figure 3.5. Compari-
son wi th the spread of experimental result s taken from refGrence 3 •.3.,
Showed a good correlation for a range of different types of tyres.
-
The effective pressure due to the casing stiffness, Pc ,in tho
load par~neter was taken to be 8~6 of the tyre inflation presrure
( Pr ) rated by the tyre manufactur-er a,
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( A ) FORCES ACTING ON A TYRE ROLLING OVER A FLUID COVERED SURFACE


























(B) PARTIAL AND TOTAL AQUAPLANING REGIONS (SCHEMATIC)
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The test equipment ufjedwa~ that de~igned by Barrett and
dencr-Lbad in reference 4.1. Figure 4.1. i3hOWflthe general arrange-
ment. The baflicfeature8 and instrwnentation are d~scribed below.
Thi A is followed by a defjcriptionof t hs modification8 made to the
original oQuipment, the additional equipment used, and the
limitations of tho rig.
4.2. General DeAcription
A water jet from a 6 inch wide rectangular nozzle Witsejected
tangentially on t o the flat upper surface of a 10 inch wi de belt
moving at the sarnovolocity aA tho jet. With a wheel undercarriage
running freely on the belt, tho AYstem represented an aircraft
undercarriago moving along a fluid covered runw~y. It was
impractical however to givo tho r,urroul1dingair a velocity relative
to the wheel.
4.2.2. Water system
il cLossd ~irouit water RYstem ViTasul;lod.For thiFJpurpoA9 the
wheel underoarriage7 the nozzle and the runway belt 'Nere located
in a tank. The working section wa.ceJ)(loFledwi th per~pex panel~ and
glasA side window~. The remaining portion of the tank was fabri-
cated from ~leet steel. The lo~or part of the tank formed a
water reservoir of 100 gallons capacity. il centrifugal pump,
driven by a 50 h.p. electric motor, dOlivered the water to the
nozzle. The flow rate was controlled by a gate valve in the 4 inch
di ameter del i very pipe.
4.2.3. Undercarriage Assembly
Figure 4.2. Shows a general view of the ~ndercarriage assembly
and drag balance. '1'he test wheel was located at the foot of a 'leg'
which pa ase d vertically through a casing suspended from the balance
frame _ Bearing s located between the casing and the leg allowed it
to slide f'r'e eLy , An extension of the leg above the casing enabled
vertical Load a to be applied to the test tyres by adding weights
to a loading platform. .I'he combined weight of the applied load
and undercarriage leg was carried by a platform situated below the
runway belt. Water bled from the delivery si de of the pump
emerged between the belt and the platform to lubricate the contact-
ing sur-race s,
4.3. Instrumentat~
4.3.1. Drag Measurement s
The balance frame sh ow n in figure 4.2. was given freedom to move
in the direction of the jet but was constrained in all other
directions. Drag was measured by calibrated strain gauges fixed
to a cantilever beam, restraining the movement of the balance frame.
Output from the gauGe::;:was recorded on a Ph'i.Ldps pen recorder.
Calibration of the gauges was carried out by loading the frame
horizontally wi, th a known force. Thi sis indi ca ted schematically
in figure 4.3. When calibrating the strain gauge a the undercarriage
leg was supported clear of the ground, with the wheel r-emered, it s
weight being' carried by the balance frame. Thi s allowed the frame
to ming more easily under the horizontal pull, since no Y/heel
4.2.
nol Lang re si stance was experienced. In the normal running condition
--round , A
correction was therefore made to the calibrating f or-co, to allow
for the horizontal force eorap onerrt acting 0"1 the balance due to
the weight of tho undercarriage leg. The curves in the lower
diagram of figure 4.3.? show the corrected horizontal load plotted
against the balance movernerrt measur-ed by the dial gauge. Output
from the gauge s '.'la8 linear over the range of drag force experienced.
4.3.2. Epray Lnt en ei t y i'JIea:guremonts
Measurement s of the fluid pre SSUTea in the main spray p.l.ume 8
were made with a "spray inten::ri..ty pr obo'", ThiR con ei rrt ed of a
pre SffiU'e transducer mounted in a tube Vlith a nozzl e attached to the
front. A diagram of the al'rangement i fl shown in figure 4.4. The
probe vra s mounted on a traversing rig which a.llowed vortica.l and
horizontal movement at right angles to the direction of the water
jet. Plate 4.1. (a) shows the a s scmbLy mounted in the working
section.
The pre ssure transducer u ned in the spr ay probe was a Bell and
HOYle11tYJ)e 4-326 with a 0 to 100 lb/8Cl.in. ab eoIut e range. The
electrical connections were protected by a moi~ure-proof moulded
FJeal froU! water penetrating to the interior of the probe. .An outlet
drain tube was also provided. in the body of the probe.
The operating pr-i.nci.pLe of the probe required that the nozzle
was maanta i.ned full of water by the impinging Rpray. The bombarding
water droplet s then stagnated on the fluid filled nozzle and the
pre asur e wa 8 tran Rtni -tt ed to the diaphram. Bocau fle the spr-ay VIas in
the form of droplet s an average pre s sur e was recorded which was a
function of the mass, velocity and frequency of impingement of the
spray particle s. In addition it was influenced by the angle at
which the spray struck the orifice.
Due to the practical difficulties of a Fzy"stemin which the spray
probe is aligned with the spray path at all positionFl,a fixed probe
was used, aligned in the direction of the jet. Barrett snowed in
reference 4.1. that no significant variation of measured pre smre
M~i~
vn th yaw angle was to be expected with the normall\spray path angle s
experienced.
With the mounting block shown in figure 4.4., the centreline of
the transducer could not be brought much closer than 2 inches to
the belt surface. Bocau se of this the posl'Jibility of using a cranked
nozzle wi t.h a 2 inch drop, was investigated. A cranked nozzle and
a straight nozzle were made with orifice diameters of 0.10 inches.
This diameter was chosen based on the r e sul.t s of Barrett. Both of
these nozzles are shown in figure 4.4. Comparative spray meal'Ure-
merit 13 with the two nozzle s showed only minor difference s. The snaIl
10813 of definition of the spray intensity distribution experienced
when using the cranked nozzle? was acceptable for the qualitative
spray tests of this work. The cranked nozzle was therefore u sed
for nearly all of the spray pr ossur-e measurements.
Output from the tranl3ducer was recorded on a Philips pen
recorder. For the purpol3e of setting tho output of the transducer
it was connected to an air suppLy capable of applying a known
pre Flsure. The arrangement is mavin in figure 4.5. Calibrati ons of
the transducer were made before and after each test.
The results of the pressure measur errerrt s in the spray were
pre sented as an Lrrt en si, ty factor ( T ). Thi s was defined as the
ra'jj.o of the pre SBUremeasued by the Bpray :.ntensi ty probe to the
dynamic pre BBUrGof the water jet measured at the nozzle exit.
The significance of thi Fl parameter was di BCURBed fully by Barrett
in reference 4.1.
4.3.3. Tyre and Di BC furface Pre ssure 1.1easur emerrtB
The pre ssur e transducer was aL so utili sed for measu.rement S of
hydrodynamic pre s sur e s on the surface s of tyre sand di 8C s, For
thi s purpo se the compLet e spray probe unit was mounted on the
external rig Btructure at the same level as the runway BUrface.
Pre s arr e tapping s in the tyre or di se surface were connocted in
turn to the transducer using plastic tubing. It wal3 convenient to
arrange the zero reading at 205b full scale deflection on the
recorder. This allowed negative pressures to be r~corded.
4.3.4. Linear Velocity of Belt
The linear velocity of the belt was determined from the
angular velocity of the drive pulley a asumdng no slip between the
belt and pulley. A tachogenerator, calibrated with a stroboscope,
waB used to measure the angular velocity of the drive pulley.
4.3.5. wneel Angular VelOCity
.A second tachogenerator mounted on the und.ercarriage leg, and
dri ven from the wheel axle, measured the angu l ar velocity of the
wheel. A stroboscope was again used to calibrate the voltage out-
put against the wheel angular velocity.
4.3.6. Jet Velocity Measurement::::
A sna l L pi tot tube mou.rted at the exit of the nozzle recorded
the dynamic pressure of the jet. The nozzle was coupled directly
to pressure gauges mounted at the same level as the nozzle. Inter-
connected high and low range gauges were available.
it pitot tube 132 inch diameter, was added to the spray probe
unit to mea ezr e the di rrtribution of dynamic pr-es sur e in the jet at
the wheel position. Plate 4.1. (c) shows the a s aernbLy mounted on
tho traverse gear.
4.4. ModificationFl and L,dditi ons to the Original EauiJ2!l.!.ent
4.4.1. Jet Nozzle Modification
The water .jet from the original nozzle:>was not considored sati 13-
factory for the d.e'tai, led st udi,e Flof aquap l arri.ng, Entrainment et: air
into the top surface of tho jet and betwcen the belt and je t caused
a progre SRi ve increase in the depth of the wat er layer wi th di Fltance
from the nozzle. The jet dynamiC pre~RUre immediately adjacent to
the belt and at the free surface wa::::also reduced. The jet was
improved by modifying the original nozzle as Shown in figure 4.6.
An ext enra on piece VJas fitted vr:lich brought the nozzle exit to
wi thin 4~ Lnche n of the wheel centreline for the 8 x 2 and 10 x 3
tyres and to wi thin 6 Lnc he a for the 16 x 4 tyres. The extension
consi st ed of a top plate and side wall s, the belt surface forming
the lower wall. A check on the static pre SAUre drop over the
length of the nozzle revealed a loss of 8 lb/m.in. at maximum jet
velocity. Thus the maxirnum dynamic pressure attainable was roduced
by 9-ib to 82 lb/sq.in. giving a maximumRPeed of Ll.O ft/Fl.
The effect of tho nozzle ext en sa on piece on the dynamic
pr e asur e distribution at the wheel po si ti on is shown in figure 4.7.
4.6.
The reducti on of the dynamic pre SF3Ureat the ground surface waFl
somewhat alleviated9 the Llcreasing fluid depth was minimi sed and
the maxi.murnjet dynamic pr e asur e was increased and brought nearer
to the ground surface.
The effect of the extended nozzle on the :=;pindown 8Pecds is
shown in figure 4.8. The greater dynamic pr e asur e Lowe r down in
the water layer caUFled the jet to penetrate under the tyre at a
Lower wheel speed than occurred before tho modification was
app Li.e d,
The modified nozzle 8ignificantly changed the rear I'lpray
intensity da st r-t.butaon s as 310Yln in figure 4.9. The spray field
was found to be more concentrated and different in form. Higher
spray t.nt en sdt i.e s wore also recorded.
The nozzle modification placed a vertical load on the belt
between the driven pulley and the leading edgo of the support
platform. Thi 8 gave rirag force R on the belt Rufficient to cause
belt slip and damage to it s underside. The load platform was
modified to alleviate this a s I'lllownin figure 4.10. The edge of
the table was machined to folloW mer-e closely the contour of the
free pulley allowing the table to be movod l-~ inch nearer to the
pulley. In addition a 'no se! waA added to the front of the table
to remove tho 8harp forward odge , With t.he se modj.f'Loa't Lon s the
gap between the free pulley and the front of the table was Le as
than Ii inches. A further improvement was made by fitting wipers
to the under side of the belt to prevent water, emergine from
between the belt and table, being trapped between the belt and
driven pulley. Belt slip vms eliminated for loads up to approx-
imately 350 Lb 'with normal belt t en si.cn n,
4.4.2. Traverse Mechanism for Rotating the Test Vi/heel
To facilitate the uea sur-ement of fluid pr-es sur e s on the sur f'ace
of an aquaplaning tyre (or di sc ) a t.r ave r se mechani smwas added to
the rig to rotate the wheel 810VJlythrough an arc of approximately
700• Thi s enabled pre P8ure tapping s in the tyre l':lUrface to be
t r-avcr sed through the water region whilst tho rig v,as operating.
Figure 4.11. shows a 8ketch of the arrangement. Plate 4.1.(b)
shows the assembly mounted on to the front of the rig.
11. crank fixed to the wheel was pin ...jointed to one ond of a
connecting rod. The opposite end of the connecting rod was
attached to a le ad scr ow driven by a small goared electric motor.
'1'he wheel could be rotated in either direction at speeds between
o and approximately ~ of a revolution per minute.
The angular position of the crank arm was indicated on the
scale shown in figure 4.11. The scale u sod for tho 8 x 2 and
le x 3 test tyres ViaI') f'or r.ad on the assumption that the wheel
contre was at a height of 4 Lnche s above tho belt surface. The
scale graduation8 then gave a maximumerror of 10 in the po st.t Lcn
of the crank ann vho,: tho cent i-o hca ght vie. s varied from 3~}-to 4i
inch above the belt. 11. amilar scale for the 16 x 4 tyre assumed
the wheel centre to be 7"1- inche s abeve the belt giving a maximum
error of iO when the centre height wa1'3varied from 7.0 to 8.0 inche s ,
Tho calibration curve s are shown in figure 4.12.
4.5. Additional Equipment
4.5.1. Static Loading Rig
The rig !:hownin figure 4.13. enabled the 8 x 2 and 10 x 3
tyr e s to be deflected by applying loads to the loading arm. The
deflections of the tyre swore meaarr ed with a dial ga.uge. A
-mixture of grease and paint on the tyre ~~rface enabled footprint
outlines to be made of thc tyre contact area which wer e then
measured wi th a planimeter.
4.5.2. Measurement of static Ground Pressure Distribution
An attempt vIas ma do to determine the di stribution of ground
pressure in the contact area. To do thi s the simple jig, shown in
figure 4.14 was constructed. This located the tyre whilst a perspex
plate, machined wi, th a gr i d of 3/16 inch diameter hoLos, was
screwed down on to it to supp Ly a load. The "po i.rrt" load carrie d
by the tyre at each hole po ai tion was then mea sur'e d, This was dore
by loading tJ:.le tyre u sing a :::mall "p Iunge r ", The load was increased
on the plunger until the tyre just deflected away from the rim of
the hole. The load was t aon noted. A light shining obliQuely on
to the per spex plate enabled tho small def'Lo ct i ons to bo more easily
seen.
4.6. Limitations of the Dquipment
4.6.1. 'Jet Condition at Wheel Position
The distribution of dynamic pressure in the jet at the wheel
po si tion, even with tho nozzle extension pi.ece , still diffored
from the ideal II squar-e" profile r-equf.r-e d to simulate actual runway
conditions as f:lhovmin figure 4.7. Thi,"l difference made a reference
free st r-cam velocity difficult to define. Nominally it was t akon
flO,,", the pr e asur e moasur-od by tho pitot tubc at the nozzle exit.
Thus allowances must be made for the reduced pre,'j~ure at the wheel
po ai t i.on when interpreting the test resultf3.
4·9
4.6.2. Belt furface and Veloci ty
The ground surface ha r a Bignifioant inf Luenco on the flow
under the tyre. It i8 therefore an important factor in the model
repre serrt atLcn of full scale conditions. Previous work ha s shown
that a snoo th sur f ace cause d premature spin down of the tyre. This
was also experienced in the present tests a s shown in figu.re 4.8.
To alleviate it the belt was coated with a layer of carborundum
particle a, A mixture of grade 40 and grade 90 particles was used
in approximately equa l proportions. All measur errerrt .s of aquaplaning
speed, and other rotational data were taken uai.ng this rough
surface. It Vias found however, that the coarse abrasive surface
eau sed damage to the tyre whe n it was subjected to speeds just
above the aquaplaning speed for long periods. Thus tho smooth belt
was used wh en making oa st Lngs of the tyre shape? and wh en ne a suring
fluid pressures on the tyre surface. Figure 4.15. show s that using
a sn ooth belt surface instead of a rough surface did not signifi-
cantly change the spray Lnt.en si.t y da st i-Lbu td cn a,
4.6.3. Range of Tyre Inflation ~~essure
Previous work (see Chapter 2) ha s shown that the aquaplaning
speed is pr-opor-t i one.L to tho square root of the tyro pressure.
Therefore incrensing the tyre pressure reduced the velocity rango
ava i LabLo for tho tyre in the aquaplaning state. The maximumtyre
pressure that could be used was 50 Ib/l'J:l.in. corresponding to an
aquaplaning speed i'n the order of 108 ft./ s. The minimum tyre
pre ssur e that could be used for the 8 x 2 and 10 x 3 tyre s was
approximately 15 Ib/ sq. in. Below thi 8 value the re su l t B became
inconsi stent. Tho minimumpr e s sur e for tho 16 x 4 tyros was
20 lb/ sq.in. Below thi S value the boa ds of the se tyro 13 tended to
become 100130 on the wheel rim.
4.6.4. Loading Rc.c:rtrictions
The maximumload which could be appl i.e d to the wheel without
inducing belt slip was approximately 350 Lb for the normal runway
belt tension. This was sufficient to give a deflection cf 20%
ba sod on the tyre width for tho hoava e at tyro, (i.e. the 16 x 4 - 6
ply rating). The r et ed def'Lcc tLon, from Chapter 5, is approximately
21%. Loads as high as 450 10 have been applied without inducing
slip, by over tightening the runway belt.
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TEE MODEL TYRE S
5.1. Introduction
It was ~hown in Chapter 3 that apart from the po~~ible affect~
of unequal Reynol.ds number, lift and d.rag coefficients in the
model and full 8cale sY8tem8 woul d be comparable, provided geom-
etrical mmilari ty of the deflected tyre F'! could be achieved. Thi IJ
chapter de scz-Lbe s the model tyres used for the experimental work,
and di SCUFJse8 the geometrical siinilari ty between the model and
full size aircraft tyre 1'3.
5.2. Choice of Te st Tyre fl
To obtain a scaled model of a full 8ize aircraft tyre, con-
sideration shcuLd be given to shape, casing stiffness, mass d.i. stri-
bution, and rubber and casing propertie s. The de sign and develop-
ment neoded to produce such a tyre wi, th correctly scaled
characteri ::rtic s was well out Bide bh e scope of thi S st.udy , snaIl
aircraft tyre s w e.rc found to be uri nui,table because they tend to be
too I'3tiff. The tyre Cl that were ~electeJ. came from a range of
induRtrial trolley tyros uanuf'aot ur ed by the DunLop Hubber Co.
These were; an 8 x 2 trolley tyre 8.9 inches diameter and 2.34
Lnche s Wide, a 10 :x: 3 inUu8trial trolley tyro 9.75 Lnchoa diE'tmeter
and 2.75 Lnche s wade and three 16 x 4 tyrOB cla8sified aFl followl':l:"
16 x 4 - 2 Two ply rating tyre approximately 16 Lnche s diameter;
16 x 4 - 4 Four ply ratint;' tyre appz'oxi.matel y 16 inche s diameter;
16 x 4 - 6 Six ply rating tyre approximately 17 inche s diameter.
The relative sizes of the different tyres are shown in Plate 5.1.
The 8 x 2 and 10 x 3 test tyro s were originally .eho sen by
Barrett, reference 5.1. and wore also used by Roberts, reference
5.2. The re sul t I'l of their work have shown the se tyre 1'3 to be
5.1
reasonably representative of aircraft tyres as regards fluid drag,
spray and general aquapLa.ri.ng char act er I st i.c s,
The 8 x 2 waB the ba si c te F.lttyre and waB used in the three
forms 8hown in figure 5.1. The smooth tread form was that on which
most of the experimental work was carried out. The ribbed tread
form had Beven equa space d circumferential grooves 0.1 inches wide x
0.1 inche s deep out into the tyre surface. Tho single groove form
had one central 0.1 x 0.1 inch groove. The grooves were cut with
the tyre mountod in a lathe? using a portable grinding machine
fi tt ed wi th a 0.1 inch 'lNido grinding wheel and clamped in the
t ool.poat , The ancot h and Bingle grooved forms had approximately
13 inch thickne ss of rubber removed from the tread area and
shoulder 8. Thi s was done with a hand grinder or a rough cut file
wi th the tyre inflated and mounted in a lathe. The remaining tyre
thickness waF: determined by taking micrometer measurements over a
3 inch diameter st eol ba l ! inserted in the ca si.ng, rrhi s enabled a
ccn ai 8te.nt tyre thickne B8 and profile to be maintained between the
different 8 x 2 tyre8 used.
Tho 10 x 3 tyre had a much 8tiffer construction, than the
8 x 2, and thiB had a marked effect on it~ aquaplaning and rolling
characteri st i.o fl. The t yr e was used in a smoot h formJ the tread
having be en ground [CV/ay. The ero 1':1'1 FJection and footprint shape are
shown in figures 5.2. and 5.3. reBpoctively.
The three 16 I 4 tyres with different st Lf'f'ness r-at ing s wero
u sad to evaluate the effect of ca si.ng stiffnes8 on aq_uaplaning.
Thel30 tyru8were supplied with the tread removed. Their crOSFJ
secti on s and footprint 8hapoB are also shown in figure s 5.2. and
5.2
5.3. Geometrical Si.milari ty between Model and Full bize T_dTes
5.3.1. Introduction
The undoflected profile ratio s and aspect ratio s of the model
and full size aircraft tyre 13 are fir st compared. The a spect ratio is
defined as the tyre diameter divided by the tyre width. The profile
ratio is defined as the tyre cros~ sectional height from the bead
seat divided by the tyre width. fuch a comparison is not mrl'ficient
to te st completely the geometrical similarity between the full size
and model tyres. This is illustrated in figure 5.4. where some
typical full size; tyre cross-sections are shown. It is seen here
that difference 13 exi,m in the detailed shape R of the two type VII
tyre s although their profile and aspec t ratio s are t\le..SAIM.a. Under
deflection further differences in shape will occur due to different
tyre stiffness characteri mic s, Further te st s were made therefore
to compare the model and full scale "tyroB under static deflection
condi 't i.ona,
A full comparison would necesl'1itate determination of the crosl3-
s8cti onal mape s of the prototype and model tyre s at different
dof'LectLone, Since none of the model tyres were reprosentative of
anyone par-tLcuLar' aircraft tyre, a different approach was used.
In thi s the static deflection characteri stic s of the model tyre s
were compared with thoBe of a range of full size aircraft tyres,
given in reference 5.3, usinG the nondi.mensi onaI parameters dis-
cussed in Chapter 3 to repro sent load, deflection, ground footpr~nt
area, and the footprint length and width. This approach assumed
that the difference Fl in the tyre shape, stiffne ss and stiffne sS
distribution would appear as iifferences in the geometry of the
contact patch and a 1'3 difference 1'3 in the load/deflection character-
i stic A. The actual static data recorded for the model tyre 1'3 is
presented in Appendix 5.1.
5.3.2. CompariRon of the Profile and Aspect Ratios for the
Undeflected Model and Full Size Tyre s
~
The 8 x 2 and 10 x 3 tyre s repre sented full sea.Le tyre 8 of
36 and 40 inches diameter re8peetively at t 8cale. The 16 x 4
tyre 13 repre serrted full size tyre s in the range 32 to 34 inche 13
diameter at t scale. Thu8 tyre a8pect and profile ratios for the
model tyre s are compared in figure 5.5. with tho se for a range of
Bri ti sh and American aircraft tyre s with diameter s between 30 and
40 inches. It can be 8een that the majority of aircraft tyres
considered had aspect r'at Lo s between 2.5 and 3.75, and profile
ratios between 0.75 and 1.0. The model tyr e s wer-e found to have
larger profile ratios than the full ai ze t yr e s, '1'110 aspect ratios
of the smaller tyre 8 fell vvi.thin the r-ange of full seaLe value s,
but tho8e for the 16 x 4 tyres were greater than normally found with
aircraft tyre s,
5.3.3. Load Deflection Data
Figure 5.6. MOW8a non-dimensional plot of vertical load
again8t deflection •. The oolid line r epr-eserrt s the char-act er-i at tc s
of full size aircraft tyros having a rated deflection of 0.21w.
For tho model tyre.'3 the rated pre flSure (p ) in th e load parameter
r
E)xpro8sion was taken to be the inflation pr e asur e recommended by
the manufaoturer for theso tyres, in keeping with full Reale practice.
On thi8 basis, with the excopt i on of the 16 x 4 - 6 tyre, the
deviation of the model characteristics from the aircraft tyre
charactori::ri;ics wa8 less than 10%up to a deflection of o/w = 0.3.
This was v:ithin tho bounds of the experimental scatter
5.4
experienced with the aircraft tyre results. The principal test
t~rre (8 x 2) was approximrtely 6% stiffer tl ~;n the aircraft tyre s,
Accordingly, the load required to maintain the rated deflection of
0.21 at an inflation pressure of 30 Ib/sq.in, was 159 lb. instead
of 149 lb. as suggosted by the full scale results.
5.3.4. Footprint Length and Width Deflection Data
The length and width parameter s of the ground footprint arc
plotted agai.nsrt the deflecti on parameter in figure 5.7. for the
model and full size aircraft tyre s, The footprint longth of the
model tyres gave a reasonable correlation with the aircraft tyres
with the exception of the 16 x 4 - 6 ply tyre. Thi s tyre was
characteri sed by a more rectangular shaped footprint, as shown in
figure 5.2. ~ wi th a great er length along the si des than along the
centreline. Both the centreline length and maximumlength of the
footprint of this tyre arc plotted in figure 5.7. and both were
found to be Aignificantly 1'!!naller than tho 86 of tho full siz.e air-
craft tyre s for the sane deflection.
Figure 5.7. shows that the footprints of the model t yr e s were
generally narrower than t.hose of tho aircraft tyre s, The wi dth of
the 16 x 4 - 6 tyre footprint became constant with Lnc.r ea so of
vertical deflection unlike the footprint widths of tho othor model
and aircraft tyre A which Lnc.r ea aed with deflection.
5.3.5. Gross Footprint Area-deflection Data
The difference s in length and wi dth of the model and aircraft
tyre footprints affect the footprint areas. The gross footprint
area parameter is plotted against the deflection parameter for the
modol and aircraft tyro", in figure 5.8. The full scale results
indicated a linear r-eLat i.on siidp up to a value of 0 lu = 0.3
All tho model tyre I> except the 16 x 4 - 6 p1Yj showed rea sonabl y
linear relations1ips although their footprint areas were relatively
le ss than tho se of the full siZe tyTe s for equivalent deflections.
5.4. Conclusions
In conc.Iu si on, the difference s found between the model and
full scale tyTe characteri st i c s were indicati vo of difference s to
be expected in their deflected shape I> when aquap l ani.ng •. With the
exception of the 16 x 4 - 6 ply rating tyre it il> believed that
I
these devdat i ons were not 8Ufficient to prevent the mechanics of
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FIG 5.3 TYRE FOOTPRINTS FOR 10x 3 AND 16x 4 TYRES
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16x4-6p1y 16X4-4ply 16x4-2ply 10x3 8x2
TYRE PLY TYREWIDTH DIAMETERRATING PRESSURE
in in Ib/ln'
8x 2 2 2.39 8·89 20
10x3 2 2.75 9·71 20
16x4 2 3.7 16 20
16x4 4 3·7 16 20
16x4 6 '3·8 17 20
PLATE 5.' TEST TYRE PROFILES
AND DIMENSIONS
CHAPrER 6
A CAerING TECENIQ,UE TO DEr:fu.ilin THZ ASUAPLil.1H~\TG .11APE OF 'l'HE MCD:'i:L 1J.1YRE u
6.1. Genera).__I_rltroduct i 011
The shape s of the model tyre s whil st aquaplaning were determined
by a casting technique which il3 de scz-Lb ed in thil:l chapter. Photo-
graphi c and electrical technique s were 12.1RO con si dere d initially
but were da soar-de d as un su.it ab Le for the pr e sent rig.
A photographic technique waR used by N.J i , 8.1•• , reference 6.1.,
for full size aircraft and automobile tyre 13. The tyre I'l Vlere run
over a gla8s plate set in a flooded test track thuR a.Ll owi.ng photo-
graphs to be taken from underneath. Gray, reference 6.2., a100
u se d a phot ogr aph.i c technique in which model tyre R wer-e run on the
inside of a rotatineJ pe r apex drum enabling photocraphlLoi' the under-
Aide of the tyre to be taken from the out F.!ide.
One po aai.bLe el·3·,~trica.l technique was that developed for full
F3izc aircraft tyre 13 by i'lillie.ms of the Col18[;e of i:..erotlautics,
Cranfield. An outline of the syl'fter,l iB given in reference 6.3. In
thi s techniq_ue measu.remerrt 13 were taken of the electrical re si stance
of the water layer between thE; tyre and F30me contact F! set in the
nunway , The thacxne "ll'l of the water layer between the tyre and
ground was then related. to the resiRtance.
Tt& caRting technique was a Rimple alternative to the photobraphic
and electrical methods r-equi r i.ng no rig modff'i catd on s or expensive
equi.pmerrt , The major di sadvarrt age was that the castingl'l were of
the internal shape of th e tyre. To obtain the out ~ide tyre shape
it was ne ce s sar-y to build ur the 8Urface of the ca~ to allow for
the ca sa.n.; thickness. Another diBadva.~tage Wa.13 that the wheej could
not be allowed to rotate. In the full I'3cale ea se it iR u:"!ual for
wheel rotation to be maintained during aquaplaning albeit at a
reduced rate. This discrepency will undoubtedly result in !;pme
changes to the tyre shape in the contact region.
The usefulne ss of the ea sting technique depended on tha e.ccur-aoy
with which the ca st Lng s reproduced the tyre R-~ape. This obviously
could not be checked by direct measurement. It was necessary to
re sort to compari sons of the f'lpray patternR produced by the actual
tyre and tha reproduced shape, and to co,llpari sons of the hydro-
dynami,o pre ssure di stri but ion s on their sUrface s. The re sult A of
the se compari sOnA are al sO de scribed in thi 8 chapter.
6.2. ,Casting 1:at erial
There ware three ba si.c requirement:':! for tho casting material.
The se being 9
1. the material had to be a liqui:l having e. low vi sec si ty to
enable itt 0 b a injecteJ through the val vB tube;
2. it had to r-emad.nliquid long enough for the test rig to be
started and conda.t.Lcn s set;
3. hardening had to occur Quickly wi,thout diAtortiol'l or cracking.
The casting material found to be mosf suitable and. which was
u8ed F)Ubsoquently for all t e st work \'FaR a cold cure rubber compound*
hardened by the addi ti on of a catalyst. During devolopracnt of the
technique the following proportions were found to yield the best




Silaatomer Rubber 9161, 100 part Fl by weight
Cat e Ly st 4 part 1'1 by weight
Diluent Si.liOOnE) Fluid u. S. 200! 5 part s by weiGht
- ~
Tho silicone fluid waR a ddo d to r euucc the ViFlCORity of tho:rb r
but it !'I.ln\) prolongod tho notting t tme ,
'rhe weight of thu caAting mat cxd a.L in tho tyro wa rJ oqui Vall.
to an Ilclditiol1al c:l.i.Fftributed load on tho tyre ca sd ng of 0.021/
m.. in. Thi I'l Y/aA only 0.13~{, of tho minimum tyro pr 0 Muro ur-G n
had a nogligible effect on the tyrw ~ape.
Two other ea 8ting mat or i.a). Fl 'ViTOl'OLnvo Rtii;ato:l. The fir ..t
t he se , Ory~ic 198*, waR a po Iye st ar r e si n from a .::ang~ whdch
cover= a variety of cal'lting f'unc t aon a and vfuich i 1'1 al<!o u"'ed n
fibro SlaRI'). Initial to Rt A Mowed the following proportion to
aivo tho be st 1'0 flUl t 1'.1.
Ol'yfrtiO 198 re san 100 part FJ by weight
Cu.talynt pu ate H 4 part FJ by weight
Aocolerator E
Marblo floux' 100 part Fl by weight
Snall variation! in tho amount of aocelel'al;oI and in the nv r ...
mental cc ndl tiona had Rignificant effects on tho hardenil1(; ti
Beceu se of this, it waR not eal'.lily controllable and oraoki
diRtortion often re~u.ltcd. Tho po Lys st ez' r e sin wa. oventua.lly
d.i scar ded in fa.vour or the more reliable rubber compound,
)i> atppli I'S S:lott Bader & Co. Ltd.
Wollaston
\Joll1ngbo.cough
Nort b.o.mpto nMir e
6
The second casting material con sader ed, Araldite CY 210* was a
re sin from the Araldi te ra .ge which had a Lovr vi RCa 8i ty enabling it
to be admitted ea8ily thrcugh the tyre valve tube. It waR u8ed with
a hardener and an accelerator in the following proportions.






100 part 8 by weight
50 part s by weight
4 part s by v/eight
The setting time was unacceptably long and thi 8 material was
no t used for making tyre casts. However becau se of its durability
it proved u sef'uL for making ocpi e a of the ca st s whi ch could then
be u ned for measur ement s of F5';jrayLnt en ai t.y and pressure distri-
butions. One of these copLe s fitted with st a'tLc pr-e s sur e tiube a is
shown in plate 6.1. Al so phown is the moul d from which thi R
cast vraFlproduced, and tvlO original Si..lalrlomer rubber ca stis of the
internal tyre shape.
6.3. Procedure f_9.E....Deterr,-linatio'1of the Aquaplanin: Tyre ~ape
6.3.1. Internal Tyre Ca~tings
The following procedure waf', used for casting the internal
l3hape of the aquaplaning tyre uai ng tho Silastomer rubber compound.
The wheel wa s fixed to the under car-rd.age leg and the required test
load vie» applied. The undercarriage lee was then rai sed so that
the wheel was clear of the ground and the ,.vhe eI brake wa s applied
with the tyre valve approximately 300 to the vertical and downstream
* fupplier s ClBA Ltd'l
Duxford
Cambridge
from the wheel axle. The SUa st oner rubber compound wa A mixed and
admtttod into th8 tyre innertubo through the valve aperture using a
simple screw injector. The tyre VITas then inflated to the r equd r ed
pre RI'3Ure. Al though hard.enin,;- began immediately the rubber ooluti on
remained liquid long enough to allow a further 10 minute waiting
period. The water jet and belt speed were then matched at the
required value and the wheel wa1:llowered slowly on to the water
layer. Te:;t conda ti on s were held constant until it was certain
that the material had hardened. Thi s was indicated by a te F1t
specimen of the caRt matorial placed in the Ramoenvirorunent as
the tyre. After hardening the wheel was r emoved, the innertube
cut open and the casting taken out. At this stage it was ~till
soft and fairly warm from the exothermic reacti Oil. It iivas left
therefore for a further 24 hours curing time before the shape was
recorded.
6.3.2. Measurement of Cast ::hare
After hardening wa s complete the shape of the ea sting could.
be determined.. To facilitate thi s it s lower surface was marked.
wi th a t inch grid of line s, some of which are vi sible on the oast s
shown in plate 6.1. The cast wa 13 then placed on a surface plato
with its shaped surface uppermost and the thickncsRwaA mea.mred
wi th a di al gauge at each point of the grid. Due to the "spongy"
nature of the rubber, care waR r equi.r ed during thi R pr oce es, The
most effective method. was to URe a piece ...f paper a8 a "feeler"
between the tip of the dial gauge probe and the cast. This allowed
a constant contact pressure to be mar.ntadne d at all points.
&:li:<1eindioation .')f the exp er-Iment a.I errors involved in produc-
ing and recording the internal tyre snape8 iR seen from figure 6.1.
(Thi s shows three castings produced under identical conda.t t cn a, The
longti t.udana I cro 1'18 secti 0:11'1, the lateral ero 813 sec td, ons and the
inward distortions on the longitudinal centreline are compared.
The shape s behind the vertical centreline (po Flitive Z value s) were
similar but ~mc differences occurred at the front. The inward
distortions of the cast shapeI') a l so sho'VvedsOmevariations. The
ca:::;t1:1 A and B produced u ei.ng the same tyre show ed about 10%varia-
tion in the Y component of tho shape due to experimental error.
The cast C produced from a different 8 x 2 tyre showed a difference
of around 2()<;~. The accuracy with which the po si tion of the vertioal
centreline of the shape could be determined (in the?; direction)
was estimated to be within ±. 0.05 inches.
6.3.3. Building up the Cast to give the External Tyre fuape
The production of the external tyre shape from the internal
tyre casting was the most difficult part of the process, but was
necessary to enable &. qualitative assessment of the accuracy of
the internal cast shapes. The assessment was made by comparing the
performance of the Qxternal tyre shape with that of the actual
tyre. This was done for three test tyres (8 x 2, 10 x 3 and
16 x 4 - 2) the condf,tions for the casting being given in Table 6.1.
li. method was developed in which the surface of tho cast was
built up with wax. Thi s was added in layer s until a thickne ss a
li ttle greater than the tyre oa:::;in(; thickne 88 was attained. Pins
stuck into the cast and left protruding an amount equal to the
casing thickness were used as markers. The external tyre shape
was then formed by hand scraping tho wax mrface.
6.6.
6.3.4. The Aquaplaning fuape J.·10dels
The wax coated cast 8 were used as patterns to produce moulds
from which further castings could be made. These new cast s ''1ill
be referred to as aquaplaning :iliapes. Each was produced containing
static pre ssure tube s and a steel mounting bracket to enable it to
be fixed to the te st rig in plaoe of the wheel.
A mould was produced by first placing the I':laxcd' casting on
its flat upper surface on a wooden base, and surrounding it with a
rectangular wooden frarne approximately l~ inches deep. The waxed
casting and base board were then covered l!ith a rosin filler
material approximately t inch thick in order to provide a smooth
surface to the mould. A backing of plaster was used to fill the
remaining space. After the mould had dried out, the waxed cast
was removed by melting the wax.
The aquaplaning shape Vias produced from the mould u ai.ng the
Araldite rosin described prev i.oual.y in sec td cn 6.2. To do this
the flat upper surf ace of the mould VJa8first levelled with a
spirit level and on this ~lrfaco was placed a perspox plate. This
plato was machined Vlith a grid of hol.e a and a central slot to form
a location jig for the static pressure tubes and the steel mounting
bracket. Figure 6.2. shows an expanded sketch of the aFJl3embly.
Brass tube s insorted through the hole 8 were pu shed a 8b.CJr t di stance
(approximately "~-inch) into the material forming the mould. Thi s
was to prevent them f'r-omfi lUng up with the ll..raldi te re l'3inwhich
Was then admitted throu.gh tho slot in the centro of the grid plate.
The steel mounting bracket was locatod and supported by the trans-
verse rods as eh own in Fi£,:ruro6.2. Sattirl£; took approximately
24 hours, after which the aquapLern.ng Ahapo 'iva s removed from the
mould. The exposed onds of the pre ssur e tube 8 were cleaned off
f Lu sh Vl}i th the surface of the shape ,
Tho flat upper surface of the aquaplaning Shape waB used as a
datum for Betting it horizontally on the test rig. Plate 6.1.-
shows a Bhape attached to the undercarriage leg. In thi s view
Po'Y~~ tubes are Mo'm whi ch connoot the bras8 tubes to a preB~e
t r an sduce r ,
6.4. Accuracy of Reproducti on of the Aq-q_aJ2l.aningTEe ~ape
6.4.1. Intro ducti on
To assess the accuracy of the casting technique, the perform-
ances of the aquaplaning shapes for the 8 x 2, 10 x 3, and
16 x 4 - 2 tyre s were compared with the performance s of tho actual
tyres. The char-aot er-i st j c a to be compared. were the spray intenFlity
distributions produced by the actual t.yr e s and the aquaplaning
shape and the hydrodynamic pre ssure di stributions measured on
their surfaces. The experimental pr-oceduz-ea for measurd ng the
spray intensity and the hydrodynamic pr e aeuro distributions are
described below, followed by a da scu aai on of the r-esuLt s obtained.
6.4.2. Spray Errt eriai ty Mealmrement s Behind tho Aquaplaning fuape
and Tyre
.:pray Lnt en ei ty measurement s wer e made in the main spray plumo S
10 inche s behind the tyre and it s aquaplaning shape for compari son.
The measurement s were made by traversing the spray int Onsit y
probo doscribed in Chapter 4 acro ss the spray field in a plane
perpendicular to the jet direction. Figure 6.3.A. define R the
system of oo-ordinato s used. Tho output from the spray probo
6.8.
transducer was recorded continuously together with its horizontal
(x) position, indicated by a mark on the chart, for every 0.1 inohes
of travel. Traverses wer-e made e.t different height8 (y) above the
ground rurface. Interval s were varied from 0.1 Lriche s near the
water layer to 1.0 inches in the higher spray r egaon a, Tho spray
f'LeI d on one si de of the wheel plane was di sturbed by the brake
unit. Thus measureE1ent s were only made on the undisturbed Bide,
(positive X), a r:fjillffietrical spray da st.r Lbut.i on being a s sume d, The
spray intensities were measured whilst the oast was being produoed
i.e.
9
vl'hil13t the rubber compound waFl Fletting in the tyre. By this
means the oa st shape and tyre sprfW intenFri.ty distribution::~ were
produced for the same part of the tyre.
6.4.3. Methods u se d to MeaFJure the Hydrodynamic PreFlsurc8 on the
curfaces of the Tyre and Aquaplaning Shape.
Pre F.ll3uremeasurement s were made on the tyre and aq_uaplaning
shape at the same test conditions as those for which the original
\
casting8were produced. Table 6.1. lists the aq_uaplaning shapes
made and the conditions which they represented.
To mea8UXehydrodynamio pressures on the tyre surface seven
1/16 inch diameter brass tubes were in8erted into it, a1'1shown in
figure 6.3.B. On the inF3id.e of the tyre, the tubeF3 '!lere bent
through 900 to lie along the casing and were cut off short to
prevent local stiffening of the tyre tread. l'I'hen deflected, the
tyre surface tended to 'pinoh in' over the top of the tubes, but
there was no evidence of a comp18te blockage occurring~ Plate 6.2.
shows pressure tubes in the 8 x 2 and 16 x 4 - 6 ply tyres. The
ratio of the lateral di stanoe between adjaoent pre 8sure point s to
the tyre wid.th was kept constant at 0.106.
The pre ssur e tapping s were connected to an external pre s sur e
transducer by pIa mic tube s which were wound around the tyre inner
tube and brought out of the tyre ca sdng through the valve aperture
in the wheel hub. In the vicinity of the valve, the tubes were
pinched and flattened. Whil st thi s reduced the re spon se of
the system, complete blockage rarely occurred and it waR not neces-
sary to re sort to metal tubing which wou l d have sevez-e Ly Btiffened
the tyre ea sing.
The tyre traver se macharri. ~n described in Chapter 4 allovred the
pre 1'l8Ures from one point at a time to be plotted con t tnuou al.y aga i.nat
angular po Aition on the Philip s recorder. .A time marker unit
enabled a po si tion identifying mark to be made on the edge of the
recorder chart at interval A of 2i or Ii- degree B. Each pre A sure
tapping in turn Vias connected to the preGRure t r an sducer and
traversed in both da r ectd ons. TraverRes in both directionFl were
neceRsary 'beoa.uee of the backlash and flexibility in the RYRtern
which caused a pOBition error in the plotted preRRUre distributionR.
T t 1
10
hi s error was related to the tyre deflection and VlaAwi hin + "2
(or -1-1° depending on the direction of the t r-aver ee) in most oa se s
but reached ±.2° for deflectio!lB greater than 25';b of the tyre width.
The correct positioning of the pre9RUre curve against the angular
scale was accomplished by aligning the peak preR~eS of the two
curve s at th eir mean po si tion. Average pre SRure value s were taken
from the two curves at eaoh angular position. The return traverse
a180 gave a useful check on the pre ssur e s r-eccr ded wi, th a minimum
of t e st Lng time. The estimated error in the position of the
vertical centreline in relation to the presRUre distribution was
"!:.0.15 inches.
6.10.
Pre s sur-es on the aquapl.ani ng shape were meaRured by connecting
each of the plastic tubeR (~1.ownin Plate 6.1.) in turn to a
pre8surc gauge, or in later _te::rtc; to a pressure t r an aduce.r , The
aquaplaning Rhape wa FJ fir Rt set horizontally on the rig u sdng a
spirit level and then lowered on to the wat~r layer \nth the correct
applied load. A difference waR evident in the conditiclFJ under
whach the FJurface pre SAureR were mea!'lured on the aquaplaning ::iliape
and the tyre. In the f'orne r oa ae the same portion of the tyre
surface was reprcsonted throughout. With the tyre, the rotation
through 700 meant that a different part of the tyre Aurfaco was in
the wat er layer at di fforent stage q of the traver Re. Any anaI'l
variation of st Lf'f ne ss either Llht;rent in the tyre or caused by tho
pre Sffill'8 tU!JeFl, could have made mall var Lat Lon s to the tyre Rhape.
6.4.4. Corrected POF'itionR of Pre"'AUI'O'rapr;in;;R in the Tyre Slrfaof.:
The angular positions of the prORI"uro points in the tyre
surface as read from the traverso mcchani~n p0ale and corrected for
flexibility and backlash, aR leqcrib~d in the previous section,
needed further correction to account for di st oz-ti on of the tyre
ea f'ling. It was a ssumed that the pre fll'!\.lrepoint R moved radially but
not laterally when the tyre wes di st or tcd , The correction technique
i f'l illustrated in figure 6.4. for a typical shape shown in
diagram A. Taking the longitudinal centreline plane (plane No.1)
as an example, the undistorted and di storted tyre shape8 wer e
super i.mposed as shown in diagram B. The di storted and uridi,storted
point R at different angular po si t i ons wore t hon projected vertically
on to the horizontal line No. 1. in diagram C. From thi::> it was
easy to measur e the di stance of the uuda -t or-tcd point s from the
wheel vortical axip (i.e.9 00 line). The procedure was repeated
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for pLanex 2, 3 and 4 indicated on diagram A. The diameter of the
undi storted tyre for the Re plane I'l being ~OV\'.l in diagram D.
Diagram C Shows that to an accuracy better than lO the po si tions
of the pressure points in planes 2,3 and 4 after tyre distortion
were the same as those of ~lane 1. Thus it was assumed that the
true positions of all the pr-e asur-e points were known after analys-
ing only the oentral plane for eaoh Shape.
6.4.5. Pre aerrt a't i cn of Result I'!
Compari sons of the spray patternI';; and pre I"~re di Fftributi on s
from the tyre and aquaplaning shapes are snown in figures 6.5. to
6.16. Pressure da st r-i.but Lona were compared in the form of contour
diagrams and:<ls') 03 l.-:\l1qitudinal and lateral profilo8 at different
partl3 of the tyres and casts. The spray intenr:dty diRtributions
ar-e shown by contour I'l of equal spray intensity in an XY plane,.
10 inches downstream from the wheel axle.
The aquaplaning shape produced from the 8 x 2 tyre did not ride
clear of the belt surface when the load for which it had been made
wa s applied, It was therefore supported wi th a ground clearance of
0.01 inche8, the minimmn practicable, to enable pressure moasure-
men t » to be taken. ~ray di et r Lbut i on e for thil'.l tyre were compared
'"with thORO from itR aquaplaning shape when ~upported at different
olearances, the effect of the clearance on the spray pattern being
ob Rsrved.
(a) 8 x 2 Tyre
Pre RSure di stributi on I'! on the a.quaplaning Ahapo and the tyre
are shown in contour form in figure 6.5., as longtitudinal pressure
profiles in planes paralle~ to the wheel pla.9 in figure 6.6., and
as cross sectional pr-of'LLe s at differGnt positions along their
Lengt.h a in figure 6.7. The general characteri sticf'! were Bimilar
for both the tyre and aquaplaning f3hapede~ite the fact that the
aquaplaning shape could not have beon entirely satisfactory as
evidenced by its inability to suppor-t the full load. Figure 6.5.
shows that the pre RBUrero se Quickly at the front of the oontaot
region followed by a more gradual rise to a peak at the rear. The
~ear peak occurred in the hollow region slightly for-vard of the
lowel'lt point of the tyre. The overall length of the region over
which pro Sf'nlI'eR were actua.l Ly ~Dund on the aquapLarring shape
was le ss than that on the tyre and there were a l so difference s in
width. These di f'f er-ence s are shown in the cross l'lecti"nal profile R
of fi gure 6.7. Here it i R soon that the pro RSuros on tho aQua-
planing shape wore lower and covered a narrower region particularly
f'orwar-d of tho vertical centreline. The re suI t ant effect of thi s
was to reduce the total lift to 70% of the tyre load, evaluated by
integration of the prc Rf5Uref'!.
The differenceR in the pressure difltributionfl suggel'lt that the
wetted length of the aquapLarii.ng flhape wafl le PR than that of the
tyre. The wetted width waf'!also le ss, particularly towards the
front.
Figuro 6.8. compares the spray intensity distributionR behind
the tyre and the aquaplaning Bhapa, the latter having a ground
clearance of 0.015 inches. $)me siQilaritiefl were al)parent in
the general form of the spray contour I'l 8.1though the 5J?ray in the
higher spray regions was not as intense for the i'1hapeas for the
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tyre. Inerea Ring the ground cLea.rance of the she-pe9 as ::hown in
figure 6.9. increafled the spray Lnt en si.td e a a little but reduced
the overall spray hOight and Rbif ted the spr a.y di stri but ion R
towardA the wheel plane.
(b) 10 x 3 Tyre
In the o a ee of tho 10 x 3 tyre, the shape aquaplaned wi t.h a
clearance of 0.014 inches when thE; load for which it had been made
wa s applied. However9 thE. lift force on the shape computed from
the pr e snune distribution WD.f' only 93% of the applied load. Thi8
waR thought to be due to expe r-Lnent eI error 8. The pre ssure di ptri-
butd on« meanured on the tyre and. aquaplaning 8hape are given in
figure 6.10. to 6.l2J w!li18t the I'1pre.yintencity diptributionR
are gi von in fi b'UXe6.13.
The similarity of tyre and aquaplaning ~ape re Rult R indicated
a reali stic reproduction of the tyre IJhapo. If the nega.t i.v o
pressure regions found v,ith tho tyro are ignored it is evi.dent
from the Longt Lt.uddneI and lateral pressure distributions, figures
6.11. and 6.12. respectively, that the aquapLan.lng shape was R.
little longer arid wider than tho equd.va.Lerit part of the deflected
tyre shape. Tho r i se of pr e asur e at the front and side8 of the
aquaplaning shape was also more gradual than that of the tyre.
The 80 difference R were fairly sna.l I and were probably due to slieht
rm sr opr-eeent at Lon of the casinc thickness.
The negative pre s sur e 8 which cccur r ed on the tyres will be
di acu sned in a later chapter. Their pre sence on the f'\,quaplaning
shape s was not alway a evidont 9 due probably to the spacinc of the
pressure tiub e a,
6.14.
The spray di stributi ons of figure 6.13. show a good correlation
between the tyre and shape. .::bmeEmaIl diff or-ence occurred in the
~.
higher spray region s where the spray Lnt enai, tie R were found to be
higher for the aquaplaning Shape than for the tyre.
(0) 16 x 4 Tyre
Under tho same test conditions as for the tyre ,the shape for
tho 16 x 4 - 2 tyre aquaplaned with a clearance of 0.022 inches.
6.15.
The estimated lift force from integration of the pre~~ure measure-
ments was 308 Lb, 9% greator than the applied load. Pressure
distributionl3 aro shown in figuros 6.14.,6.15. and 6.16., fur the
tyre and shape. These show that the Shape was a little wider
than tho tyro but was Shorter at the front. As scen in figure
6.15. tho front pre ssure peak on the aquaplaning Bhape was followed
by a decline and then a grad"_ml ri se in pre asur e towards the rear.
The pr-es sur e s on the tyre indicatod the formati".'l of additional
peaks in the f'orwazd part of the di Atribution. However the general
pro ssure levels were of the AamGorder. The lateral pro R.gure di s-
tributions for the tyre (figure 6.16.) showed some irregular f orma
tovlards the front. This might have been partly duo to the
irregular di stribution of dynamic pre ,~surc in the jet in the
highor fluid layers as seen in figure 4.8. Hcwevar this would
aLso have boen evident for the aquaplaning rnape although to a
LesseI' extent bccau se of the spac.lng of the pre saur-e tube s- It
might aLso have been partly due to local stiffne ASirregulari tie s
in the tyre caused by tyre thiolme ss va.r Le.tLons or the pro senco of
the pro Flffill'e tube B.
The A_prayLrrtonst ty dif)tributions for the tyre and the FJhape,
figure 6.17., showod some similar characteristics although
difference s occurred in that the spray intensity di stri but ion for
tho aquaplaning shape was set further out on the X axi s than tht~t
of tho tyre and the spray envel opc did not reaoh the same height.
In addition, with the aquaplaning ::jJ.apethe Aide of the spray field
neare8t the wheel plane was more "upright" than that of the tyI'e.
6.5. Conclusions
A I'UccesFlfal ca sting technique We, s developed for obtai ning the
internal 8hapO of an aquaplaning non-rotating tyre from which th e
external aquaplaning ~ape could be modelled.
In general the behaviour of the aquaplaning FJlapeS for each of
the three tyres was similar to that of itB tyre although differing
rometime s in detai 1. The difference s were 1'1.rgely the re AUlt of
experimental 61'rOrFtwhich ar oae in the preparation of the aq_uaplan-
ing shape from the original cast s and in i:h e mee.~ement 1'1 of the
spray intenl'litiep and p,urfacG pro<;8ureB.
t'bmewhat better correlation wae found with spray intensity
di stribut ion than wi th surface pre ssure 8. Thi s may have been due
to the spray intensity distributions being Leas sen sd tLve to ~a.ll
chang e s of tyre shape than the pre8rlure diRtributionFl. It is alsO
unlikely that the stiffnes,c; propertio s of the tyre were completely
uniform for all circumferential po ei t i.ons, 00 +ne.t the rotation of
the tyre during measurement of the tyre sur f ac e pre f'lsur0 s may have
re sul tod in di scr epanc Le8 betweon the tyro ::hape and that of tho
solid aquaplaning model. Bettor correlation was obtaine d wi th the
10 x 3 and 16 x 4 tyre 8 and modell'1 than with the 8 x 2. Thi f3 may
have been becau se the 8 x 2 waf'!Rmaller in dd.amet er' and width. Tho
Flameerror s in the thickne RI) of the built up ,'lurfevcGR of th o
6 6
aquaplaniniS shapes, produced for the three t yr-es, would have a
larger effect on the f Lowunder the 8 x 2 shr.po than under the
larger shape e,
Allowing for the expe r i.rnerrt aj, difficulties the r e suLt e
indicated that the original castings gave reasonable reproductions
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TAELES 6
6.1. Compari Son of Aqua.pLand ng Ebape s with Tyre
• • • • _ • " • • 1 , • • ~ ~ • .. .. a 0 • • • • • • * .. .. , • • , ... " • , ~ f • , • • • 4 •
Tyre' Tyre' ., Velocity: Load For Aquaplaning S:tape Only
·Pressure·
: / 2 :· Ib in .· . ft/ s 1b 1b in· .. ' .
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FIG 6.1 INTERNAL TYRE SHAPE ME.ASURED THREE TIMES UNDE.R
IDENTICAL FLUID AND TYRE CONDITIONS
Pt'= 30 Ibtln. Uj = 106 ft".







FIG 6· 2 PRODUCTION OF AQUAPLANING SHAPE
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FrG 6.38 DIAG~AMMATIC SKETCH OF PRESSURE
TAPPINGS IN TYRE SURFACE
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TYRE DIAMtTERS AT PRESSURE
TAPPING POINTS
FIG 6.4 POSITIONS OF PRESSURE TAPPING POINTS
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FIG 6. 5 PRESSURE CONTOURS ON THE TYRE AND
AQUAPLANING SHAPE (8 X 2 TY RE)
Uj= 106ft/s p~:: 30lb/in2 W = 150lb (TYRE LOAD)
h = 0·25 in w = 2.34 in
L :: COMPUTED LIFT = 100 Ib ON AQUAPLANING SHAPE at c :: O·01 in
pIb/in1
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FG 6.6 PRESSURE DISTR8UTION UNDER A TYRE AND
AQUAPLANING SHAPE (8 X 2 TVRE)
Uj = 1 ftls Pt= 30lb/ina W = 150 Ib (TVRE LOAD )
h = 0·25 in w = 2· 34 In























































































































FIG 6.8 SPRAY INTENSITY DlSTRI8UTION 10 in BEHIND A TYRE
A~D AQUAPLANING SHAPE ( 8 x 2 TYRE)
Uj =. 106 ft/S Pt = 30 Ib/lni 'W = 150 Ib (TYRE LOAD)

































Uj = 106 ttvs tPt = 30 tb/in h = 0.25 in
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SPRAY INTENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS 10 in BEHIND AQUAPLANING









10 x 3 TYRE
HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE CONTOURS ON
SURFACE OF TYRE AND AQUAPLANING
SHAPE
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LONGITUDINAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON
TYRE AN D AQUAPLANIN G SHAPE
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SPRAY INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION 10 in BEHIND TYRE
AND AQUAPLANING SHAPE (10 x 3 TYRE)
Uj = 109 ftls Pt = 30lblinl W = 91 lb
h = O·25 in w = 2. 75 in
c = O. 014 in (SHAPE)
X in
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TYRE SURFACE PRESSURE CON TOURS (..""I.)
L = 308 lb




AQU&.PlANING SHA.PE PRESSURE CONTOURS (110/"~')
FIG 6 .14 PRESSURE CONTOURS ON SURFACE OF
TYRE AND AQUAPLANlNG SHAPE
16)(4 - 2 ply TYRE
U· :: 110 ft/sJ
h :: 0·25·in
Pt :: 20 tb/in
w :: 3·7 in
W::: 283 lb
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16 x 4 - 2 ply TYRE
LONGITUDINAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
ON SURFACE OF TYRE AND AQUAPLANING
SHAPE
Uj = 110 tt/s PI; = 20 Ib lirt W = 283 Ib
h = 0 •2S In w = 3. 7 in
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SPRAY INTENSITV DISTRIBUTION 10 in BEHIND A
TYRE AND AQUAPLAN ING SHAPE ('6 x 4 - 2ply TYRE)
Uj = '10 tt zs Pt = 20 lb lint W = 283 Ib





















16 x 4 6 ply rating
~ = 0·106
profile
8 x 2 2 ply rating
~ = 0 '106
PLATE 6.2
STATIC PRESSURE TAPPINGS IN SURFACES OF
ax 2 AND 16x4 (6 pr) TYRES
CHAFTER 1
THE AQUAPLANING fPEED AND IT S RELATION TO THE G:::'OUND CONTACT PRE S~JRE
7.1. Introduction
The aquaplaning speed of a tyre is assumed to be related to
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= aquaplaning speed
= average tyre to ground contact pressure
"" applied load
= ground footprint area prior to aquaplaning
...water denaity
lift coefficient





Chapter 3 describes how under static deflection the ground
contact pressure is affected by the tyre stiffness arch that,
where
-
+ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •=
= tyre inflation pressure
due to tyre casing stiffness. For a rotating tyre an additional
Pc = average ground oontact pressure~
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average ground pressure component due to centrifugal
stiffening of the tyre casing. Inve S'tigationswere made of the
three oornponent s of the ground contact pressure and hence, usi.ng
experimental valueR of aquaplaning ~peed~, value~ of lift ceeffic-
iant were calculated fro~ equation 7.2.
7.2. Determination of the Tyre .AQuaplaning §Peed
-
The point at which aquaplaning occurs as fonvard velocity
increa se B i s characteri Bed by Beveral phenomena occurring eIrnoat
simul taneou 8ly. The~e are
(1) The 10 SA in forward spray
(2) The levelling off or peaking of the fluid drag
(3) The 10138in rotational velocity of the tyre
and (4) The a8sociated reduction in the height of the wheel axle
above the ground.
Observation of anyone of these four phenomena would give an
indication of the aquap'Larri.rgspced,
Obser-vatd.on of the lOFHlof forward ~pray afl a method of identi-
fying aquaplaning is not very preci se and was therefore not used.
Barrett, reference 7.1., usod the drag peak,shown in the
upper diagram of figure 7.1., as an approximate indication of aqua-
planing. A di sadvarrt age however was tha t at tyre pre s sure s beLow
20lb/SCl.in. the drag peak wa~ not always clearly defined.
L08s of v'Iheel rotation is a good indicator of aquaplaning
provided the ground surface is rough to prevent a premature V'lheel
spin down (viscous aquaplaning). A typical variation of rotational
velocity with speed is 1'1hovvnby the midd.Le diagram of figure 7.1.
Re su.lt A obtained for the aquaplaning speed by thi s method were at
least as con si stant as the drag peak mearurement s and the method
could be uae d equally woll at low tyre pr-eaeur-ea, For these
r ea eons it was preferred for the se te::;;ts.
The techniQue was to increase the ground speed in 5 ft/so
increments matching the water speed at each atep. Vfuenwheel spin
down occurred the dynamic pre s sur e of the jet (the cri tical spin
down pressure, Pdc) ViaS recorded. The procedure was repeated with
smaller increments than 5 ft/so for speeds close to the spin down
speed to determine it more preci seLy, The ground speed was then
reduced in anaLl stage s matching the wat er jet speed at each stage
until tyre and ground contact was re-established. This was not ed
by wheel spin up. The dynamic pre s sur e of the jet at thi s speed
(the cri tical spin up pre s arre , P~c) was recorded.. The te at con-
di tions and re sult s ar-c given in Table 7.1.
At the cri tical speeds sudden change s occur in the height of
the wheel axle above the ground due to the effect of rotati on on
the tyre rolling radius, as shown in the lowest diagram of figure
7.1. Observation of the displacement of tho wheel axle gave as
:procise an indication of t-.e critical speeds as the wheel rotation
method but measurement was not as convenient.
7.3. Determination of tho Static Ground Contact Pressure
The static gr oi..nd contact pr easur o was calculated from the load/
deflection and ground contact area/deflection data measured for the
tyre s,
The load/ deflecti on curve s for the 8 x 2 and 10 x 3 tyre s were
determined uSin& the static loading rig shown previously in figure
4.13. The load deflection data for the 16 x 4 t zre s was <letermined
on the slush drag rig. In both ca sc s the proced.uro was the same.
A dial gauge, arranged to mcaarr e the vertical di spLacemerrt of tho
wheel axle,was zeroed with the tyre just malting contact with the
ground arrf'ace, Tyre deflections were then moasured for increasing
and decrea sing loads in steps of 25 lb. The load/deflection curve s
are given in Appendix 5.1.
To determine the ground contact area/deflection curve s a
mixture of grease and paint was coated on to an area of the tyre
~face which was then loaded on to a piece of paper to give a
print of the contact area. The tyre deflection wag not ed for eaoh
print and the areas of the print s 'were measured using a planimeter.
The re suLt s are given in Appendix 5.1.
7.4. Determinati on of the Dypamic Ground Contact Pre ssure
Centripetal acceleration of the tyre masses causes additional
loads to be imparted t 0 the ground by the tyre casing. The
reaoti on to the se force s, experienced by the acti on of the bead on
the wheel rim, cause s the axle to ri fie reducing the tyre deflection
and hence the ground contact area. In this way the action of
rotation on the tyre oa ai.ng can be regarded a a a stiffening effect
which effectively increases the ground contact pressure. Turley of
the Dunlop Rubber Co, , reference 7.2.? de scribed how stiffening
of the casing allmved a motor car tyre to support 30% of the total
tyre load at a speed of 70 m.p.h. Side views of a deflated tyre
when loaded statically and when ro lling on a steel drum showed a
significant reduction in the length of the contact patch as the
wheel axle lifted. The deflection of a motor car tyre was shown
to decrea se by about 33% at a speed of 100km/h.
E$timates of the average ground contact area under dry running
conditions,were made for the model tyres from mearurement s of the
tyre dof Lec-tLon when r-unrnng , used in conjunction wi, th the areal
deflection data. From thi s the average ground contact pre S8Ure
Vias determined since the load was known. This estimation assumed
negligible stretching of ~he tyre casing which wouLd tend to reduce
the ground contact pressure by increasing the tyre internal volume
and henee reducing the tyre inflation pre ssure.
The wheel axle rise was meaarr ed under dry conditions for
inorea sing and deorea sing speeds in the range 25 to 120 ft/ a, for
a range of tyre inflation pr-easur e s and loads. The test conditions
are given in Table 7.2. for the 8 x 2 test tyre.
7.5. Di scu ssion of ResuIt s
7.5.1. Critical Jet Dynamic Pre..ssure Measurements
Critioal jet dynamic pressures (Pdc) are plotted in figures
7.2. and 7.3. for the different test tyres. For the 8 x 2, loads
of 50,100,150 and 200 IbsVlere used with tyre pressures ranging
from 15 to 45 Ib/ sq , in. As expected the tyre pre ssur e vras found to
have the f,reate st effeot on Pde" larger tyre pre ssure s gi ving
larger value s, Varying the tyre deflection by varying the load did
not make a signifioant differenoe although there was a tendency for
the critical }It'essures to reduce with reduced tyre deflection
e epecLa.lLy 'with low tyre pressures (15 to 30 Ib/a:a..in.).
Figure s 7.2. and 7.3. show that value 13 at' Pde for th 0 10 x 3
and 16 x 4 tyre s were high er than tho se of th e 8 x 2, at the same
tyre pr-essar-e , duo to their stiffer tyre casings. The 10 x 3 tyre
gave the highe st Pde value s SIVlc.e. it ~~ " the stiffe st tyre,
followed by the 16 x 4 - 6 ply and the 16 x 4 - 2 ply.
The angular ve'Loci tLes of the 16 x 4 tyre 13 are al so shown in
figure 7.3. For the se tyres wheel spin downwas only partial
because of their large diameter which I ,.'.t1.; to thv f LjiLd drL'"
'-
forCCE, resulted in larger spin up moments than occurred for
th..:ether t yr cc ,
The difference between wheel spin down and wheel spin up speed
was attributed to the reduction of the mean ground pressure at spin
down resulting from the loss in the rotational component of stiff-
ness. This is discussed further in section 7.5.4.
7.5.2. Effect of Casing Stiffness on the Ground Contact Pr e s sur e
The average static ground pressure/deflection curves calculated
for the 8 x 2 and 10 x 3 tyres for a rarge of tyre inflation pressures
are presented in figures 7.4. and 7.5. As expected7 for both tyres
it was found that the ground pres,~re was greater than the tyre
presruro, the amount being the casing stiffne 8B component. Thi s
component tended to increase with increased deflecti on. In the
case of the 10 x 3 tyre the casing stiffness component was large,
varying from 45~~of the inflation presrure at an inflation presrure
of 50 Ib/sq.in. to 85~ at 20 Ib/sq.in. For this tyre a significant
difference al so occurred in the ground pre s air e between increasing
and decreasing deflection which reflected high internal friction in
the tyre casing.
Si.nce tho tyr e pre saure was set when the tyre was undef'Lec't ed,
the casing stiffness oomponent also Lncl udcd the increase in tyre
inflation pressure due to tyro internal volume changes with static
deflection. This was measured to bo approximately 5 to 810 of the
tyre inflation presrura, at a deflection of o/w = 2C1fo.
7.5.3. Effect of Tyre Rotation on the Ground Contact Presrure
As de scribed in section 7.4. tyre rotati on cau se s the wheel
axle to ri se thus reducing the ground contact area and increasing
the ground contact pr-es arr e , the 'iotal load being constant.
Typical curve s of the ri se of the wheel axle wi, th speed are shown
in fi€,ure 7.6. for the 8 x 2 tyre with different tyre presrures.
From t he se curve s and the static ground areal deflect ion curve for
the 8 x 2 tyre, the average ground contact pre s air-e was determined
for increa sing speed. The re su.ItinG' average grQ)undoontact pre s arr el
speed curves are shown in figure 7.7. Additional results for the
8 x 2 and similar re suIt s for the 10 x 3 and 16 x 4 - 2 ply are
shown in Appendix 7.1.
The rate of Lncr ee ee of ground contact pre ssure increa se sas
the velocity increases as shown in figure 7.7. fuperimposed on
"-
figure 7.7. is the variation of the dynamic pre ssure of the water
jet with speed. The point where jet dynamic pre s sure eq_uals the
ground contact pressure was expected to correspond to tyre detach-
ment from the ai rf'ac e ,
Predicting the critical pressures in this way a asunes auniform
ground contact pr-esazr e equal to the averago ground pressure. This
was not strictly the case. As an example, the static contact
pressure measured along the principal axes of the 8 x 2 tyre,
figure 7.8., indicated peak values at tho front, rear and sides of
the contact area approximately 5% higher than the average vaLus•
The rolling tyre may have yet a different di8tribution but this
could not be mea sur ed wi th exi sting equipment. "f'he,.
predicted cri tical pre ssure s based on the avozage contact pre srure
should be a conservative estimate of the moarured value s, The
predicted and measur ed cri tical pre ssur e s at spin down are oompared
in figure 7.9. A 15% dispersion occurred about the line of agree-
ment. This diBpersionwas attributed to the a saimptLon of a uniform
contact pre ssure de soribed above and to experimental error. A break-
down of the po ssible error sis given below.
7.7.
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. 2. Jet condition - peak dynamic pressure at
wheel po si tion approximately 7% le ss than
at nozzle where Pde was measured
Mearurement of wheel spin down speed
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From the above, two pOints can be made. Firstly the experimental
error s were ex:pected to be high as 'was found. SecondlY there
should 'be a tendency for ~-redictecl value s to be le ss than measured
values. In fact the scatter was approximately equal about the
line of agreement. Thi s can not b e explained wi thout further
inve stigati on of effect s of temperatur El on the ground pre ssure and
more accurate estimation of the peak contact pressures.
The relationship described between the ground contact pressure
and the hydrodynamic pre srure can be confirmed further from some
full scale tests made by Horne and Joyner, reference 7.3., at tho
Langley landing loads tr~ck. A 32 - 8.8 type VII rib'bed tread
aircraft tyre, inflated to 90 lb/sq.in, was made to roll over a
metal plate inserted in the test track covered to a depth of 1.0
inche s of water. The hydrodynamic pre ssure 'between the tyre and
ground was reccr ded wi th a pressure transducer. This was set a
7.8.
ana.Il di stance below the level of the plate to ensure that a film
of water always exi sted batween the tyre anti. t r-anaducar diap~ragm.
At speeds below aquaplaning the hydrodynamic ground pre s sur-e
recorded under a tread rib was much higher than the fluid stagnation
pressure relative to the tyr e , as shown 'in figure 7.10., and corre-
sponded well wi th the static ground contact pre s sur-e, The ground
speed at the intersection of the two curves,in figure 7.10; ~orre-
Lat ed well with the mearured aquapLaning speed.
7.5.4. Lift Coefficients
Figure 7.11. shows lift coefficients at aquaplaning speed,
calculated from equation 7.2., plotted against tyre pressure.
Three approximations to the average ground contact pressure are
used in the expression.
(a) p~j' =:: Pt
'-'
(b) . PS' Pt + l'e
(c) -Pc Pt + Pc + Pr
Assumption (a) gave a coefficient which increased wi th increas-
ing tyre pressure but tended to approach a limiting value. This
was becau se the a ssumpti on of neglecting the casing stiffne ss
became nearer the truth as the tyre pressure increased and the
stiffness component became anaI I by compari son. With a s sump'tLon
(b) the coeffioient lay between 0.6 and 0.65 with a slight tendency
to increase with increasing tyre pressure.
Allowing for the effect of wheel rotation on the ground contact
pressure, (assumption c), raised the lift coefficient to between
0.8 and 1.25. The spread of results has already been discussed in
r eLata on to the val us s of Pde shown in figure 7.9.
7.5.5. ~in Up ~eed
After wheel spin down has occurred the rotational component of
the ground pressure shown in equa+i on 7.4. is lost or reduced. This
gives a reduction to the dynamic pr eseur e necessary to maintain
aquaplaning since the re si stance of the tyre to fluid penetrati on
into the contact area is reduced. Thus immediately after wheel
spin down has occurred a stable state of aquaplaning is e stabli shed.
The speed at which wheel spin up occurs will be dependant upon
the static ground pr e ssur-e , equation 7.3. (assuming rotation has
ceased entirely). The CL values of figure 7.11. would indicate spin
up to oocur at a dynamic pressure 60 to 65% of Pdc' The experimental
results shown in figures 7.2. and 7.3., however, gave a value
between 80 and 90%. The differonce was attributed to the effect of
difference s in shape between the statically deflected and the aqua-
planing tyre. The shape of the aquaplaning tyre could be such that
the tyre casing stiffness was Lncr-ea eed locally due to high tyre
cur-vatur-e , Penetration of the water film by the tyre would then
occur at a higher speed than would be predicted by the average
static ground contact pressure.
7.6. Conclusicns
Prediotions of aquaplaning speed made from static and rotational
data on a dry surface, showed some agreement with measured spin down
speeds although a di. spar si on ooourred in the re suLt 1'3 due to experi-
mental error s, The di fference between spin up and spin down speeds
was explained by the change in ground presrure resulting from the
loss in rotation of the tyre. The result s demonst r a.tod the behaviour
of the tyre pri or to aquaplaning and showed the influence of the
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Table 7.1. Critical Spindown and Spin Up Pressures of the Model Tyres
....... - ..... . , ............... . ~.. . . . . '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,. . . . . . . . . .
Tyre 'Pyr-e Load Spin Down Spin Up:
Pressure Ib Pressure Pressure
Pt 1>/in2 W p Ib/in2 p' Ljin~de de...... ................. '.' .................. _t' • " ..... . .. . . . . ~. . , . . . . , . .





























. , . ~. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. ....:.... ~.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Tyre
Pressure
~in Down i:!Pin Up
Load Pre SS1ll'C Pr-e s sur-e
Pt W Pde pI, . de,', ....... I ..... • • • • • ... • .. • • • • • • • • • '" •• , I I • __ •••••••••• '" .............




8 x 2 20 200 42 34
Ribbed 25 200 49 42
30 200 59 51
35 200 65 58
40 200 71 65
10 x 3 ?o 91 62 50
20 200 62 52
25 200 70 60
30 200 78 67




16 x 4 - 6
, 56, 20 433..
25 433 66
30 433 74
4 •••••• I I , .
T'ab'l'e'7'.2'" iii's'e''Of' \'fu'e'el' A.:x:'l'e~:nit'h' '~'e~d (~diho.ts I.b1.d~ t.0ktc.L.t 1M~({SU~~\.(..t; I<)(>I-t ~
Tyre Tyre •••••• 0-' ••• ' .... ", •••••••••••• " •••••Load f:Peed Range• ,'0 ••.••••••••
Ib ftl s
••••••••....... , Of , ••.............
. 8 .:x: 2 20 150 25 to 120 in steps of 5
30 150 25 to 120 in steps of 5
40 150 25 to 120 in steps of 5
























































CRITICAL SPIN DOWN AND SPIN UP SPEEDS DETERMINED
FroM WHEEL DRAG., ROTATIONAL VELOCITY,!AND AXLE RISE
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FIG 7.2 VARIATION OF CRITICAL PRESSURES














CRITICAL DVNAMIC SPIN DOWN PRESSURE ~c Ib/ln&
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FORWARD SPEED u ft IS
CRITICAL DYNAMIC PRESSURES AND ROTATIONAL
VElOCITY OF 16 x 4 TEST TYRES
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VARIATION OF AVERAGE STATIC GROUNDCONTACT
PRESSURE WITH DEFLECTION FOR ax 2 TYRE AT
D(FFERENT TYRE INFLATION PRESSURES
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FIG 7. 5 VARIATION OF AVERAGE STATIC GROUND CONTACT
PRESSURE WITH DEFLECTION FOR 10)(3 TYRE AT
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FIG 7.6 WHEEL AXLE RISE WI TH SPEED
AND TYRE PRESSURE
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8 x 2 TEST TYRE
FIG 7. 8 STATIC GROUND CONTACT PRESSURE




Pt = 20 tb/in W = 135 lb
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1 CL = ( ~ + Pc +P:.) I ~c. 8)(2 10x3
161(4 TVRE RESULTS
2 CL = ( 1\. Pc ) I Pdc ~ --~81(2 TYRE RESULTS
3 CL IS p~I Pde
0 10 to ~o J+O 50 lA
Pt TYRE PRfi IU.' Ib/in'
FrG 7.11 VARIATION OF LIFT COEFFICIENT WITH
TYRE. INFLATION PRESSURE
APPENDIX CHAPTER 7
VARIATION OF AVERAGE GROUND CONTACT


















































































































































lllJ~\LY sr S OF THEA'!,UAHMHNG ffiAPE OT<'THETYRE
8.1. Introduction
The casting technique described in chapter 6 was used to inve st-
igate the effeot B of different tyre and fluid parameters on the
aquaplaning shape of the tyre. Only the main features of the
shape s are di scusee d, the experimental error B of the technique
being too large to merit discussion of detailed differences. A
flow vi suali sation study On the surface of an aquaplaning shape
enabled the flow paths close to the tyro surface to be traced and
gave some indication of the origin of the rear spray pl ume s, fume
~ray traverses are also included to a~ow the effect of tyre deform-
~tion on the main spray trajectory.
8.2. Procedures
8.2.1. Tyre Castings
Casting G of the origL12.l tyre shape were .ia de for tho conditions
Given in Table 8.1. using the t echm.que described in chapter 6.
The shape s were formed wi th tho tyre aquaplaning without rotati. on,
u ai ng a anooth belt arrf'ac o, It was found imprnctical to USE) a
rough surface because occa ai onal contaot between the belt and the
tyre was enough to eau se excessive ty-.ce wear.
8.2.2. ~ray Traverses
The intensity of the spray «e» recorded 10 inche s behind the
wheel axLe uSing the spray Lrrt erisi, ty probe. The probo was described
in chap't ez' 4 and the prooedure in chapter 6.
8.1.
8.2.3. Flow Visualisation
.Il red pigment mixed wi th a light oil was applied to the surface
of the shape which was then mounted on the rig at its correct
height and attitude. _The ground belt was set to the required
veloci ty and the centrifugal pump ','las started. The gate valve con-
trolling the water flow rate had been previously set to give the
req_uired flow velocity. The pumpwas shut off after only a few
seconds since the pigment was removed completely if exposed to the
water jet for too long.
S:lmedoubt exists as to the validity of this technique since
the flow directions may have been changed during acceleration and
deceleration of the jet evon though this only took a short time
(approximately 3 seconds). The influence of the jet on the pigment
during acceleration and deceleration was minimised by using a thick
consi stency of the piGIDent. The patterns observed were assumed to
give a general picture of the fluid f Lowpa.th a close t o the tyre.
8.2.4. Tyre Casing Thickn€:ss
The tyre casing thickness was determined by cutting cross
sectional slices from the tyre at different points around its
surface. From these the distribution of casing thickness across the
tyre could be determined, which a.lLowed the external tyre shape to
be built up onto the internal tyre castings.
8.3. Presentation of Results
8.3.1. Tyre and Water Jet Conditions
In er de.r to compare the different aquaplaning shape s three non-
dimensional parameters vrer-cused to describe tho test conditions.
8.2.
TVIOof the se, 15/w (ratio of tyre static deflection to the tyre
width) and hid (ratio of w"ter depth to tyre dia.meter), defined
effecti veLy the loaded tyre shape undi started by water pre ssur e for
a gi ven_..tyre. The third pa...amet er Pd/Pdc (ratio of the dynamic
jet pressure at the test speed to the critical jet pressure ),




The dynamic water pressure, Pd is the maximumexternal pressure
force attempting to distort the tyre and separate it from the
ground. Fdc is depondant upon the tyre pressure, the inherent casing
stiffne BS and the stiffening offect of rotation which all re si st
tyre deformation. Thus the ratio Pd/Pdc represents the ratio of
th9' external forcos of distortion to the tyres resistance to
di storti on.
The significance of the three parameters is that for a given
tyre the same aquapLandng shape should be obtained if they were
held constant even though the tyre pressure, load and velocity
might be allowed to chango.
8.3.2.'Graphical Representation of Results
For simplicity and to avoid error s of measurement, when consid-
ering different condations of the same tyre the shape s shown and
discussed are t aken from the original casts and are therefore of
the inside of the tyre casing. In relating these to the external
tyre shape tho casing thickness is equal in each case. Whenoom-
paring two different tyre s it was neco ssary to consider the casing
8.3.
thickness and the results are thus presented for the external tyre
shape.
The shapes are presented as contour diagrams with, in addition,
longtitudinal nections in the plane of the tyre circumference and
lateral cross-sections directly under the wheel centre. Also used
as a basi s of compar-LSOnare diagrams of the "inward distortion" of
the tyre lon~itudinal centreline produced by the water pr e ssur-e s on
the tyre surface.
In the initial comparison of the cast shapes their distance
from the surface, i.e., the a~uaplaning height, is not considered.
This is discussed more fully in section 8.4.7. The test conditions
oover a range of static def'Lec ta on from 9% to 26% of the tyre
width and a range of jet dynamic pressure from 1.3 to 2.16 times
Pdc' the critical pressure.
The flow vi suaLd,sation study was made on an aquapln.nirg shape
produced from the 10 x 3 test tyre. The r e e _lting ps.tt ez-ns photo-
graphed under ultra violet light ar-e shown in plp.te 8.1.
~ray intensity di stri butions are shown for tyre deflections
in the rango 20 to 33?b of the tyro width. The re sul.t s p.ro pre sented
as contours in a plane 10" behind the wheel axf s,
8.4. Discusmon of Results
8.4.1. Besi c Characteristics
'I'he threo dimensional diagram in figure 8.1. shows the basic
feature s commonto all the cast shape FJ. The line joining the
point s noare at to the ground on each cro ss secti on of the shape
formed an oval, enc LoSillg a hollcw region where the water jet
pressures had given an "inward di, storti on" to the tyre. 1~
"horse shoe" shaped region of cLose proximity to the ground was
formed by the rear and sid.:; portions of this line. Forward of the
hollow region the sur f'ace sloped upwards at a shallow angLe to the
ground. The st at ac f'oot pr'Lrrt, inG.icated. on the corrtour diagram of
)
figure 8.1'9 enclosed most of the doformed region. The geometrical
~
chaz-act er i stic s of the hol tcw region and forward slope var i ed vii th
different tyre and fluid conditions.
8.4.2. S:l.apes Produced for Constant pct!Pdc' o/w and hid
Figure 8.2. and 8.3. sl10Vl the f'ec.bur-o s of two cast s pro duced
from the 8 x 2 tyre at different tyre presrures but wi th constant
va.LuofJ Pct!Pde" 0 Iw and hid. As expected tho two shape s were
found to be .'\pproxi~Je.tE)lytho same,thc small difforences in detail
being wi thin the experimental errors of the casting techniq,ue.
8.4.3. Variation of Deflection Parameter
and hid
Figures 8.4. and 8.5 show the cffect on the tyre shape of
increasing the tyre deflection parameter whil st keeping the pre ssure
ratio constant. Castings were made using the 8 x 2 tyre. An
increase in tyre deflection resulted in increases in tho width and
length of the shapes produced. V/ith a Wlall deflection
( o/w = 9.~~) the hollow region had practically di sappeared as
d ict3 {''\w\ •
indicated by the inward distorti0n~ As deflection increasod, the
hollow at tho rear of the tyre be caine deeper and wider and
eventually a buckling of tto hollow reeion occtU'red so forming
addi t i.orial hoLl.ows furth61' forward. The length of the forward
slope decroased as the hollow regions longthened. The height at
the front of the forward slope r ema'i.ned a'lmorrt constant and a li tUG
greater than the vvater depth (with account taken of the aQuaplaning
heights of the cast s).
8.4.4. Variation of PJFdc at Constant 8/
w and hid.
Figure 8.6. shows the shape s obtained from the 8 x 2 tyre for a
range of Fa/P
do
with constant r,/w and hid ratios. Only the longi-
tiudd ne-L and lateral sections and the inward di stortion of the tyre
are shown. The- result S indioated that the ratio of PJpdo had
little effect on the general form of t re aquaplaning shape over the
range to st od, There was some tende:ncy for the surface to become
marEl undLllatin_; ,,8 too pressure ratio increased. Those undulations
are seen more clearly in figure 8.7. where profiles for only two
ea st s of the 8 x 2 tyre are shown. The rurface of ca st 109
(pJP
do
= 2.45) experiencod more severo ch&1ges of slope than cast
ll~ (pJP
dc
'" 1.39). In thin ca ae tree rctio .5/w is not exactly
the sa:lle. The difference in deflecti. on however wou l.d tend to
reduce the difference s in the two shape s.
8.4.5. Effect of VIater Depth to Tyre Diameter Ratio (h/d)
It 'vas not posmble to investig2.,te the influence of water
depth directly since only one water dept]:. Wi?s e.vailA.ble from tho
modified no~zle. The 8 x 2 and 16 x 4 - 2 tyres however wer~
similar in form and che.racteristics although t):,eir cliametel.'s
differed. Thus profiles of the &'1apes of the 16 x 4 - 2 ply and
8 x 2 tyres are oompared in figure 8.8. to give some indication of
the influence of the w'ater depth to tyre diameter ratio on tree
shape. 6 IV! and P IFd were the same in each case.& c
fl.'he profi le s
are plotted in non_dimensional form and arc of the ext crna'l tyre
shape since two different tyre s are being compared.
8.6.
The main differences were that the inward distortion of the
16 x 4 _ 2 ply vte:» lart3er relative to the tyre diameter than the
S x 2 tyre and that the 16 x 4 presented a smaller angle of attack
to the oncoming water than di.d t.he 8 x 2. The di stance between tyro
and ground 'lila s genera.lly &naHal' 'id. th the 16 x 4 and the si de s of
the holloW region for this tyre were lower than tho heel.
J
8.4.6. Comparison of Different Tyres at S:cle Valw S of o/w and hid
Ehapes cast from tho 16 x 4 - 2 ply and 16 x 4 - 6 ply tyres are
presented in figures 8.9., 8.10 and 8.11. The external tyre shape
has been constructed since the t;y-re profile and casing thiokness
varied considerably between the two tyres. The shape profile s are
l)lotted. non-dimensionally. The deflecti. on paxametar 6/w and
water depth/diamoter ratio hid were consta.nt for both casts but the
pressure ratio pair de for the 2 ply rating tyre was 101b higher than
that of tho 6 ply rating tyre. Based on the resu.lts discussed in
section 8.5.4'9 which ahows that EmCl,llvelocity changes have littlo
effect on the tyre sh.ape, this difference of lO/~ would be expected
to have a negliGible effect Of. the tyre shape.
Tho external shape of the 6 ply tyr e, figure s 8.10. and 8.11. 9
'was characteri sed by an imvard distortion along practically all of
its length, witt a well defined boundary ccr re sponding to the sides
of the tread region. Thi s gave a r-ectangul ar appearance to the
tyre shape contours. The 2 ply tYl.'e, figures 8.9. and 8.11. had
more elliptic ehaped contours wi th a hollO\'v region directly under·
the tyre. The hoLLowregion we,s a little deeper than that of the
6 :ply tyre but the depth reduced mor'e quickly towards the front
and rear. The difference between the tyre shapes was due to their
different tyre profile s and the difference s in stiff'ne ss di stribution.
The 6 ply tyre was much stiffer at the sides of the tread than at
the centre 9 wh I Lst tho stiffne ss of the 2 :pl;)' tyre was mare uniform
aero ss the tread.
8.4.7. The Aquaplaning Height
When pre sentin!; the re sult s for the aquaplaning ~:hape of the
tyre the cLear ance between the tyre and ground (aquaplaning height)
was not consi dered since it could not be raea sur ed directly.
An estimate of aquaplaning height was made for each of the
casts listed in Table 8.1. usi ng the undeflected tyre shape, the
geometry of the casts and position of the wheel axle relative to
the ground at the test condition. This method was not very preciso
and re su.lted in a VIi ad di sper sion of the re suI t s, For the 8 :x: 2 tyre
the values (shown in Table 8.1.) varied between 0 and 0.02 inches
the average being about 0.006 inches. For the 16 :x: 4 tyre fewer
resul ts were obtained but the se sugge sted greater aquaplaning
height s for these tyre s, Because of the di sporsion of r esu.It s little
confi dence can be placed in the quoted value a,
8.4.8. FloVl Paths Close to the Tyre
The flow paths cLose to the surface of an aquaplaning shape were
traced using the flow visualisation method described in section
8.2.3. The advantage of using the shcpe rather than the tyre was
that the resulting pe.tt er-ns could be observed in relation to the
Geometry of the shape. The flow patterns pre sented in Plate 8.1.
clearly show a dividing line between the floVl tre.vellirg rearward
under the shape and tho flow pushed forwards and sideways. This
line is Lnddce.ted on the schematic reconstruction of the flow paths.
8.8.
.Ahead of the dividing line the water travelled forvvard. Cl. short
di sta.nce at high speed, as indica.ted by the compIs te r-emoval. of the
pigment, before separating from the shape. Downstream from the
dividing line the wat ar flowed into a zone of reduced ve l oci.ty as
indi cated by the pre sence of pigment on the arrf ac e , From thi slow
veloci ty region the water was accelerated to high speed under the
side s and heel of the shape where the pigment was again removed. It
was observed eenera.lly the:t the wat er emerging from under the shape
was given an upward impul se on interaction wit h the undi sturbed
part of the jet to the sides of the tyre. The reBUlt is a "fan
like" spray around the front and side s of the shape wi. th two strong
spray plume s to the rear. The side view of Plate 8.1. shows that
the side f Low cLoee to the shape follOWS the curvf;ture and loaves
the a1ape at a point above the water rurface. The angle at which
water, forming that part of the rear spra:,r plume close to the
surface, was projected can be seen, i.e'9 approximately 20
0
to the
ground surface in the side view and approxir.1ately 100 to the jet
direc-tlion in tho plan vi ew, Using these angles the height (Y) of
thi s part of the spray plmne 10 Lnche s behind the shape would be
3.6 inches and the sideways distance (X) from the "meel plane,
3 .1. inche s, 'I'hese di stance s corre spend with the upper spray regions
of the measured spray distribution for this shape (see figure 6.13.
chapter 6). This would suggest that the fluid close to the mape is
directed into the upper spray regions.
The fluid flowing rearwards under' the tyre separat.:; s fairly
soon after emerging from under the heel and the immediate areas to
ei ther side. Thi s tends to form a light fan of spray which remains
close to the ground surface.
8.4.9. ::pray Trajectory
Spray trajectory i B in;:lOrtant from the point of view of engine
spray ingestion, structural damage and air frame drag. The mape
of the tyre has a large effect on the spray trajectory since the
shape effect s the angle at which the fluid leave s the tyre. This
section pre sent s briefly the principal findings of the effect s of
the fluid and tyre parameters on the position and intensity distri-
bution of the rear spray. Test conditions for the llifferent
spray traverses are given in Table 8.2. Figure 8.12. shows spray
intensi ty di stributions behind the 8 x 2 tyre for two cases wi th
the same value B of 8 /w 9 Pjp de and h/ d but viith di fferent tyre
pressures. These cOflditions gave approximately the same aquaplaning
tyro mape and a s expected tho re suIting spray intcnsi tie s were
found to be approximately the same,
The effect of varying 6/W at constant Pjp dc and h/ d can be
seen from figure 8.13. Increasing the deflection caused the spray
to spread over a larger ar8a and to move out ~long the X axis at
low Y values. The maximumspray intensi tie R al so decreased
GspGeial1y ncar the ground surface.
The effect of varying Pjp de can be seen by comparing sprCW
traverse No.3 from figure 8.13. with spray traverso No.5· on
figuro 8.14. The spray intensities are approximately the same but
increasing pjp dc tended to reduce the spray height and maintain
the spray closer to tho wheel plano. This is probably the effoct
of an increase c£ aq_uaplaning hGight which would reduce the
q_uantity of fluid eli. verted sideways from under the tyro. It is
apparent that changes in jet volocity nave .nor e effect on the distri-
but ion of spray intenm tie s than on the tyre shape.
8.10.
Tho effect of tho aquep Larri.ng height on the spray inten8i ty
di stribution can be seen from investigations pv-e,;u:Msly d~i.u'ib€d. j'V\Ck't?t-~ fo
using an 8 x 2 aquapLani.ng shapo , The shapo vias set at different
hei~hts of 0.015, 0.020 and 0.030 inches. The results are reproduced
in figure 8.14. tX;c3.versoNo. 6.,C1.nd figure 8.15. t.r aver se s 7 and 8.
t
It was found that the spray height reduced as tFOund cIe ar anoe
';-,as increased whilst the location of the spray envelope in the
lateral sense remained appr oxt.oat eIy the same.
8.5. Conclusions
The casting technique described in chapter 6 was used to invest-
igate the aquapLarring share of 1;Jod01tyro s under a variety of aqua-.
planing conditions. The shapes featured a contral hollow at the
rear surrounded by C'. horse shoe shaped region af close proximity
to tho ground. Ahead of this was a sur-race inclined at a anal I
angle to form a wedgo shape '.Iith the ground. The angle and length
of tho f'orwar-d '!lodeo docr-eaeod 8.8 tho tyro d.efLecti, on Lncr ee sed
but it s- forward ond r-omadned at approximately the same height
above the ground. The ratio Pdip do had little ef'f'ect on tho sharlC3
except to give a ore undu.Labi ng surfaco a e the rati 0 increased.
Decr-casi ng water depth/tyro :liamcter ratio increased the depth
of tho hollow regions and reduced the angle of 1'.ttack of the tyre to
tho oncoming floVl. Oornpar i, sons betweon the 16 x 4-6 ply and 2 :ply
rating tyres showed that the variations of ex'tcrn aL shapo and stiff-
ne ss d.ia'tr-LbutLon can modify tho tyro clistortod shape , Tho stiff~r
and more built-up shoulder s of tho 6 ply casing caused tho hollow
reeion to extend tho full lonl.:.:thof the tyre '.'lhilst tho hollow
region of the 2 ply with its uniform tread thicl ...no SI') and mar0 uni-
f'orrn stiffne ss was confined to the region directly under tho tyre.
8.11.
The estimated aquaplaning height of the 8 x 2 tyre was approx-
imately 0.006 inches on aver-age far all the conditions tested. It
was apparent that a method of measurinG aquaplaning hei~lt directly
on the tyre is required in order to eliminate the large errors
which occur wi th the estime.tinc technique.
A flow vi suaH sation inve stigation on an aquapLarring shape
showed the principal flow regions under the tyre oLose to it s
surface. 1l. stf'.gnation point occur-r-edwi th a al ow velocity zone
downstream. The exit of water to the front and under the side s
and rear of t.ho tyre occurred et high speed.
~ray: inten si ty measuremont s showed that the tyre doflection
(or <5/w) had C'. sicnificant ef'f'e ct on the spray intensity di atri-
bution and also thct the jet velocity (or p/Pdc) had a greater
effect on the spray intensi ty di atribution than on the tyre shape.




TABLE8.1. CONDITION SAT 1/HICH TYRE CASI'ING S WERE MADE
~ a • • • • • .. • • • • .. .. .. • .. .. .. • • ". .. ~ .. • • • • • .... .. • • .. • • • .. .. : • • • • • • • .. .. ...... .. .. • , • • to • .. • .. .. , • • '"
.CASI'· Tyre :Tyre In- : Load -Vel- : p p ~ ~p h: Estimato, . . . d dc' u ·d
: NO : (d x w) ,flation· :ocity - d·
:Pre ssure : W :Pdc :of Aqua-
:.lb/ sq sLn•.: Ib :ft/ s : Ibl~.in.: <f, :h=O.25'planing:in all, heigh t
ca ses :'c' (in) .... '.' ',. "........ 0 '.' ~ 0 t " .
• , .un mod-
150: 100: 67 :ified 26.4--.nozzle .1 8 x 2
: (8. 9x2•3!.





5 . 8 x 2 15
(8.9x2.3):
6 8 x 2 15
(8.9:x:2.3):
7 8 x 2 . 20
(8.9x2.3):
8 8 x 2 25
(8.9x2.3):
9 8 .x 2 15
(8 •9:x:2•3):
: 10






















41 9.15:1.48-0.028: 0· . .
86: 105: 75
50: 110: 82
75: 110: 82 33.~ 17
- -· 2.45: 0.028: .020
200: 110: 82 59: 22 · ,: 1.39.0•028: .008
283: 110: 82 51' 22 : 1.6 .015
433: 110: 82 56 : 21 .012
. ,
~ ~ ~ ' _ " . . ~. . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. '.' , , ..
TABLE 8.2. TE sr COl;DITIONFOR SPR.l\.YTRAVER$ S
-~. -~~'~y~ . , T'~'e;. T~'r'e':~'o'a'ci~'~l'~:' '~~' '~d~
: Trav-: or. Pre 8-: It : oci ty .
: erse: Slape: sure , : ft/s: 1t/1!t],.in
: N9- : It/: . :.. , , ..... :
: eq , in:
h : Aqua- :Tra- :
d : IJlaning' verse'
: Height : Plane:
in : Posi-:
: tion :
: i~ :. . . ~ . '. .'
p 4 : ••••• ,. •••• ; •••• '.' •••• O' •••• : ••••••••••• : ':. ••••••• '.' • • • • •• •
1 8 z 2· 30
:(tyre):
8 x 2: 20
200: 106 76: 58 . 26.1: 1.31: 0.028: 10
102
3 8 x 2: 20 200: 95 61: 45.~ 33
150:106 76: 57 20
200:106 76: 45.5: 33
150: 106 76: 57 : 20
1.34 : 0.028:
1.33 : 0.028:




8 x 2· 30
10
10
1033 : 0.028: 0.02 10
150:106 76' 57 :20
150'106 76: 57 :20
1.33 : 0.028: 0.015', 10
1.33 : 0.028: 0.03 10
8 x 2· 20
. 8 x 2' 30
: (aqua.:
: shapo ) :
8 x 2: 307
8 8 :x: 2' 30
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LINE JOINING THE rolNTS NEAREST
TO THE GROUND ON EACH CROSS
SECTION Of THE CAST
Pt= 35 Ib/in2
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INTERNAL SHAPE OF AQUAPLANING TYRE
WITH CONSTANT TYRE AND FLUID PARAMETERS
AT DIFFERENT TYRE PRESSURES
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FIG 8·3 INTERNAL SHAPE OF AQUAPLANING TYRE WITH CONSTANT
TYRE AND FLUID PARAMETERS AT DIFFERENT TYRE PRESSURES
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FIG S.4 EFFECT OF "/w RATIO ON THE
INTERNAL SHAPE OF AQUAPlANING TYRE
AT CONSTANT Pd/F6c8. hlc! RATIOS
(HE.IGHT CONTOURS ABOVE LOWE,ST POINT (HEEL) OF CAST)
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EFFECT OF Po/Fac ON INTERNAL SHAPE OF AQUAPLANING
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FIG 8· 7 EFFECT OF Fa/I&: RATIO ON THE INTERNAL
SHAPE OF THE AQUAPLANING TYRE AT
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FtG 8.11 COMPARISON OF AQUAPLANING SHAPES OF
TWO DIFFERENT TYRES AT SAME CONDITIONS
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FIG 8.12 SPRAY INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION 10 in BEHIND AQUAPLANING






SPRAY TRAVERSE N° 3
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Fre'8.13 EFFECT OF ~ ON SP~AY INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION 10 in BEHIND
AQUAPLANING 8x 2 TYRE AT CONSTANT fo/~cAND tyd
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EFFECT OF GROUND CLEARANCE ON SPRAY PROFILES 10 in
BEHIND AQUAPLANING SHAPE FROM 8x2 TYRE











PLATE 8.1 FLOW VISUALI SATION ON A 10 X 3
AQUAPLANING SHAPE
p~ : 20lb/i,{ i = 14 .,.w
Uj = 109 ftls h = 0·026W = 911b d
h = 0.25 in ~ 1.3=
CHAPI'ER 9
HYDRODYNllMIC PRE sams S ACTING ON THE 3JRFACE OF l\N .AQU.APL.ANING TYRE
9.1. Introduction
The results of measurements of the hydrodynamic pr e ssur e s acting
on the surface of an ~uaplaning tyre are presented in this cha.pter.
The pre ssure s are fir st d.i scussed in relation to the tyre aquaplan-
ing shape and this is followed by an investigation of the pressures
acting along the tyre longitudipal centreline for different tyre
and water jet conditions. These conditions are represented by the
non-dimensional parameters, 8/w, Pc/Pda and hid used in th~
previous chapter.
The hydrodynamic presrures wero measured by pressure ta.ppings
in the tyre surface traversed through the footprint region by
slowly rotating the wheel. The presrure tappings are shown in
plate 6. 2~, and the traverse gear used for rotating the wheel,
in plate 4.1. '
9.2. Di scussi. on of Re suIt s
9.2.1. Tyre &e.pe in Relation to the Pressure Distribution on its
atrface
Tnioal distributions of hydrodynamic pre saure on the rurface
of the test tyres when aquapfani.ng are shown in figures 9.1. to 9.4.
together with the external aquaplaning Shapes of the tyres. In ~ll
cases the water pressures rose quickly at the front then levelled
off or reduced sllbhtly, (so forming a. forward peak), before
increasing again gradually to a peak at the rear. This front peak
was approximately level with the pOsition of the front of the
static footpri~t and occurred where the tyre surface was 0.25 to
0.35 inches above the ground. This coincided approximately with
the water surface at the wheel position. The rear peak was con-
tained wi thin the hollow region of the tyre. Negative pressures
found at the side s and rear were attributed to the Coanda effect
as the wate~ emerged from under the tyre. The areas of negative
pressure generally started at the outer edge of the horseshoe of
cLose proximity. S::>medeviation from thi s was seen on the 8 x 2
tyre, figure 9.1., where positive pressures existed downstream of
the hollow region. Thi s di screpancy is almost certainly due to
experimental error in the position of the ~ressure distribution
relative to the tyre shape. Th9 decreasing posi ti ve pressure
dovmstream of the horses~oe line found with the 8 x 2 would require
an increasing veloei ty in a diverging channel, a characteri stic of
supar soni c flow which is not possible with the present incompress-
t~AI:;
ible flow. Figure 9.2. ShowsAthe rear peak was apparently some way
forward of the hollow region. This must also be the result of
experimental error in locating the pre ssur e di stribution relative
to the shape.
Oomparison of the 16 x 4 - 6 ply and 2 ply tyre s, figure s 9.3.
and 9.4., Shows the influence of the basic cross sectional shape
of the tyre on the pressure distributions. The 16 x 4 - 6 ply with
its flat tread region resulted in pressure contours of similar
r-eotanguLar form to the tyre's static footprint. 'Phe shape contour s
far the 16 x 4 - 6 ply tyre showed two point s of cloS-est ground
proximity instead of the uais L singl e point found wi th the 8 x 2
and 10 x 3 tyres. These points occurred at the rear of the tyre
on the boundary of the static footprint. The pr e aeur'e contours
aharved a similar characteristic in that the rear pressure peaked
at each side of the tyre longitudiIt'~ centreline at points within
the stp"tic footprint and forward of the heel. By 00 ntrast the
2 ply tyre with its ba sf caLl.y circular cross section, gave preawre
contours of a form related to the elliptical shape of the tyre's
static footprint as was found wi th the 8 x 2 and 10 x 3 tyres. In
addition the rear peak pressure occurred on the tyre longitudinr~
centreline slightly forward of the heel.
The effect of the detailed Shape of the tyre on the surface
presrures is illustrated in figure 9.5. Here, water pressures
acting on the Longitudin!\l centreline of tho 8 x 2 tyro, az-o shown
togother wi th the centreline shape of the tyro for two valm s of
the pressure ratio, P~Fdc' and approximately the same tyro doflec-
tion. In tho upper diagram tho tyre was only a little above aqua-
planing speed, (p/Pdc = 1.39) whilst in the lower diagram it was
woll into tho aquaplaning region (P~Pdo = 2.45). It can be seen
that the water pressure distributions were sensitive to the differ-
ences in the centreline shape of the tyre. For example, the
change s of slope in the latter case re suI tod in the formation of a
third pre S,'3Urepeak , Generally, whore the gal' between the tyre
and ground was redUCing the pressures were increasing. This is
contra.ry to what would be expected for an invi scid fluid and must
be ~ partly to the influence of vi sco si ty and partly due to a
reduction of fluid veLocdty as a result of side flow from under tho
tyre. The water pressure increased to a high peak at the rear as
a result of the very snall gap between the tyre and ground (aqua..-
planing height of the order et: 0.006 inches). Taking into aocount
the error in aligning the shape and presrure distribution (approx.
:. 0.2 inches) the peak was judged to occur just before the heel.
Directly under the heel the pressure reduced rapidly to zoro and
thon became slightly negative as the water omerged at tho roar.
9.2•2• Influence of Tyro Inflation Pressure, Pc/Pdc and 8/w on the
Hydrodynamic Pro ssure s.
Figures 9.6., 9.7. and 9.8. presont the results from an invest-
ign.tion of tho hydrodynamic pr easur-cs acting on tho centreline of
an 8 x 2 model tyre. The to st conchtions a r o gi von in table 9.1.
Figure 9.6. present s hydrodynamic pro ssur e di. stributions for a.
ra.ngo of different tyre pressures at constant dynamic pressure
(rd) and constant 8/w. Those eli stributions show the significant
effect of tho tyre inflation pressure on tho Lcv eL of the hydro-
dynamic pro ssur-o , higher tyro pressures re suIting in higher fluid
pressure a, Maintaining tho tyre pressure constant whilst Lncr-ea s-
ing P /p ,as shown in figure 9.7., rosults in little change to
cl: de
the general magnitude of tho hydrodynamic pre ssure s, There:Lce
evidence uowever , from figures 9.6• and 9.7. that the fluid pressuro
dj. strib,ution shcm s larger and more frequent chango s of slope as
the tyre inflation pressure is reduced, (i.e., to give high values
Increasing <5 /w at constant tyro pre asur e , as shown in figure
9.8., increased the wetted length of the tyre surface but only
gave small increase s to the peak pre ssure 8. One or two addt tional
poaks wer-e formed in the pressure profiles.
The depends.nce of the hydrodynamic pr e ssuz-e on tho tyre pressure
in,iicate s that the tyre "rigidity" or "re si stance to di. stortion"
has a limiting effect on the hydrodynamic pressure. The resistance
to eli storti on is given not only by the tyre pressure but by the
tyre pressure plus the pressure due to tho casing stiffness for
zero tyre rotation. Tho contribution of the casing stiffness
reduce s in compaz'Lson with the contribution from the tyro pressure,
as the tyre pressure Lncr-eaaes, Thi sis evidenced in figures 9.7.
and 9.8., which Show that the General magnitude of the fluid
pressure/tyre pressure ratio (p/Pt) reduce's as the tyre pressure
increases. For example, at Pt = 15 Ib/sq.in., the maximumfluid
pressure is approximately 2.5 x Pt' whilst at ~t = 30 lb/sq.in. it.
is only 2.0 X Pt.
I
9.2.3. Relationship of Peak fressures to Critical Dynamic Pressure
The val ue a, of the peak pre ssuro s and their po si t i.onson -the
tyre surface were investigated in relation to Pdo for different
Ib/ sq sLn, The peak pressures
8/w at tyre pr e s arr e s ranging from 15 to 35
~eek
are plotted as a ratio, P •
de
ratios of Pj'i?dc and
The results are presented in figures 9.9. to 9.12., the test-
conditions are given in table 9.2.
Increasing 8/w at constant PjPdc (=1.33) had little effect
on the magnatude of the rear peak prossure which was approximately
equal to Pdc' as shown in fieure 9.9. The forward peak was
approximately 80% of rdo but reducod when the middle peak appeared
at about 26% deflection. The positions of the peaks are given in
the lower diagram. The rear pressure peak moved rearwards and the
forward peak moved forwards as deflection increased. The middle
peak after forming at about 26%defleotion 0.100 moved rear-vVards as
deflecti on was increased further. A fourth peak appeared at about
38r~ deflection. The rear end forward peaks merged at approxiraately
7% deflecti on at a point on the tyre approy.imately 5° forward of
the vertical wheel centreline.
P ak
The ratio _p_e and the positions of the peak pressures were
Pdc
determined for increasing p/Pdc at three constant values of' 8/w,
the results are presented. in figures 9.l'()., 9.11. and 9.12. It was
found generally for all tyre inflation pr-e asur e s that the rear and
forward peak pre ssure s increased slightly with increasing ratio of
pclp do. The rear peak remained in approximately the same position
on the tyre, for a given deflection, but the forward peak tended to
move rearwards as jet dynamic pressure increased above Pdo• For
the 23%deflection case, figure 9.10., an additional forward peak
was beginning to form at PJp do = 2.0
The rear peak pressure at the wheel spin down speed was only 80
to 90% of the jet dynamio pressure measured at the nozzle exit
instead of 100%as expected; Thi s could be partly explained by
the reduction of stagnation pre ssure in the wat er j3 t between the
nozzle exit and the wheel position, and partly by the loss of rota-
tional stiffne ss after wheel spin dowi, As the speed increased
however, the rear peak pressure showed only a gradual inorease, and
at a ratio of p/Pdo = 2.0 it was little more than 50%of Pd·
The forward peak pre ssure was always Less than the rear peak
pressure but followed similar trends. Incre'1.sing PJp de gave
small increases to its magnitude although its value never beoame
greater than Fde. &noe the fluid divide s into forward and rear
flow regions as indioated by the flow visualisation of chapter 8,
then it is to be expeoted that the f'orwar d pressure peak ehould
always bo equal to the stagnation value. One explanation for this
anomaly is tho decr ea ai ng dynami,o jet pre ssure with height above the
ground surface experienced at the wheel position as shown in figure
4.8. At the wheel spin down speed the forward peak presrure is
about 60 to 70% of the dynami,cpressure. Thi s would require the
stagnation streamline to ocour high in the fluid layer, (i.e.,
approximately i" above the ground surface). Thi S oorro sponds wi, th
general observations which show a much reduoed forward spray after
the aquaplaning speed ha s been pa sse d.,
A second possible cause for the loss of stagnation pressure
at the forward part of the tyre, i s the action of a turbulent wedge
of fluid built up in front of the tyre. Gadd, 'reference 9.1. first
propo sed such a model for an aquaplaning tyre. To sati sfy the
present results the turbulent wedge would need to dissipate 30 to
40% of the jet dynaoic pressure in turbulent motion at the wheel
spin down speed.
A precise explanation for the loss of stagnation pressure at
the forward part of the tyre canna t be made or substantiated with
existing equipment. Only a stationary fluid and a moving tyre
system could give the ideal fluid conditions neoe ssary to inve sti-
gate thi s p1rticular problem.
9.2.4. The Aquaplaning Mechanism
The foregoing re suIt s enable a physioal pioture of the mechani an
o:f aquaplaning to be built up. Thi sis aided by a simple model of
the flO\7. Figure 9.13. shows the different at age s of flow below and
above the aquaplaning speed. The rear peak pressure which occurs on
the aquaplaning tyre, originates below the aquaplaning speed as a
stagnation pressure at the front of the tyre footprint. Penetra-
tion of fluid into the contact area by hydrodynamio pressure of
the fluid relatiVG to the tyre,is restricted by the ground contact
pressure. A oertain penetration occurs due to the inability of the
tyre to break through or di~lace a thin residual film of fluid after
the bulk of the fluid encountered has been di spLaced forwards and tc
the sides or into trea.d grooves. This is a viscous effect and its
magnitude depends upon the nature of tho tyre and ground surfaces.
The fluid lift forces developed on the forward part of the tyre
oauae a reduction in the ground contact area and a distortion of
the forv{ard part of the tyre surface. It is expected that the
forward peak pres~~e vdll be the stagnation pressure. Between
thi s and the rear high pre ssure point, which may have a value
greater than stagnation pressure as Shown, the pressure will be
le ss than stagnation due to a side I'Low, as the shape is three
dimensional. A l3. rge amount of forward spray is developed. Aa
speed increases the contact area becomes less and the tyre di ator-
tion greater. VJhenthe stagnation presoore becomes equal to the
ground contact pressure at the front of the footprint, fluid pene-
tration into tho contact area occurs. The stagnation pressure
progresses rearwards rapidly into the remaining dry contact area
separating the tyre from the ground at all points where the ground
contact pressure is less than or equal to the stagnation pressure.
Due to the stiff side wall s the maximumground pressure s are usually
found at the sides of the contact area. The rear stagnation
presrure will progress therefore down the centre of the contact
area. Complete separation of the tyre and ground followS with
little increase of forward speed. With some tyres, separation of
the centr~l :ra rt of the footprint may be arre sted by a stiffening of
the casing, and hence greater Pg at the heel position caused by
the high tyre curvature •
.After tyre and ground separation has occurred any loss in tyre
rotati. on reduoes the apparent stiffness of the tyre and hence it s
reSi stance to aquaplaning. The tyre immediately enters int 0 a
stabl& state of aquaplaning, the dynamic pressure needed to maintain
this state being le ss than the critical dynamic pressure at wheel
spin dovn, Because of thi s the tyre is immediately supported in
the water layer with e. snall cle a.rance which allay s the rear peak
p'resrure to reduce. With further increase of forward speed the
tyre rises in I,h!'w at er layE'r e;ivine increased ground
clearance and ensuring nn almost constant r-e ar' peak pressure.
For thp tyre to return to a free rolling condition the
J(~t dynamic pressure must be reduced to a value equal to the
tyre pressurE' plus the casing stiffness component, assuming
that rotation bas fallen to zero during aquaplru.ing.
"/7 P = P + P ~ P (staLie)
,"-' d t c g
'1'1)('ahov!' arguments i {~nore the effects of viscosity and
effect of viscosity will increase when the tyre aquaplanes
Lyre and grollrldsurface cortd LLion. In some respects the
especially if it stops rotating. This will be due to the
larger tyre surface area (compared to the non aquaplaning
tyre) exposed to the fluid and to the hig-hoc relntiye
On thevelocity between the tyre and ground surface.
other hand, tho clearance between tho aquaplaning tyre and
the gr'ounclw i I ) f~I'Ilnra)l.y increase the height of the flow
passage so rf'dllCi11g' Lho normal pressures due to viscosity.
If viscous effects are large relative to fluid inertia
effects, then predictions of the wheel spin up speed from
considerations of'the static ground contact pressure, as
r\.,,,,,,, -
given by equation 9.1., will be less valid. The nature of
the flow under the tyre is discussed further in the
following chapter.
9.3. Conclusions
The form of the hydrodynamic pressure distribution
measured on an aquaplaning tyre was found to be related
to the tyre I 5 ext;ernal aquaplani ng shape.
Ttll) maeni, tudos of tho HIII'I':1('O pressures measured. along
"",,,-,,,l'1
Lhl, f]llId,1'1I1ifll! II" 1.11(' Lyr'n"r1opendedupon the tyre
Lnf'Ln L i nil p r-o s s u r'o .
C). ~.
Increasing the speed or tyre deflection did not signifioantly
.",o.t~\ 1·
increase the surface pr e scur es, The peak fllid pressures on tho
forward and rear rarts of the tyre were found to be limited to the
critical dynamlc pressure as a result of the tyre rising in the
fluid layer and tyre deformation. "lihil st thi sis logical for the
rear peak, higher pre asur e s wer-e expected at the front where a
sta6nation point was thought to occur. Further investigations are
re~uired to confirm the result for the fo~vard peak pressure and
to find a sui table expl.anatd,on.
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TESI' CONDITIOnS FORLiEA SJRZMEN'IS OF HYDRODYNAMIC
PRESSJR:;}]S ON5J~ OF 8 x 2 TYRE
.. ~. . . . . . . . : . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . • • • .. _ r _ .. • .. • • • • • - .. • • • • I .. • .. • • • • • • • • .. .. • .. ~ .. .. • .. •
. Fig.No. Tyre In-:Load:Velocity, Jet Conditions -Def Leo td ori ~: . flation VI uj . ...................... •• l' •••••••••••••
PresSU+:e: (re): (ft! s) Pd Pdc Pd 8 <5 l:.Tot . . w.
(lb! ~2): (Ib! sq.in) : (10! sq , in)
p . (in) : C%): ddo'
........... , .............. io •••• ~ ....... - ••• ' ............ - .' •• " ............. ' ••••••• - ............. " •. "
: 9.6• 15 . 100: no 82 34.5 2.37 : 0.54 : 23: 0.028:
20 128 : 110 82 42 1.95 : 0.54 : 23: 0.028:
25 153: 110 82 51 1.61 : 0.54 :
23: 0.028:
30 172: no 82 57.5 1.43 : 0.54 : 23: 0.028:
35 190: no 82 64 1.28 : 0.54 : 23: 0.028:
40 212: 110 82 70
. 1.17 : 0.54 : 23: 0.028:
15 75: no 82 34 2.4 0.42 : 18: 0.028:
20 99: 110 82 42 1.95 : 0.42 : 18: 0.028 :
25 n8: 110 82 49.5 1.65 : 0.42 : 18: 0.028 :
30 132: 110 82 56 1.46 : 0.42 :
18: 0.028 :
35 143: '110 82 63 1.3
0.42 : 1& 0.028 :
40 162: no 82 68 1.2 0.42 : 18: 0.028 :
15 50: no 82 33 2.48 : 0.31 : 13: 0.028 :
20 73' 110 82 42 1.95 :
0031 : 13: 0.028 :
25 86: 110 82 49 1.67 : 0.31 :
13: 0.028 :
30 95: no 82 56 1.46 : 0.31 : IJ 0.028 :
35 105: no 82 63 1.3 0.31 : I}: 0.028 :
40 116: 110 82 69 1.2 0031 :
13: 0.028 :
: 9.7. 15 100: 95 60 34.5 1.7
0.54 : 23: 0.028:
15 100: 101 69 34.5 2.0 0.54 :
23: 0.028:
15 100: 110 82 34.5 2.4
0.54 : 23: 0.028:
20 128: 91 56 42 1033 : 0.54 :
23: 0.028 :
20 128: 103 72 42 1. 71: 0.54 :
23: 0.028:
20 128: 110 82 42 1.95 : 0.54 : 23:0.028:
)0 172: 101 69 57.5 1.2 0.54 . 23: 0.028 :
76 0.54 :
. .
30 172: 105 57.5 1.33 :
23: 0.028:
30 172: 110 82 57.5 1.425 0.54 :
23"0.028·. .
: 9.8. 15 50: 84 47 33 1.4
0.31 : 13: 0.028 :
100: 85 49 35 1.4 0.54 . 23: 0.028 .
150: 88 52 37 1.4 0.72 : 31: 0.028:
200: 89 53 38 1.4 0.89 : 38: 0.028:
20 50: 91 55 41 1.35 : 0.21 9: 0.028:
100: 92 56.7 42 1.35 : 0.42
18: 0.028 :
150: 93 57.5 42.5 1.35 : 0.64 :. 2(: 0.028 :
200: 95 61 45.5 1.35 : 0.78 33: 0.028 :
30 30: 104 74 55 1035 : 0.165: 7: 0.028 :
100: 106 75.6 56 1.35 : 0.35 15: 0.028 :
150: 107 77 57 1.35 : 0.47 20: 0.028<
200: 107 78 58 1.35 : 0.61 26: 0.028 :
• • • • ~ .. .. .. ~ ~ .. ~ .. .. .. _: - - .. - ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. '.. .. ... .. .. • • .. ., .... .,. .. .. ... • .. • • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .... • " .. .. .. • : .. .. .. ..... '. ... .. or •••
TABLE9.2.
CONDITION FOR nrvn Sl'IGATION OF 1UGNITUDE Ai"{D
PO S[TION OF PEAK PRE SaJRE ON 8 x 2 TYRE
• • _ l" , •••......... " - .
Fig.No, Tyre 11:1.-:Load~Velocity: .Tet Condition : Deflectionflation . Vi . uj ' .
P:ressure:(lb):(ft/s) Pd Pdc Pd -5 ~ h
· : (1;isq2)~: :(lb/fXl.in) ~(lb/sq.in~ Pdc : (in) (%): d
._ •.... " •.. ',' f "•...................................................... 4 , .













30 . 112 :
30 200 .
















































1.33: 0.223: 95 :0.028:
1.33: 0.410: 18 :0.028:
. 1.33: 0.62 : 26.5: 0.028:
1.33:0.785: 33.3:0.028:
1.33: 0.165: 7 :0.028:
1.33:0.310: 13.2:0.028:
1.33: 0.364 : 15.5:0.028:







1.19: 0.540: 23 : 0.028:
to
2.33:






















51 : 1.26 : 0.540: 23 : 0.028:
to
1.59
57.5 :1.15 :0.540: 23 :0.028:
to
1.44
64 1.1: 0.540: 23 : 0.028:
to
1.33 :
.. . . . . . . . , .. . . .. . . ~,'. . . . . .. . . . . " . . . . . . . .. ':: .. . . . .. . , . .: . . .. . . '." . . .. . . . . .. . . . ; . . . . ..
TABLE9.2. Cont'd •
• ' •••••••••••••••• : •••• '.' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '.' •••••••••• I •••••
Fig.No~ Tyre Itl-: Load: Veloci ty: .Jet Condition: :Deflection :
f1ation' W· uj :..........•.......... ; ',' ..
I're;.:ur~ (Ib): (ft/S). Pd Pdc ~ Pd : 8 ; ~ : h
(1b/sq2): :(lb/sq.in)~(lb/sq.in>' Pdc: (in) : C%): d
.' . . . . . . .'. .. . . . . . .~.. . . .:- . . . . . . . .;. . . . . , . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .:. . . . . : . . . . . : . . . . .' . . . . .:. ... ( ..







. . , .
42 1.26:0.420: 18: 0.028
tc :
1.94:
50 1.28:0.420: 18 :0.028
to :
1.62:
57 1.17:0.420: 18 :0.028
to :
1.46:
63 1.16:0.420: 18 :0.028
to :
. 1.3 :










25 86 : 49






1.18:0.310: 13 : 0.028:
to :
1.3 :
..... 4. I t , ' : ~ .....•• _ , k : .
30 95 :
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HYDRODYNAM IC PRESSURE CONTOURS ( Ib/in2 )
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FIG 9·' AQUAPLANING TYRE SHAPE AND TYRE
SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRI BUTION
W = 150lb
Pt- = 30 Ib/ j n1
h = O· 25 In
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HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE CONTOURS (tb/ in )
ON TYRE SURFACE
10x 3 TYRE
! = 13'9w h = 0.0256d
FIG 9· 2 AQUAPLANING TVRE SHAPE AND TYRE
SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
u· = 110 ft/ S p~ = 20 '1./i,,2J
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HYDRODYNAMIC TYRE SURFACE PRESSURE CONTOURS (Ib/in!)
16x 4 -2 ply TYRE
!= 22 % b = 0·0156w d
FrG 9·3 AQUAPLANING TYRE SHAPE AND TYRE SURFACE
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
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FrG 9·4 AQUAPLANING TYRE SHAPE AND TYRE
SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
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FIG 9· 7 LONGITUOINAL CENTRELINE (X 0) HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE
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FIG 9. 8 LONGITUDINAL CENTRELINE (X; 0 ) HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE
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VARIATION OF MAGNITUDES AND POSITIONS OF PEAK
HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURES ON LONGITUDINAL ~ OF
AQUAPLANING TYRE WITH INCREASING DEFLECTION
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FIG 9·10 VARIATION OF MAGNITUDES AND POSITIONS OF PEAK
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FIG 9·13 DEVELOPMENT OF TYRE AQUAPLANING
CHAPI'm 10
THE NATURE OF _'rJm_ FrAN mTDER AN AGWAEIANING TlRl-
10.1. Introduction
Tho nature of the flow under an. aquaplaning tyro is not
easily investigated. usine a. rolling road. tefft apparatus since
diroot observa.tion of the tIoy; is :'lot p<)saible a.nd JDEuU!ure-
"
ment of the flow volocity und.er the tyro would &&em ~Q~
cally not poafli bLe, However the flow must be investiga.tc-t
if a oomp1ete understanding of the aquaplaning phenomononi.
to be obtained. To do this it was nece s88.ry to roaort to
interpreta.tions of the hydrodynamic pre aair o di stri bution~
meafAlrod on the tyre surface and on the surfaoe of a. r1g1 d
disc which g1vas a simple.£' aquaplaning shape and. removes th&
influenoe of tyre flexuro. This required a oertain amount
of caution since the non-uniform dynamic pre S8ll'O distribution
over the d.epth of tho jet at the wheel po sit ion, d.i stortod the
hydro<\ynllmio pressure on tho tyro or disc aurface.
a,mo simplified theorotical appro aobe a woro aIm mado
whioh aided de soription of tho flow a,nd gave some in sigh t into
the type of theory best suited to dosoribo the flow under the
aquap laning tyre. The t cchnf que for measuring the pressures
on the tyre w.rftl.ce was (loscribed in Chapt~r 6. Tho samo
'teohnique wall!used for measuring tho pressures on tho 8lrf'aoe
of the disc.
10.2. .Pi scusfli on of Ex.periljlo~t~al ResuIt 8
10.2.1. Hydrodynw;nic Pre eair-e e on the 'Iy::'2 8..lrfa.oe
hamples of the di atri buti on of pro ssur e along the
centrelino of' two 16 x 4 model tyres are presented in tigul"OlO.l.
10.1.
Tho pressuros are presentod a" a ooeffic:i.en't.
cp - L
1"d




The torm at the presrure di etributions ha a been disoussed in
Chapter 9. Generally, C increased towards tho roar to a paNtp
value vm.ioh approximatod to tho dyna.mio prossure oorresponding
to the spaed at which wheel !:pin dam ocourred. A aocond peak
value (£ C oocurred at the front of tho tyro but was les8 than
p
the roar peak: val ue ,
The inorease of C towa.rds tho rear was duo, to a groatorp
or lesaor extant in all cases, to a combine,ti on of the influ-
ence of vi seos! ty, which slows down the flow ralativo to :1l;te
invisoid velocity, a.nd to tho divorging of fluid to each side
of 'the tyre, which reduces the flow rate, hence the wa.tO%'
veloOity under tho contral region of tho tyro. It is not
posaLbla to differentiate betwoon tho two effects from rme.a.u~o-
m~nts on the tyrG alono.
10.2.2. Hydrodyna.mic Pressures on a Disc 3.trfaco
Figure 10.2. mows isometric diagrams of the distribution
at cp on ono ~do of tho recta.ngular sectd oned diso of 8 inohes
diamtor, mown in Pla.to 10.1. Threo d1fferont oombination" ot
the ratiO~1 aquaplaning hOisht/water dopth (c/h) and diso width/
diso diameter (wId)woro usod. In all os~os a hi8h forward
praltsure region occurred. Horo, the maximumvaluo of C on tho
p
diso 10 'tudina1 centroline, corresponded to stagnation of the
jet, after oonsldering tho loas of dynamio prosru.re botwoon tho
10.2.
nozzle, whero tho d~amic proluJw'e WASmoasured, and the eli 80
poei tiona Thi f3 feature i El conal.si'·ni with othor examples of
the beha\'iour of planing a.lrfA.Oos such as sea plane hull,S,
reference 10.1., which F.lhow peak prosSlro~ a.pproaohing tho
staenation pressure of tho fluid rela.tivo to tho hull. v/ith a
anall c/h (..0.1) C remained sonsibly constant on tho 1onf;-j·b\··
p
dinal oentreline of the eli so up to a point 5 to 70 forwa.rd
of the vertical centreline. C then roduoed rapidly throughp
zero beooming negative under the lowest part (- the heel) ot
the di so. The nogativo values wero attributod to a oombinat1on
of the Coandaeffect, which delaY8 ~eparation of tho water from
the diso, and to a pressure reoovery in tho diverging ohannel
behind the heel. A high value of o/h eau sod C to reduoop
ra.pidly towards tho roar. Thi e i" a1 00 seon for tho oontro-
lino ca se s presented in figure 10.3.A., where it is seen in
addi tion, that as clh inoroaaed, tho poSi11on ot the forward
peak moved rearwards and its magnitude decreased. This
reduotion was considered to bo tho effoot of the non uniform
d3namic prossure distribution of the jet. This is di ecus sed
further in seotion 10.2.3. following.
Reduoing wid. at oonstant clh a.s mown in figure 10.2.,
eaused a greator rate of deer-easo of Cp to eacn aida of the
centroline. This inoroa~ed pressure gradiont in tho latoral
dirootion result e in an inoreased Sido flow rolat1 \'0 to tho
through flow under tho eli so, 1.0, the flow becomea increa.s:i.ngl1
8en9itive to tho thr€o drmenI!ianal sha.po of tho di so a! 1t"
Width roduoos, Tbe effeot of roduci~ wid, hence increASing
the tSl. de flow relative to thl). throuch flow, on the -oen~li.nG
values, is Iil.()wnin ~l1ro 1Q",,3.B.for several oczbinatf ono
of wid. and o/h.
"" I
It can bo seen that. apart from a" IIIish:t ten~
tor a p~ossur~ relief espeoially at large aquaplaning heights,
reduoing wid did not signifioantly modify the oentroline eli stri-
butions for t he given oondi tiona. In order to aeo the effeot
of a large side flow rolativo to the through flow, the distri-
bution of pressure(Cp) was measured on a nerrow (wid", 0.14) non-
aquaplaning (c/h ... 0) disc. The results, pr eeent ed in figure.
10.4. (non-aquaplaning ea se] .'bow that a high forward peak
value of C occurred indicating a prassuro approximately equalp
to the local jot stagnati. on pr oaeuro, Downstreamof thia, 0
p
roduoe~ rapidly to a minimumvalue whore tho maximumvelocity w&.
roaohed. The increasin~ side flow, and possib 1y the influence
at vi socsi ty in tho convczgi.ng wedge, th en eau sod 0 to incroaso
p
towards a value approachin61.0 (i.o. fluid stagnation) at the
heel. The magnitudo of C meaaured on tho same diso whilstp
aquaplaning (o/h = 0.14), W.:.! much snaller than anticipated
after oon$1.doration of the rosults of figurE) 10.3., and must
be due to oXperimental error. The shfP0 of the elL atribution,
however, would appear oorroot for the givan oonditions.
FigurelO.Sdlowe thp.t ~Y1C"'''A.RiYlP.' tho jot dynamio prea'eure (Pd),
&t constant o/h and wid ,made little differenoe to tho lllH\BUrOd
4t. str1 bution of Cp. Thi sis oontrary to tho effeot ot inoreasing
Pd on the tyre eu.rfaco proaeuro distribution, and is due to the
taot that the di se shape doos not cb.al18owhil at tho tyro Iil.ep e
i 8 a tunotion of tho surfaco pressures.
10.2.). Note on the Forward. Peak Pressures on tho Tyro and
Rigid. Disc
Ryd.rodYna.miOprol!suro meaBUrGlllent s described in Chapter 9
on tho anall tyres, showed. that tho prossuros on the tyro
eurfa.oo at all speeds above aquaplaning were 10 fHJ than tho
wa.ter jet stagnation prosruro and that tho forward peak pressure
was oloso to tho critical spin dovm pros.CJU.re,Pdo• Prosau'O
moa.alromonta on tho eurf'ecc of the disa have shown that tho
/
forward poa.k pressure was close to the jet stagnation prOSMlrQ
at tilla.ll aquaplaning height s but docr ea ecd slightly a.s the
aquaplaning h0ight increased. Te oxplain tho differenco
botwoon the moe eur cd pro aair o s on tho tyro and di so \70 wi 11
consider two posit bie ways in which the forward peak prosfll.ro
oould be limitod.' Theso aroz
a) thP.t a possible build-up of a turbulent wedgo c£ fluid
aoeur s on the front of tho tyre or d1so as su8'[:oated by Ga.dd,
roforenoo 10.2. Thi s would roquire tho forward ~ray to be
pushed torwards in such a way that it internots With the
approaching stream loading to e. loss of totAl prossuro.
b) that tho stagnation.streamlino originatos high in the jet
whero tho d3"namic pressure is oonsiderably smaller than tho
In the investiga.tions pf/l.~rtVl...""ue.it\ affoot a (a) and (b) wero
prosont, to a groator or lessor oxtent, on both the tyro and the
diso. Tho rela.tivE) magnitude::! rftho effect 6 (a) and (b),
depond upon tho Shapo of the pla.ning surfaoo. For effoct (a)
we can poFJtula.to that the flexibility of tho tyre would a.l1ow it
to tala) up the Sla.pe whioh would give tho forward spray anglo
10.5.
n&009ea.ry to ceu sc a dyr:amio preslUro loss suffioient to l~
tho fOl.'w&rdpeak pre."s.u'o to appX'oximately tho erit:tGaJ. spin
down valuo, at all- speeds abovo aquapla.ning. Tho critioal
spin down :presruro and t no tyre fla.x:Llv'e. -'~. arc rolatod through
thoir dependance on the tyro ro si st anoe to di storti. on givon by
tho tyro inflation pr e esuro and casing stiffneas. In tho oase
of tho infloxible diso, tho anglo p'l"esontoc: by tho d.i eo to tho
approaching flow, noar the alrfaOG of tho water layer, i8
larger than that of tho aqutlplaning tyro. As was Benorally
observed, tho forwa.rd spray wal9 thrown woll ole ar of tho
apprcaohin6 ctr()On i.rnmcdi.E',tely in front of the di so. Thus
effoct (a) can bo practicA.ll~" o1i.t'l:ll" ...tl')~ fcr t~: d.i so. 'iTooan
&1SO expect effect (b) to b e greatol.' on tho aqut\> lEming ty:ro
th&n on the di se si.nc o, due to tho 'bluff' map e of th 0 disQ
oomparod wi th tho tyro, a. much J ",·~c:r ;-·:::-~::'tion of tho flow
under tho di 8C i a puahod forwards than oocur s With the tyro.
This causes tho stagnation stroamlino to originate loW in tho
water layer whera th" dynamio prosSlI' 0 of tho jot a.pproaoboI!
the st&gnation prossure. Aa ~he aquaplaninG' hoi ght of tho disc
incroase s, howevor, tho staena.ti on stroamlino ri so El in the
water layor to give la'vor forwA.rd peak p:r""''Ul'GS on tho diee,
tU oVidoncad by tho oontrolino pro sarro d1Btr1buti ons shown :11\
t1guro lO.3.A.
In general, affects (a) and (b) a.ro small on the diso and
the forward poak preasuro approacho e tho stagnation
protll!!lU'e. On the tyro, effocts (a) and (b) oombino to giva
low forward poak praSSlree.
10.6.
~h~ ~-t~nc~ at~ach~d to effootA ,~~ and (1)" in
lim ~ thG tll.agni. 'tudft o£ .b.n ~rd :peale pre sauro on tho tyro
I!J.U"faoe,ha" a bearing on the. explanation of the form ot tho
prosau-e dietribution furthor und~ tho tyre. If thero werQ n<l
turbulent 'It'6dge, then effect (b) would. need to ba llU'go in er dol'
to give tho low valuos of forward poak presSlre meawred on the
tyrQ. From oonsidoration of tho jot volooity profile, this
would require tho stagnation streamline to bo high in the jot
eo that a large quantity of fluid would flow under the tyro into
tho wodgo rogion. Becau se of the Efllal1 a.q_ua.planing height s
tound wi th tho tyro, mest of thi F.I fl ui d would have to be
divorted f:li.d.owaya. This would moan a sharp initia.l roduotion
ot preswro after tho stagnati on point, followod by a proslJUl'o
rocovery towa.rds the roar. ,A good exa.mple ot a situat1cln in
whien a In.rcrc. si do :Clon ext gt s \Ii t'l a sherp re ,\lcti on of the
fluid prossure s initially behind the l'J'tagnati on point has boon
seen in :tlgure 10."'- (non aquapla.ning diso). In this case all
the flow is eventually diverted aidewa.ys.
If the turbulent wedge, effeot (a),exists a.a woll as effeot
(b) then the stagnation streamlino will bo 10l{Or in the ,vator
layer than it would be if effect (b) existod alone. The quantity
of fluid fl<ming under the tyro will then be lese than in the
previous ca ee, rosul ting in a analler side flow from undor the
central r~@.on of the tyre, for the same aquaplaning heieht. In
thi s case the in! tial reduction of pressuro behind the Btagnt,t1on
point will also be lees than in the first ca.ee, and tho pressuro
reoovery towa.rds the rear will not appoa.r so great. Th1a
~ea.aoning 1s INf'fioient to expla.in the 'form d the prGIUIt.I.l:'6
distributions on tho tyro ¢ontreline as ahJ:>wn, ~ e:umple.
in fiBUl" e 10.1., and on the rig! d di eo.
The non uniforo vOlocity distribution of the jet all'JO
reduoes tho va.lidi ty ofaxtre.polp.ting the rosul ts deaoribed
here to full sca.lo, where tho rGl~tive velocity betwoen the
tyre and water la.yor is constant throughout ita depth, (i.e.,
effoot b) docs not exist). Thus, it in the full sealO oase
the front peak prGssure Ls to be limited to Pdo' then tho
tUl'bulent wedge would need to have a more signifia!l.nt effect
than at model sce.le. Photographs of full size tyres a.quaplanil18
presonted in references 10.3 and 10.4, sho<v clop.rly a bow wavo
in front of tho tyre with practioa1ly no forward spray. Th! s
I I dtends to wpport P. turbulent wedge Ldca , Hydro ynamia preasurc
distributions on the surfaoo of :full soalo tyres which cou'l.d
givo ooncluSive evddence , are scaroe. Those that do exist, only
!!!howpressures at set points on the tyre surfa.ce. These
prossures may not bo peak values, thus it is n~t poasLble to
d,ra.'i7 oonolusions from than. S:>mOeXMlple a of ground surfa.co
pressure oee.euremont s ar-e given in references 10.4. a.nd 10.5.
which show '. forwa.rd prossura peaks much le ss than tho ~ . : ..
Er~['.t:i.onpreF.lauro. Although this ind.1cates some limitation
of tho magnitude o:f the forward por-k prOSalre it is not
conclusive cvi dence of a turbulont wedge f.I1.ncethe fluid
velooity a.t the ground surfaoo leval is not zoro, rcla.tivG to
tho tyro, and thi s would Gffeot the ma.gnitudo of tho
~·cl.rodyntJ.mic p:rc3S\u'e measured on the ground.
10.8.
10.3.1. General Introduction
The d1aousaion so far ha s deacribed tho experiment&l
!'esults without considering tho of'foct ot vil'JOol!1ty on tho
flow under the tyre. However, it ia known that when small
tl'ro-to-ground clearances exist, fluid. viBOosity can havo a
s1gnj.fioant offeot on the distribution of &.lrface pr&f.J"-lre,
OSpeoi ally when snooth ground 9J.rfaoe s aro invo 1vo<1. Wo now
go on to considor the importenee of fluid vi19col'Jity in tyre
aquaplaning, taking into consideration the tyre-to-ground
di "tance s determined from the so to at e, To do thi s, I1i.mplitied
shape s wero taken to represent tho surfaco shapo of the
aquaplaning tyre and approximato lubrioati on and invi soid flow
theories were used to doscribo tho flow undor tho shape.
10.3.2. Reduced RoynoLds Number R:
To gain an overall 1mprosaion of tho relative importanoo
\ot vi secus and inertia forcos, a roduood form of Roynolds
qPf~"j( 1\MPt.(a:
numbor It: was calculatod for tho,{condi tiona veRi' 9prr~%iDIS~1i7
found under the aquaplaning tyro. In tho channel under tho





Cz - representative di stanoe between the rurta,oeB
B • length of surf.Ll~ in direction z
u - rolative velooity of tho two wrfaoee
10.9.
A review of high spe:d lubrioation L torB.turo by ICllinsJd.
and Ostrach, reforonc~ 10.~. shows that clu.ssical lubrication
thoory proves inadequate f01 describing tho f'Low in bear.ings if'
R~ ia of ordor ';.l'r'l i ty or lfl.rgc::'., Oonova.l Ly Lt' L~ is much
10 ss than. "ni ty then ini tie fo ree s may b o noglectod in
~mpa.ri son with vi scous :::or .c a, If R~ is much greater 'chan
unity than the flow oan b~. :)'1'3i. dezcd invi scf.d,
If tho rcprosontati vc v lUG 07: cis t ak cn to be thez
aquaplaning height c, and o and j..: cr c ~"'~':0n:=c:..:pootivoly as
1.94 slugS/ft3 and 1.78 x 10-6 slugs/in 80C at T = 20°0 , thon
taking U = 100 ft/a, B = 3 inches, and ~ = 0.006 inches (the
oondi tions very appro-x:iMa"'e1:-.:1~~ -.d t.ll t!lO 8 x 2 tyro at an
infla.tion presmro of 20 Ib/ SQ<in. and load 150 rs.).
Ir~• 9 (approx.)
It oan be aeen that n: is noithor much grea.ter nor much lee.
tlan 1.0 and it can be ocnc Iudo d thorofor0~ th",t vi. F.!oosity oan-
10.3.3. Laminar Lub~ication Analogy
The possibility of neglecting inortia fC"):i..'COS in the
theoretical desc~.'iption of tho fl0\7 u.idoz an aqur ..pl~n.i:ng tyre
is conaidarod in an OYC''ilLJ.atio.lof tho \isCOUG fJ.0W so Iuti ens
tor tho pro saure d.i stri buti on on the sur-f'ace of a two dimen-
8ional plane s'!rfo.ce and a three dimensional riC'id. d.iac, both
u.sod as simplifiod tyro sh~~ Thp. thoory is develope0. in
/.:ppcndi: 1OA1.. .-
10.10.
a) Two-Dimensional Plane fu:rfao~
Reynolds equation (equation 10Al-4), Y.'hich lesoribes the
visooue flow in a thin film between two surfacos in oLoae proximity,
waa first applied to an infinitely wi de L1cl:'noJ. plane S1.l.J.'face.
In this case no sid.eflow or ;?ressure gradier.t cccur s in the
lateral direction. Two case 9 v;i th differant boundary condi ti on s
are oonSidered.
CaBe l} - SLider :Bearing_
The boundary oondi tions
z = 0, C ... 0 (ambi nt l)r"l ssure )p
Z = 1, C .. 0 (a.rr.bie.n-l:; ."9re SSLU'o)p
where Z = z/B andCp "" p/Pd ,
J
oorrespond to the normal lubricated slider boar Lng such as a.
Mioh.ell thrust bearing in whioh th: s~a:~ic p:::'.)ssure at inlet is
equal to the static pressure at outlet. In th~ case conSidered
here the sta.tic pressure at in1..Jt and exi:: is ambd, t and tak3:: to be
zero !inoe the ab solute pre ssure wi thin the fluid fi Im is
relatively _. Lq\importanl:.< r: "" 0 9.t Z = 0 also assume s that the
p
fluid flows parallel with the ground after separating from the
bearing at the trailing edge. This is vali: only if the slope of the
surface 18 snaIl so that sheoting flo,,,r,whic'1 would causa positive 0p
values at the heel, does not OCC'.l..'t".:1:n practi:':8 +ho tyre surfaoe
forms a converging-diverging channel 'iii th tb g;.'OUl1'::' in which sepa.r-
ation takes plaoe downstrea.m of th~ heel in the diverging channel.
Theretore. taking C to be sone negative value at the heel would be
p
a more representa.tive boundary condition. It is considered however,
that C • 0 at the heel is a reasonable <"''':lpro:x:imation£')1' the
p
present purpose.
The presrure' d.1 atribution on the slider bearing i a gi van by
equation lOAl-7.
10.11.
Case 2) Planing Et..trtaee
To represent an aquaplaning tyre more olosely, the £ollow-
1118boundary oonditions were also considered.
When Z ".0 C .. 0
p
and
when Z '"'1 c
p
where Cpb is some positive value between 0 and 1.0. This con-
dition allows an 'artificial' representation of the forward
peak pressure normally found. on the aquaplaning tyre. The
region ahead of the torviard peak pressure is not oonsidered.
The m<)del surfaoe with theRe conditions will be referred to as
the 'planing' surface to distinguish it from the Slider bearing.
An additional oonstraint on the boundary conditions whioh
is not oonsidered is that on the aquapla.ning tyre.the pressure
gradient (dy/ dz) equal e zero ~t thE! o1'lVard peak pressure po sition.
The pressure distribution on the planing surface i B given
by equation 10Al-8.
Comparing equations 10Al-1 and 10Al-8 shows that putting
c - C b at inlet results in an additional term to the normalp p
81ider bearing equation. This term represents a distribution of
Cpb lIhioh ie a funotion only of the geometry of the sy:rlem i.e.,
it is independant of the Reynolds number. The two parts of the
equation are plotted separately in figures 10.6. and 10.1. and
in total in figure 10.8. for several inlet and exit oonditions
wi th Cpb - 1.0.
The di atribution of C due to the normal slider bearing
p
oondition, (i.e., derived from equation 10 Al - 7), is
plotted in figure 10.6. For a constant exit ground olearanoe (0)
lO.12.
· ..
~oducing the WlStor thicknaal'S at inlet 'c. ~a hence the slope
oauBed a torward displacemont 01' tho poak value 01' C and anp
inorease in it B ma.gnitudo, a s can be soon by compa.ring
ourvos A, B, and C. 'rJ:o oonditione 01' Curve a represent very'
approximately tho modal tyro aquaplaning condit Lona, 'iIith
those conditione the viscous pres9.l.ros wer-e sJall on tho
slider bearing. Curves D, C, E and G show tht.l.t signifioa.n.t
viscous preesures wore obtained when tho oxi t clearanoo 'e'
W8.a made very anall. Thoso curve s a1so show that keoping Ill.
constant by inoreasing tho a'I. ope of the surfaco as 'e' 1ncroased,
ma.intained tho peak pro ssure in the same po sd,tion. Comparison
ot curve s C a.nd F shows that tho peEk C inoreased as the
p
length 01' tho bearing increa.sod with inlet and exit gaps main-
:Ei!uation 10 1.1 - 7 shew s in f'aot that C
p
is direotly proportiona.'_ to 't,'ho eneth of t_ e b l'rl"',~. Thus
ta1nod tho samo.
tor the ea se of a tyro it 08011 be inferrod. that inC\"''''''"'~nfl' +""
footprint length by in.lroasing tho tyro load V'.tluld.rosult in
higher visoous pressures on ita surfaoe, overy thing olso being
The di atribution of C tP.von by the second torm of oqua..p
tion 10 Al - 8, is pr~s~nted in figuro lO~7. for the samo
conditione a.s u eod for tho curves of tiguro 10.6. The 0 di"t-p
l'ibution given by this torm, depends only on tho value of 'a'
High v81UEHI of 'a' (.. 19 and 49) i.o., constant ratio of' inlet
to exit 5ap gavo high pre~aures along the length of the
bearing reduoing to zoro a.t the roar. For small values of 'a'
C decroased more stea.dily from tho forwa.rd. eci80 ot the su.r:taco.
p
•Tho rumof the two se_pazate part e of equation lOA 1 -8
is plottod in figure 10. • Por the oonditione roprosontativo
ot the small tyro (Curvo A) tho ~f"aoo prasSlros duo to tho
R* tam aro small compared wi th the eli stribution of C givone p
bY' tho Cpb torm whioh theref"ore domnatod the oompleto prosl'.lll1"O
di stributions. Large prOS9J.ros clue to the n: - clopondent term
&.ro obtained when the a1. 01'0 of the planing surface and tho
on t oloaranoe are r-eduoed,
(b) 3-Dimenal.onaJ. Caea
No Jeneral E:J)lution exiBts for the partial differential
equation lOA 1 - 4. This howover was solved by Cooke, referenco
10.9., using a finite difference techniquo. The samo tooh-
niquo is u scd hero for the ea se of eo solid in:£loxi ble di 00 of
reotangular 01·088 scot ion. Thi s a.llows tho ba sfc ohe.raoteri sUo s
to be observod for a. simplified tyro shape which is Lndependsnt
ot the Slrface pressuros.
In ordor to obtain a solution with boundary oonditions
similar to those on a tyre it was neoossary to oonsider a
torward peak proel!Uro as in tho 2 dimonl3i.onal case. Examples
ot pro sauro oont our s moasurocl on a. eli so are shown in figure
10.~. Horo the front high pressure region is seen to spread
over e. largo porti on of the width. As an approximation thoro-
toro tho forward high prcssure region for tho theorotioal oaso
was takGn to bo a 'lino' acre"s the oontral part of the diao
along v/hiah presan-e was oonstant and equal to tho dynamio
pre SI.Ur G. This was roclucocl linearly te zoro over 3/ro of tho
di.so w14.th At each tn4o. '!'he position wa.. taken t.o bo tbo
point. of intorseotion of tho nominal surt'aOQ of the jot With
thG disc. Tho rogion torward at tho stagnat1.()n line wal!
not conaidored theoretioally. Tho prol3surea horo woro approx-
imately l'Opreaentod by reduoing tho forward high proalAlr'o
linearly to zoro in a foI'tVard dirootion ovor a ,J:c!i:ste.nco
equal to 4/20 of tho di se width. '!'he aido boundarioe of tho
wetted region woro taken to be tho odgos ot tho diso whero the
prosSJI'c wasambient(j..o.t p • 0). Tho rear boundary lino \Vas
taken to bo tho lino of closest ap)?Z'oe.ohto tho ground diroctly
undor tho di. eo oentrOlino (i.e. the heCl). .Again ambient
pros8UrO Wf}" asauned.. Inpraotioot separation from tho disc is
delayed until some point in tW cha.nnel bohfnd the heel,
resulting in pressuros 108S than atmospheriot as mown in
figure 10.9. Thus tho nogati vo preawroa measured at tho roe.r
of the disc woro not predioted theorotioally. Maximumvalue s
of tho negativo pressures roachod - 1'" of tho jot etagna.1i On
prOSEUre.
The pressuro dil!ltribution oa.loulated :frOm oqua'U.on 10 Al -
10 with tho abovo asoomptions a.re shown in :figuro 10.10. Tho90
oorro sp~nd to the experimontal oneS o:f figuro 10.9. Genorally
tho thooretioal di etribut ions ehowed BOCle ro somblonoo and
bohaved in tho sarno way alJ the moawrod d.iatribut:lon 1.0.,
inoroasing o/h a.t oonrJtant wid roduoed the wettod longth and
tho magnitudo of tho rear peak prossuro, and reduoing wId at
oonsta.nt o/h caused Cp to reduoe moro quickly to tho Ilt.clos.
Rowever, the v/attod l.angth ot 'tho the.orcti~l d:I. ... ~i~1Iol'l. wa.
shorter than that of tho wasurod distrib\tion. This was duo
to the staGnation pOin\, in praotioe, oecurri~ turther
forward than wa IJ gi von 'Q;y tho intor socti on of the nOminal
surfaco of tho jot with tho dil!lO. The theoretioal Cp values
tendod to be more t.4t\i~ in tho oentro ot tho disc than the
moalllrod Cp and fell away more quickly to oach side.
The effeot ot tho ae~Qd tront peak on tho pressure
d1 stribution on tho longitudinal oontreline of tho ch so ill
tihown in figuro 10.11. A eerios of valuos of tho torward poak
prossure wore assumed ranging from 0 to tho full stagnation
pro sSU'G at tho jot. A value of forward peak equal to 0
oorrespondod to thelubrioated boaring condiU. on. With thi 8
oonclition SClall poak pre ssuros woro found at tho rear ot tho
disc for c/h - 0.004 and o/h s 0.012. For tho formor oasa tho
roar pea.ks were still signifioant as the torward poak pressuro
was inoroe.80d. For o/h • i'.Ol2 tho roar peak disappeared as
the forward peak inoroased.
Tho roar peak preslllre for the ea se of o/h • 0.004, was
only acourate to about 8%. This was duo to largo o~rors in tho
finite differonco solution ceu scd by lar50 prossuro gr&<1ients
towards tho rear boundary <ha to tho ana.ll aqu&plan1118height.
viith onll' a small inoreaso of o/h to 0.012 tho instab111 ty
eli s&ppearod. A ~ngle curvo with O/h increasod to 0.04 i.9
fbown dottod in the lowor diagram. '!'hi s g&VO a !h&rl,:)roduotion
ot tho fluid profJlNro to\va.rda the roar oomparod with tho 0&"0
whoro o/h • 0.012.
The effoct of o/h on C';., alonG the oentroline of ~M 4.1.-1a..
ehown in figuro 10.12. for two different wid ratios.
It is seen that C reduced towards tbo roar a.s c/h
p
inoroased., and tho forward peak pro sauro movod rearwards duo to
the oha.nginB disc geometry as tho disc lifted in the wat~r
Theso results $lowod olose a.crreemont with tho exporimental
results pres~nted in figure 10.3.A and doscribed in seotion
10.2.2.
Hith the wide diSC, (\7/d. 0.31) tho surfa.oe proawrOfJ
woro affected b7 the chaneing aquapla.ning hOight more than
thoBO of the %1&1'1'0\7 di I'JO, (wid. 0.14). This 18 due to a gro ..~er
influonco ot aquaplaning hoight on tho exit area for tho flow
undor tho wide di se than on tho axi t area for tho flow undv
tho narrow di se.
Tho offoct of varying wId on tho surfaco preuure clistri-
buUon8 at oonBtant o/h is mown in figure 10.13. Ae wId
increa.sod, the values of C along tho d1sc oentrelino 'beoamo
p
la.rger. This 18 tho result of a. doO)'ea.so in the preslNl'O
crt\d.ien t in tho latorfolodireetion hence a deorea.$o in tho s1<1o
:tlow velooity 80S observed froe the velooity eQ.uations lOA 1 - 3.,
i.e., th e flow become I!I nearor two dimensional as th e width
increases. The lift foroo on the eli eo was oaloulated trom tho
thooretioal preseure dJ.str1bu.tions for a range at P4' wand 0,
oombinations, whioh in praotioe gave a lift foroo of 50 lb. The
oomputod lftt i~ plottod against o/h in fiaure 10.14. The follow-
ing table list" the oOLlb1natione of ra, w a.nd 0 used.
'1'heorGti.o.aJ. Lift Force for D' fferent Pd, w a.nd c Combinations
C~ with ~~ima.nt.aJ. V~luG •
................ I!rt ': ••••• , ••••• t ~ ••••••• .-., t .
: c1iao ;w : .!!:h. Pel' 4,0: .£ :Thoorotieal:hpQrimental •
· 4;i..smotor;1n: cl in :(lb./sq.in] _.n. 11: Lift . Lift :
· (in) . :: '. . (1b) . (..Load) :
· .:.: .: : (lb) :." ., .., t,. , • • .. • ..• . •
: 8.0: ~ :0.14 9.2~ 50"': )'c'o'o'~ 'o','o'z' ·:········'3<5":3··.:..... rJo·····,··:
: 8.0: 1f : 0.14 p.2~ 55 :t ,,015·0.06· 40.5 SO
: &.to. 11 ·0.14 9.25- 67 .0.025: 0.1 47.5 SO •
: 8.0: le : 0.14 :o.2~ 15 :Oc035:0.,14 57.6 50.. .. . .
8.0 ~If ~0.1860.2;
8.0 . 1 . 0.1880.25:
8.0 : 1 : 0.1880.25:






:0.02 : 0.08 .









8.0 ~2j: : 0.28 :o.25~: 11 :0.005:0~02' 42 50
8.0 : ~ :0.28 :O.25~ 24 :0.035:0.14' 52 50
8.0 :;1:0.28 0.25; 35 :0.08: 0.32' 66 50
s,o ':24: 0.28 {).2S: S4 0.125'0.5, 81 . 50 ....... , , , , ;.
Figure 10.M. s'1.0":7S t' t t theo etic, Hft fJroe
increasos linearly with increasing o/h, over the rango ot c/h
taken. Th! 9 is probably due iD: the length of tho a sa1ll1~d
forward pressure d1atribution which remains const arrt whil f'!t
O/h increases. The theory underestimate s the loa.d for c/h
values less than about 0.12 whilst ovoreatima.tt tho load trz
o/h va.ll»8 greator than 0.12. This is a.lmost irrespeotivo et
the ct1 tID width. /'
Generally for tho di se, the computod prosauros are too
eonliUvo to the forward boundary oondition for the theory to bo
rol1able and it will be necessary to oonsider tho forward
boundary oondition and a.l so the rogion forwa.rd 01 the etagna.tiOb.
point core closely.
10.18..
Alth0U8h it is reaSQnable to suppose that the forwa.rd
pe.rt ot the pressure d.istribution on a. tyre could. be :t'&p:ro_nteA
by an invi soid flow ragimo, the ct osonoS8 of tho tyro and. ground
direotly \.Uldortho tyre 710uld SU8eoat some influenoe of
visco Sity. The prooodinc :'.1scus sion ha.a shown that tho a.s8U1lp-
t10n ot a. laminar viscous flow in tho region ot closo proximity
botween t~a and ground doe s not produoe tho hi«h surface
prOSSlres found in practice.
V{a now (JO on to Qxamine a. lubr1oaUon theory in whioh 1:t
18 supposod that the :flow is turbulent in the olose proximity
region. The theory, describod in roforonoe 10.10. prooeed.s from
Roynolds equation, makes s1r.mlifvin!; ~:::,::.:!'oximl".+'io:nsnormally
usod in lubrication problemn basod on tho a.ssumption of thin
films, and introduces Prandtls mixing longth', hypotheSis to
arriv~ eventually at an oquation for the distribution of C on
l'
a lubricated surfaoe. In ordor to obtain the difforential
equation far C in a simplo form, the exaot dependanoo f3f thep
rato of floV/ on tho prossuro gra.dient is repla.oed by & linoar
rolation tho slope of which dopends on the Roynolds numbor.
The thoory 18 not roprod.ucod ~lthou«h tho re sul ting ditforenti &1
equation tor C i8 takon and roduced in Append'- '[ lOU to aive .
p
th; 4.iO~ributiOt1 of Cp on an ·in.f'ini toly uido . pleno
ou.rtt1CC. (equa.tion .40L2-; ). Aa in the laminar flow
oaLlOC is determinod for the normal slidor bearing oondition,p
w.here C • 0 at the inlet and outlet, and for the 'planing
p
~taOG' conditions, whoro cp • Cpb at inlot.
'rhe ~lt s arc compar-edwith the equivalent lam1Il~'f~
computa.tion in figure ':ro ..15. It can'~ ~that £a# C~ • 0.
at inlot, tho la.minar flow 'ViJlO<>.US l,)reesure w!.s inoreasod by
tho t~bulont treatmont by a factor of about 4 at the peak
pZ'ossuro pOsition, as Iilown by curvos A. The presSlroa
genorated howovor wore still anaH. ~1th C • C ~ - 1.0 atp pu
oocurrod but 11tt 10 differenoeinlet, a large incroaso in Cp
wa.s found betwoon tho laminar and turbulent distributions, as
shown by curves B.
It would appoar from this that the forward boundar,. val.
ot C ~gn1fica.ntly influenoes tho pr08all'O distribution in thQp
turbulent oase as in tho lem1na.r ce so and tha.tthe intluonoo
of vi see sity On the pro s$ll'0 di str1 but i en i 8 flD!lJ.l. Booauso th1a
18 8t>, any further efforts towards a thooretlo&l solution ShOUld
tAke into oonl!idere.tion inertia effects a.nd . < abould bo
41l'~otod. towards tho forward stagnation region.
be investigations of th& influonoe of inertia in the
sone 4i.rootl3" under the tyro have beon ma.deby other l'oBoaroh~
which support tho viow that inertia etfoct s must be oonlJidoroel. '
Doughaday and Tung, reference 10.8. examinod the relativo import.
anee 01' vi scous and' inortia. offoct s on tho distr1-
but10n ot C undor a two dimonaiona! planine' fll.rtaco. 1'0 do
P
this, a parabolio volooi t)" pl"of11&was a.slNmod aO%'()SI!I tho
tl\l1d f1l:n which onablod both tho viscous 8nd inertia. tOl'me ot
tho Hanor-Stokoe equatione to bo oona1dorod. Thoir results
1n41catod. that tho vi seous effoots wero a signifioant proport1oa
01 'Ali) 'IiMG\l:S ... iA91'tia. effect e, only whon tho wator film
10.20.
tl11aknessc. s woro s;nall.? i.~. t c , = O. 0 -tnCMS ~ lells and~
c • O.OC5 Lncho'a, ~owcvGr; oven with gap sizes of Ci '"'t...03
inches and C "'- 0.00:; Lncho s (~ivinP.: R* "" ?228 with B • 6.8 inohos
and u = ~4 m.p.h.) tho R* _ dopondBnt term only accouneod fore
about 15% ')f tho -ri000U::;: 'i.ncrtia. '301utiollj sinoo the
vi secus pal'· of their S) lution included tho effoot of a. high
forward pre s 111'C. Thi s, as demonstratod oarlior, has a IlI1gniti ..
cant effeot on tho 'viscous' preswro distribution. r~th film
tyre in a doep wat~r layer
(o.g., 01 .. 0.5 in) the vi seou= -P-f" ct s u'ti
l:04uood.
Brown, Chong and YiiBtler ~eferenoo 10.11. alit) oXM11no4
the relative im:porte.nco of viscous end inartia offeots on tho
tlow under RonP "'_" <!:~lam n~ tyr o, pro serving its 3 dimon aiona.l
alpOOt • .A roalistic :napo was che eon, ba sod on o:xperimontal
""14onoe, whioh gavo wateX' filo thioknca~ol'J ropX'.Jf)ontat1vo ~t a
roal aquaplpning tJrr -, ; ~O 0i - 0.4 inches, o· 0.005 inchos.
The reeuJ. t B dcmonstrp.tod thEl.t inertial affect a have tho dominant
eftoet on the eli stri buti on of pro aarre on an nqul:\) laning tllt" o.
Tho writors ooncluQ'Jc., "C:1J.y if thoro is a noed to obtain a
dota.ilod model of tho rre f_:~t"(,C s throughout th,o footprint arol\
IIlUst th 0 affoct'" :;:::--,,-iRCC sity be con sidorod".
10.).5. One Dimensional Invi soid Flow Ire ssuro :Di ::,tr1bu11 on
By applying the p_ s sumpti on of ono dimcn si. ona1 invi sci d flew
to tho caso of an infinitely wido slider bearing, an invisoid
for om ~rj I'IOn ri~h that ot
tho I&minar vi seous flow caso~
10.21.
:tt we Co
.. aZ La.z + 2
( a. Z + 1) 2
• • • • • • • 1{).1•
"horo a - (Of - O)/C and Z .. 'tID
Ituat.ion 10.1. shows that tho one dimenSionAl 1nvisoicl
41lAribution M C on the plano IUrfaoG i II a tunoti on of "aft
p
This r08U.lt is oxa.otly tho ~ as tho reeu.l t doriyocl
tl'Om tho laminar visoous theory eHlua.t1on10 .Al ... 8 tor 'tho __
whu-o tho torm indeponc1ant of It; is 40lllinant a.n4 when
C • C 'b at Z· letp p
1.0.,
1I-om theinvi80id solution equation 10.1.,
wb.on Z • 1
• a(a+2)
2( a + 1 )
'hol'otoro
• (2+aZ)Z
Prom 'tho Vi secus solutd on equa.tion 10 A 1 - 8 it R* lae
vory It\rgo then a.pproxima.tely
• ~ + a ) 2 ( 2 + a Z ) z( 2 + a ) ( 1 + a Z)2
lbspito this rosult, tho distribution of Gp g1von tv
the for'mu'd bounda.:~y condition torm of tho thin film solution
i II not in gonoral an appr oxi.ma'tLon to 8. ono d.imendDn4 invi 8014
flow solution. It occur s only for tho ea.se wha-r:o C Tarie ••
10.22.
lineuly't" th Z and V1hc:. J e.t inlet is madc thEl ~ iJ:L the
V1eoous aJ..l invi scj d soLut.t ona,
Fieu-cc 1O~16" comparos the distribution of C dotorm1Jledp
trom equation lOAl. (curve A and C) with the laminar flow
oomputation (0urv~q 3 and ~) d0tcrmincd from oquation lOA 1 .7
The in •~cic!. di. stribu-tion of C obta1nocl
p
With a h~~h v aLuo of tat ( e- 49) gi'Vcn by curvo Awas almost
equal to l~O CVO:"Flhoro on tho bearing axe 'pt tor tho raeion
approaehing the hoeL, Thi S Vias expected since tho lIllall
outlot ea.p (0) relativo to tho inlet gall ( 0i ) roault 8 in
laminar floil distribution et C to curve A, givon by ou:rvo :a
p
is v~ry sma.ll si ,nif'yine noB'ligiblo visoous influonoo. Whan
'a' Vias reduced to 1.0 by reducing tho el.opo of tho surtaoo
for tho samo oxi t gap, tho ono iiiml'\l'1";1"1"",' ; '1.v::Mid values ot
C woro reduced at all pointn along tho length of the boaring,p
as Slown by curvo C. Tho cer-ro sponding laminar caso ourve l)
cowa incroA.scd C although it still remained &'Iuch1$IJtJ than
p
~ho invi acid case.
tound with" "1''',.11'l;'~Y)'" tyrest the flov{ is better repreqnt.d
theory not 6'i ve the increa.se of C "tmya,rda th e rear, asp
found on an actue.l tyre, neither can it give the stt\gne.tS.on
pressure at the front sinoe the fluid velocity 1 s a.lway.
inoreasing in the fluid wedge and i 13 never z~ro. If' 1mriIJoi4
flow 1s to pr~dict pre sSUt'e9 on a. real J";YI'e, then the three
41D18nliona.l shape of the tyre must be considered.
.A scheraat.Lo reprc s()nt?tion is shown in igure 10.16. ot
curve J.~, as it mieht De Llod:i.fied by et three (: mensiona.l ~.-
The sha.pe of the r.1odif; '3cl C"clr'!e is baaed on e._perimenta.l
preS$lI'e dlstributio:1s. The nad n d~fference between the 3-D
end 1-D flow is that 'i quanti ty of fluid flowing under tho
longitudinal cen~:rE"lj .e of the 3-D shape (taking It finite width
tor the oerrtre Li.ne ) is g:' t:r h.[l·nfor the 2-D she-pe becau8l.'t
ohannel height tl:"l 10' is gre?ter under the 3-D Ilha.pe
and C is generally ~c\"{er. T::o l.'eduotion of C between the 3..])
p p
ani 2-D filA-pes is not a t.:.:"i:."'o::."'mfunction of tb3 section height
fd.nce the sirle flou for t~o 3-..1 c a se does not a1l ocour at tho
desoribed in Cha.pter 8, alO·;'8.: that the side flow commences
flow, an d inoreases proljrossively with distanoe under tho ah&pe.
'l'he schematic r epr'e serrt ar Lo» Jf the di stri but ion ot 0 thereforo
p
shows a sharp reduction :'ot:"3di3.tely behind the :fonva.rd. peak
value, corre s:'ondin:; t (' ,-' ir.cTc,q,sing veloei ty in a converg1ns
channel. This is f oLLc'.C' _ increase of C as the at de flowp
inoreases to give Et reel, C7:i. ''Y', o~ fluid vc:loeity toward.s the
rear in spito of the C !l:7(;l'-j.ng ch anne I , Nowhere oan 0 valuosp
tor the 3-D ea so be gr~",+0:':'t aan those for the 2-D ce se tor tho
samE) centreline shapo , T~;_u$t:ll? t·.VQ cuz-ves tend to oome
togethor tOTIards tho !''.lar Jut ':.over ero GS.
Other i'e.CtO:':3 ,:' ( 1
the
:0 ify 'nvi itt di stl'ibutiol\ or
10c24~
•u the 'inM.t»-.. on -tb4 sur.f'~ ;rfJ.~es of the 1'.al t11'08
low l'a&iwte.nce ~ di.tort1on Vo!hensubj90ted ~o la.t"se ~aro-
Chapter 9.
2) the effect of Vi 9O<>~ty under the tyre whioh oould g1Te
higher C values than in the invi scid callo.
p
In tisures 10.17. and 10.18. the equivalent onG dimen-
t4ona.l inTi acid flo'" eli stributionl3 of C are prosonted for two
p
aquapla.ning 16 x 4 tyre oentrelino sha.pes, and a rigid aqua-
planing di se, respectively, on the e.8l'JWllption that there waIS
no side flow of fluid from thi 13 region. In practioe this would
only be the ca ee it tho tyre and cU.scwer-e intin1 telj" wido. It
was t.l90 a.ss..unedthat the flow sopara.ted. trom tho d1ISOor tj"re
at the heel so tha.t there wa.s no fluid diffusl on or Coanda
effect. TOOse curves aro coopS-redwith OJ) ASlred value" ot
C on the 2 and 6 ply 16 % 4 tyres (wid appr~. 0.23) and on a
.P
disc of finita width (w/d .. 0.28). Mea.m1redC t.ti.stributiona"'. p
on tho tyre surface in figure 10.17. , show large ditf'ererc 08
from the invisoid distributions. This is tU! expeoted ~oa.u8G
ot the ccnsa dez-abIe side flow' from under the tyre whioh IlB!lnS
tha't the now in the cent ral, regi.on is by no mea.ns tw)-
dimensional. A better correlation wa.s obt2\1ned between invisoid
and mee.flll'odC on tho di eo rurfa.oe, as ahovmin figure 10.18.
I'
ospooia.lly if the non uniformities of tho jet and the lose d
jet pressure at the di so position a.re ta.ken into oonaideration.
The reason for this improved oorrelation is that the flow under
15 dose ... tt t-I.ll. (lSSUol(flrO~b 1M~4fe j" l-k 2.-d,'"",e",s(olAql_"'ctlopE. I-~"\ ~cJ
the d.1 soA8eaaVQ iii fAa' Q tWQ cUmiR ~ QRllly t:llaa under tho tyre,
1.0.t the side flow relative to tho total flow undor the disc
10.25.
is less than in the case of t he ~yro. Consoquently the
reduotion of Cl?behi.nd tJ:- o-:fo:E'W':;' • ..i--pe.ak .aa~partiCA.llar17 the
pr.eaatre. reoavory towards the roar are not as a.;ppa.reAt. oa ~
.disc as on the tyre. This is especia.lly so for large aqua-
planing heiB'ht s (c/h = 0-36) since in this case a la.rge amount
at the water flo-ring under th.e disc can osoapo under the heel.
In add! ti on tho ma.gnitude of Cis not limited on tho eli 80 byp
a la.ck of rigidity e s is the case on tho tyro.
The prosau-e eli atribution on the surfaco of an 8 :x 2 tyro
when a.quaplaning appears to be that of an inviaoid. fluid tlew.
'l'ho measurod prEH:lSlrOdistribution on the tyro and on the
surfaco of 8. rigid eli se, used to represont the tyrf), could be
doecribod without introd.uoinB' vi seo at ty as an important taotor.
In addition, theoretioa.l analysi s for a. two-dimensional 8li dor
bOe.ring sho.vecl that mgnificant vi soous influonoos would only
occur With lIllall aquaplaning hoiaht sand inlot gaps which woro
unroprosentative of the model tyre oonditions. For the three
cUmensionA.l diso the Lnf'Luenoe of vi soc si ty on the prOSI'll.rO
dt stribution was avon le ss. For the tw d.imonmona.l slider
hOMing tho vi seous pr eaarre s were incroe.ead the tlow
was aal1lm()dto be turbulont but the se wero still lDall a.t the
modol tyre oondi tiona.
Emerging from tho result s wae the nota.ble influence ot
tho torward bound&ry condition on tho di stribut ion of 'Visooua
pre lSau-ee. Whon thl3 proswro at tho fOr'Vrard bounc1a%'1wa.
incroasod to ropresont a.n acn;:.~l"ning tyr& AOIl'G. c:l.ee-6ly, the
an improved Bolution to tho problom it will be nooesst'-r)" ~
consider the forward part of the tlO'N m<re Olo801y.
Tho a8~ption of a one-dicensional invisoid flow gavc a
prossure distribution which shot/od roasona.blo agreoment with
tho presSll'e d.i. atribution obtained on a. di BO. On the tyre tho
""'ect51.l"'~
agreement was not e s good due to the low vaLuee of the ~1!Ur.taoo
pressures, re~S(ms for whioh havo bean di soussed previously,
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FIG 10- 1 HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE DISTRIBU1lUNS ON
LONGITUDINAL CENTRELINE OF 16 x 4 TYRES
h = 0 -25 In f8 = 82 Ibli n'
w = 3.7 in • 2 ply
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FIG 10·3 8 INCREASING ~d AT CONSTANT /h
FIG 10. 3 . HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE OISTRIBUTr St OF AQUAPLANING DISC
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FIG 10·5 HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON ¢
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FIG 10·7 DISTRIBUTION OF HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE CALCULATED ON
LUBRICATED 2 - D INCLINED PLANE SURFACE
- LAMINAR FLOW CASE -
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FIG 10.8 DISTRIBUTION OF HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE CALCULATED ON
LUBRICATED 2 - D PLAN ING 5 URFACE
- LAMI NAR FLOW CASE-
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FIG 10 ·10 CONTOURS OF HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURfS CALCULATED
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FIG 10.13 EFFECT ON CALCULATE.D PRESSURE orSTRIBUTION" ON t
OF 8· 0 in DIA_ DISC/ OF INCREASING DISC WIDTH
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INFLUENCE OF TURBULENCE ON THE DISTRI BUTION OF
HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE CALCULATED ON LUBRICATED
2-D SLIDER BEARING AND PLANING SURFACE
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FIG 10.,7 COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND
ONE DIMENSIONAL INVISCID VALUES
OF c, ON LONGITUDINAL CENTRELINE
OF TWO AQUAPLANING 16 x4 TYRES
h = 0.25 in
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COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND
ONE DIMENSIONAL INVISCID VALUES OF
•c, ON LONGITUDINAL CENTRELINE OF
AN 8 INCH DIAMETER DISC
h = 0 ·25 in d= 8·0 in
PLATE 10.1
1
1a In BASIC orscr l ADDITIONAL SECTIONS
r
RIGID DISC USED IN AQUAPLANING EXPERIMENTS
, 10'1
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The Laninar flow of a Newtorrian fluid between two surfaces is
represented for the general case by the Navier-Stokes equations.
a v e .
ua'u.+ vau + ',./~ + 3u Zb _ .:!lE. + u ra2u a2u a?u]
az. ax y at = paz P"lw + 3'X7 + 3?
uav + v~ + WdV + av = ~ _ ~ + u fa2v a2v a2v]
3z ax ay at pax P"[az2 + a;(2" + TiT
UdW + VdW + wClw + 3v = Yb ..J1E. + l!.[a2w + ::\2•.1 + rl2w]dZ ax ay () ,?3y o W a? ~
••.••.••.•.•• 1OA1-1
Where,
u,v,w represent the fluid component velocities along the axes
z,x,y resppctively aE shown in figure 10Al-1.
Zb'~'Yb represent the componpot body forces.
p = the pressure at ~ general point ( z.x.y ).
~ = fluid viscosity.
p = fluid density.
lOA1-3 Simpli£,ying AssumptioflS
'1 () ...-.,.' tr. ..
!' ,() . 'T 0; n • -./ • I;' (' ('> , to - r'l' -.
r , ",... • t v t v
• v ,, ., r 1 -:;t ~







The velocity distributions can be determined directly by integrating
the above equations.
_ J1J2. :t...'2 +
U - f'JZ 2
v = .1.ilE. r+~ax 2







In the coordinate system used, the sliding surface is stationary ~
vhilst the ground and fluid approach at velocities u = -u. and v = O.
J
Under the surface therefore,
vhen s = 0 u = -u. and v = 0 ., J ,
when y = c u = 0 and v = 0z'
from vhich
u = _1 lE. (y2._ c y)
2\1 az z




................. ~.'. OA1- 3
O~1-5 Reynolds Equations





Thus integrating equations 10A1-3 vith respect to y and substituting
i r1 the above,
( c
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10A1-7 Three dimensional Disc
In this case the aqua.planing tyre IS considered to be a disc of
finite 'Width with a recta.nE'Ularshape>d cross section.
From equation 10Al-4
B2 B·2 3. + +-3z dX' c z =
••.••••••••••••••• 10A1-9
For a disc of rectangular cross section ~: O.
'Also if (c -c) is s)J'lallrelative to the di~~ radius then the height cz z
of a point on the disc surface above the ground surface is approximately
gi ver, by
Z2
c <= + Cz ?ro
where r = disc radius
o
c n aquaplaning hei~ht .
Thus ~ -: Z
~z ro
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CHil.FTER 11
EFFE':;T OF TREll.D GReCVES OlI k'Uil.PL~UnnG - EXPEIC 1E:r~,T'rS 'fIITH mLID D:: ~ s
11.1. Introduction
One function of a tyre tread is to provide drainage and/or
storage for a large part of the fluid displaced by a tyre when
moving over a fluid covered surface. It is generally considered
that the footprint region of a tyre rolling or sliding on a wet
rurface campti ses three di stinct zone s, ' i. e. ,
Zone 1 represents the forward region where the tyre makes oontact
wi th the stationary fluid. The tyre tread is of major importance
her e , si.nce much of the fluid di splaced drains ,through it s grooves
and channels.
Zone 2 is the region in which partial break down of the fluid film
occurs. The main objective of the tyre here is to break through
the residual film of fluid between the surface of the tread element s
and the ground airf'ace , The ground surface texture is of obvious
importance in thi s zone but the tread pattern aLso contribute s
towards breaking down the film of fluid, as tho sharp edges of the
tread blocks or ti bs provide regions of high contact pre asur e, it
large number of small cut s (or sipes) in a tyre can provide fluid
storage and thus aLso help to reduce fluid film thickness.
Zone 3 is the dry contact zone. Here tread pattern is of less
importance.
Wet rolling tyre performance at high speed is determined by
the characteristics of the tyre tread. However, in conditions
where the fluid depth approaches the tread depth, (either due to a
deep fluid layer or to the use of worn tyres), the influence of
the tread. on the tyre's performance is reduced. Work by N.ll. S.ll.
as described in Chapter 2,has Shownthat when an airoraft tyre is
rr.a
worn by more than 80% of the tread depth, its performance approaches
that of a smooth tyre. In addition, when tho fluid depth is
greater than the tread depth, little difference is found between a
grooved or ungrooved tyre wi th regard to the aquaplaning speed. The
:performance of an aircraft tyre in wet conditions is al so restricted
by the nece ssi ty for a simple type of tread pattern. The severe
operational conditions to which aircraft tyres are imposed, do not
allow the use of more sophisticated tread patterns such as are
used on automobile tyres.
Thi s Chapter examines how longi tudino.l groove s in the surfaoe
of a solid disc, used to represent a tyre, affect the aquaplaning
characteri stLc s, The solid di se was used si.. nce fir stly, it V/aS
relatively simple to change the disc groove geometry, and seoondly
elastic distortion was eliminated as a variable in the experiments,
thus simplifying interpretation of the results.
11.1.1. Analogy between the Tyre and an EneLaat i o Disc
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where
W, p, Up and Pdc have the same definitions as in oarlior
chapters, 'A! is a representative area.
For a tyre 'A' is taken to be the ground footprint area 'A f.e
The ratio W/A is the mean ground footprint pr e s azr e , The conditt one
for aquaplaning is that the hydrodynamio lift force must be equal
to the load. For the tyre this occurs at fluid dynamic pressures
approximately equal to the oontaot pre s sur e , W/A sinco thi s is theg
11.2
condition at which fluid penetration under the tyre occurs. For a
di eo the ground contact area is 'very small C"1dhence the contact
pressure is high even for small loads. Diso aquaplaning therefore
occurs at fluid dynamic pressures much less than the contact
pre s sur-e and i s depe ndent upon the di sc geometry. Tho di sc can b0
regarded as representative of a tyre with a very high tyro inflation
pre s sur e 9 (giving a high contact pressure), such that tho aquapLan-,
iltg speed defined by equation 7.1. (Cha:ptor 7) does not apply.
For the disc the area '11' is considored to be the "Watted
Area" A defined in figure 11.1. This is approximately the area
VI
over which the hydrodynamic lift force is distributed.
Thus for the di se
or C = VI 1
L
Fdo
:x: h ~ - ) 1 11.1w -z- • . . • . • • • • • •h 1)
l'Vhere w = di sc width
d disc diameter
h = water depth
11.1.2. Discs
A number of di sc s were used with widths rancring from t to
inches and diameters of 8 and 10 inches. The differont widthf3 wore
built up from a number of sections of 1/16, 1/3, 1/4, 3/8 or 1/2
inch wi d'th , Grooves were :provided in the built up discs by intro-
ducing sections of reduoed diameter. Plate 10.1. ahows all 8 inch
diameter disc fitted with pre ssuro ta.pping tubes.
11.2. Procedures
11.2.1. furface Pre SSlU'e:"easurements
Hydrodynamic pressures were msaarr-ad on the diso surface in
the manner discribed in Chapter 6.
11.2.2. Measurement of Critioal Dynamic Presrure (Fdo)
The critical dynamic pressure of the disc was determined far
a range of loads, disc geometries and groove configurations. From
the poi.rrt of v i ew of simulation of tyre conditions, the mosi
correct way to determine the critical presrure would be to allow,
the disc to rotate on the belt and note the jet dynamic pressure
at which spin down occurred, always a s anni.ng that spin down on the
smooth surface does not occur prematurely.
However, the rai sed joint on the belt and a slight eccentricity
of the di se eau sed heavy vibrations whi ch made it Lmpossfb Le to
run at high speed without danger of disc fracture, Pdc was there-
for e determined with the be l t stationary and only the water jet
moving. With the disc braked, to prevent its rotation due to
"vi scous drag, the ri se and fall of the di se axle was measured as
water speed was increased and then decreased. From these re suIt s
an example of mich is given in figure 11.2. t the dynamic pressure
at which the di se first started to ri se could be found. CL was
calculated from the plot of iVVPdc' as indicated in figure 11.3. A
slightly different technique was also tried in which the di se,
resting on the stationary belt, was allowed freedom to rotate. The
water speed at which d.i so rotation started, due to the vi scous
drag on its surface, was noted. The Fdo val ue s determined this way
tended to be slightly higher, 7% on average, for all di se width s, than
wi th the accepted method. The technique was aJ. so le ss consistent
since the nar r-owdi se s lifted further than the wi de di se s before
starting to spin. PosaibLe reasons for theu differences and
inconsi stences were thought to be the effect of static friction in
the hub bearing, and tho change of f'Low pattern 'iii th different
disc wi, dth s which affect s the vi seous spin up drag on the di se
arr f'ace , This technique was therefore abandoned.
A third method of determining the critical speed was tried in
which the di se was set aquaplaning and, as before, allowed freedom
to rotate due to the vi scous drag. The belt speed was matched with
the jet speed. The dynamic jet pressure was then reduced until
di se-to-belt contact was e stabli shed, assumed to be indicated by
the onset of the heavy vibration. The re suI t S "i/erCgenerally cIo se
to those from the accepted method, although there was increased
scatter in the plot of Vi against Pde'
11.3. Discussion of Results
11.3.1. Effect of Grooves on Lift Coefficient (CL) at Aquaplaning
~eed
Values of CLwere determined for 8 inch and 10 inch diameter
discs with different widths. The test conditions are B'iven in
Table 11.1. The CL values for both series of discs increased
sharply with increasing ratio wid (disc ,\'lidth/diameter), as shown
in figuro 11.4., but then levelled off at 0.9, for the 8 inch
diameter disc and 0.8 for the 10 inch diameter disc. This sugge sbe
that as the di se width increased, it s influenoe on the overall flow
pattern becane less, i.e., the flow bec an e closer to two dimennional
over a greater portion of the width. It is not evident, howevoz-,
vvb.ythe severe change of slope occur s at wid = approximately 0.2
in the plot of CL against wid. Thi s may be associated with some
1l.5
significant change of the flow pattern.
dj.B0.P of 8.0 in{'.he~ d.iametG~· a'T,i::: -:-:_-.'ith a tre-'1d gr~OOV9 on the
case (2 x wat ev cl';,l-~:", ~ L\r~W.~~L'e::.::uo'vewidth Y."~,S25% of tl:5 overall
widths of" all the grooves of an airc1' t-rt tyre where the nett foot-,
'print area is 0.6 to 0.7 of the e:ross footprint area (reference n.1)
With -Cl.cl '30 di se a, CL W!: S reduced b3r about 40%, or, very approxi_.
mateiy, the aquaplanir.g :_.'~ei v;a;;;doubIe d by tho addition of the
grooves.
Figure 11.5. Slews the effect on CL of incroe,aing the dep"\b.
of a central groove whilst the groove "tdth and di se wi dth remained
oonstant. Groove dep-th ;R rOllreaented n~tiimenail)nally by tho
ratio c : groove depth to wa.ter depth, d/h. CL falls q_uickly at
fir st as d/h Lncr ee se s and then tends tovrards a minimum va.lue •
•The result indioate s that, for the groove width oonsi der-ed, the
groove depth need.s to be a.bout three times the water i_ ,th tor
soaximum efficiency. As groove depth is reduced below ~his valu.a,.
the groove become s more and more ohoked and CL ri se s towa.rds the
ungrooved disc value. For large groove depths the two ribs of the
disc can be conai.dared as two separate discs. The minimum ~t
would be the same as tha.t for an ungrooved 0.1se of wi dth equa.l \'9
the wi dth of one rib, if the groove ware wide en ough to prevent
interference to the flo~ end hence to CL' due to the proximity of
the opposing faoes of each side of the groove.
11.6.
The offect of groove width for constant groove depth is shown
in figure 11.6. Groove width is presented n vn-cdi.men ai ona.jj y as the
ratio of groove width to disc width, w/Wo As w/w increases, CL
reduces again tending towards a minimumval ue , Thi s minimumvalue
will be dependant upon the groove depth and will be smallest when
the groove depth is sufficient to divide the di se effectively into
two separate di se a,
S::l far only a single central groove has been considered,
whereas in practice, aircraft tyres usually employ a number of
grooves. Figure 11.7. presents the r e suLt s of an investigation of
tho influence of the position and number of grooves on CL. For
thi s, an 8 inch diameter di se was used with a wi dth of 2i inch.
Values of CL' determined for four different groove arrangements,
are plotted against the width cf the wi.dest :rib. In each of the
four configurations the groove depth and total groove area were the
same. As shown in figure 11.7., CL !:howed some correlation with the
width of the wi dest rib. Point A is the value obtained for an
ungrooved disc. This value was reduced significantly with th~
a.dditi. on of a central groove as indicated by point B. A further
reduction of CL occurred when the central groove was split into
tw~' grooves of equal width positioned so as to form three ribs of
app.roxt.ma'tel y equal width. This result is indicated by point c.
i"lhenthe grooves were repo si ti oned towards the ;'ide s to form three
rib s of markodly different widths, as given by configuration D,
CL increased significantly. The smalle st value of CL was obtained
when the orie;inal groove was divided into three parts to give 4
rib s of approximately equal width, as shownby point E. For com-
parison, the CL values are also shown for ungrooved eli sc s at vvidths
equal to the widest rib of each grooved di se considered. The two
11.7.
curves show similar forms for the particular groove depth employed,
It is thought that Lncz-e a scng the groove dep"-~lwould give a better
correlation since this would tend further to divide the di sc into
separate di se s,
11.3.2. Effect of Grooves on the il.quaplaning Height to \later .Depth
Ratio (c/h)
The effect of a 1.0 inch wide central groove on the ratio of
aquapLani.ng height to water depth of a 4.0 inch w:ide x B.O :inch
diameter disc is presented i6 figure 11.8. At all dynamic jet
pressures (I d)? c/h decreased as the ratio dg/h increased.
percentage reduction of c/h from the ungrooved disc value is Shovm
The
in figure 11.9. for the different v- cases, This Shows that
the greatest effect of the grooves occurs at values of Fd just
above P
dc
' With increasing Pd the per~entage reduction of o/h
•reduces sharply for all groove depths but then more gradually and
appr-oxd.mat eLy linear ly ove: most of the Pd r( .igo covered. The
difference between the percentage reductions of c/h ebtained li'j
-H..e .'" ela.t4.1 1~K.~.e~
increasing groove depth A al so becomes le ss as Pd increases,
For an exploratory test, lateral holes were drilled through
the ribs into the sides of the t inch deep groove,- 00 forming ducts
Which allowed the water to drain away from under the di sc throughout ,
the disc-water contact length. A significant further reducti on <:£
o/h was obtained as seen in figures 11.8. and 11.9., with a corres-
ponding increase in the cri tical dynamic pre ssure. On an actual tyr e
these holes would be equi.va.Lent to lateral tread grooves, although
these are not often used on aircraft tyres due to the severe
oonditions in which the tyres operate.
11.8.
11.3.3·, :'::JffeC"tof Gro(";~J'3s on Hyclrodynamio Presa.u-e Ooef'fioien'\ 0»
di ~trnJtl:~tO:'!. c.:,: -the hydrodynamio presa.l.re coefficient cp
on t~e 8 inch d:i.s.o>3terx 4 inch wide disc, with and without &
:u.. :llJ,
grOO",G, -~1.'3 p')"lk t; oceurxod further under the di se t:b.e.n rtid tho
!'
peak C on th£t ung=c.ov9d die') hI::!; W'MJ of the same !ll:\gni tu!).':),
J:l
Tow,:,.rd'::l ~l) 3 T.~",.-.:,(! :':JuU;:::3d c·Pl'rcrlnnt.cly li."1.03.rly. in tho:- G!:OOVO
Il
La:!;era.l di s1iributions of C 'U'e pre sented in f'i.g1.tr.'o 11.11.
p
reduc:1 "~;' C Contha.t pl'.~·t ef the r4:o :tr.mediataly e.djacen"t 'co thep
grOOvtl. Tn p.dd.i-tif)n -the va.lt'e3 vi"'J in the corncr s of the gra()V6
l'
ware Ff~/!'l:lfic"lntly lCd.er than at fLe oentre of the erocva. This
was due :'Ii t~cr i;u lor>.g1:~uc1.inalvo;c~:lce s in the oorners giving high
atrfaoe vel(\oitibs 0: high vcrticity in these regions eiv1.l\g a
total presa~'t"A lose :'lU8ed by ~he interaction of' .flo"W' in the gJ:oo.'9~
1Iith eross flcr.- from tha ~low on the. d.i eo aurf'a.oe.
Longitudinal profiles of 0 a.re shown in f1gcoe 11.12. fo:r 8nl
P
~powstt d:i.ao, and a grooved ll:I.aoTrl.t.h d/h l'.'atiOS f'rcm 0 ..5 '\0 '2.0 ..
o~ the grooved diso the presSlre tapping pOint s were placed,
(1) in the groove 3/32 inoh away from the longitudinal oentreline
(2) on IS. r1b 3/32 inch away from the edge adjacent to the grOOVQ
and
D) on I!I. rib 3/32 inch away from the edge of the d.1 so.
On the ungrooved d.i se the pre ssure tapping point s were placed the
same distances from the ed3"e of the da sc as those on the grooved
d.i se.
On the grooved dise,C in the groove, (position (l»),reduced
p
towards the rear ,,hen compared wi, th C on the ungr oovod di se.
p
Increasing dglh caused a small reduction of C~. On the rib immed-
iately adjacent to the groove (position (2)), Cl. small reduction of
C occurred tiowarda the rear of the disc when compar-edwith the
p
ungrooved disc. The differences i<IDichoccurred with different
dglh ratios, however, were much less significant than the differences
which were found at position (1). On the outer edges of the disc,
(po si ti on (3» no signifioant difference s were fo und between C on
p
the grooved and C on the ungr-ooved di se s,
P
The magnitude of C obtained with the addi ti onaI lateral holesp
to the half inoh deep groove, (dgfw ~ 2.01 also shown in figure
11.12., was lower throughout the length and ·,·idth of the disc.
Thi s indi cates the advantage of lateral drainage.
Figure 11.13. compare s tho di stribution of C obtained alongp
the centreline of a grooved and ungrooved disc when c/h was
increased. Tworatio s of v- 0.5 and 1.0 were considered VIi th
constant groove and di se widths. For snaIl values of c/h9 i.e.
near zero, the di fferenee between C on tho grooved and ungrooved
p
di scs is large. This is because in the ungrooved case there was
little or no fluid escape, wereas with C'. groove there was a signi-
ficant drainage. As c/h becomes large and drainage becomes consid-
erable even wi, thout the groove, then the cl.r:d.:-_~.:e: (.fi(·ct of thl
raroo vo bo coc.c s Le cc
"
11.10.
The distribution of C on the centreline of a disc e~uipped
p
with 3 groove s, which is more repre sent ati ve of an actual tyre, is
shown in figure 11.14. Two different groove configurations shown in
figure ll.l4. were con ai der ed , In both cases only small differences
srexe found, in the measured C , between the grooved and ungrooved
p
di sc s, Thi s was because the water depth was much great er than the
groove depth (by a factor of about 4). In this condition the
groove shad beeome "chd':~d" and their influence on the aquap Iani.ng
characteristics was very much r educcd,
11.3.3. Distribution of C on 8 x 2 Tyre. p
The di stributi on of C along the longi..tu.dino.l centreline of
p
the 8:x: 2 Tyre, with and without a groove 0.1 inches wide:x: 0.1
inches devp,is saown in figure 1l.15. As in the case of the disco
of figure 11.14. , little effect on C was observed, since the
p
water depth was 2t time e greater than the. groove.. depth.. Consequentl y
the groove was Lna.dequat e in deal ing vii. th the quantd ty of water
flowing under the tyre.
11.4. Conclum ons
The lift coefficient of the disc at the aquaplaning speed
could be very much reduced by the addition of Cl. sufficient ly laree
groove. For example, a reduction of 40% was obtained with a groove
of depth twice the water depth and width 25% of the disc width.
For maximumefficiency the groove depth should be at least three
times the water depth. Grooves of depth less than about twice the
water depth became "chck,-dll and little effeot on the lift
cuefficient was found. For a Given total groove width, the best
groove arrangement.· was that which dividod the disc into a. number
of equal rib widths. This gave the lowest values of CL provided
that the groove s v/ere decl- enough not to beco.ne choked.
The aquaplaning hei~t was reduced by the addition of grooves,
the greates effect beine found at low dynamic jet pressures hence
low aquapla~ing height.
It was Shovmthat a centreline groove provided an escape
channel for the water flovrine; under the di sc , thus reducing the
pressure coei'ficient in the Groove. The greate st effect was at
Li t tLe reduction of C was obtained when
p
the groove depth was much less than the water depth.
low aqusp Lani.ng height s,
Holes drilled laterally through the ribs from the central
groove to the outsido of the disc wore particularly efficient in
ranoving wa.ter from the central groove. Thi s reduc od C at all
p
points under the disc and particularly so in tho groove. The
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1 5/16 0.164 50 3·9 7650 37 74.1
75 56 91
75 52 97.8100 73 104
100 67 99.6
1 1/2 0.188 50 29 65.575 38 75100 56 91
125 65 98
1 n/16 0.211 50 25 61
75 38 75100 49 85.1
125 59 93·5
150 74 105









2 3/4 0.344 50 14 45.575 23.5 59
100 " 31 67.8125 " 38 75
150 45.5 82.1
175 52.5 88
~ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .0 .......................... ' ................ I .... ,,'" .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .... .. ....................................... , ., ...
Table 11.1. Cont'd •
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, Diameter : ':!idth Load . P
d
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FIG 11· 10 . DISTRIBUTION OF Cp ON AQUAPLANING
GROOVED AND UNGROOVED DISCS
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PRESSURE DISTRfBUTION ME.ASURED ON LONGITUDINAL ¢
OF GROOVEDAQUAPLANING TYRE
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CH.APl'll8 12
OONOIiUDlNG RDUlUC S AND RECOl4M!NDATIOlTS FOR FURTHER WORK
12.1. a!neral Remarks and Conolual.on8
The objeot of the researoh was to investigate dynamis aqua-
p1r.nin,·· of rJ.rornft tyTea at model 8Oale. This work was oarried
out ulSing a rolling road I:\V stem in whioh the wheel rema.i.ned
stationary 'Whilst the ground and water layer approached the
tyre wi th matohing speeds. The apparatus simulated at t 80818 an
a.iroraft tyre of about 35 inohe s diameter moving over a one inch
4eep water layer. Beoause of oertain difficulties regarding re-
presentation of full scale conditions, (e.g., oorrect represent~
ation of water layer, aoourate scaling of model tyres; represent-
ation of ground surface), Dora empha.a1s was placed on the
understandi~ of the phenomenonin terms of the aotive parameters
than on the performanoe oriteria of a partioular' type of tyre.
T~e detailed oonolue1ons whioh oan be found at the end ot tb.
individual ohapto~s are not restated hera. Generally, the r8Be~ch
has suoceeded in demonstrating the relationship of the aquaplaning
speed to the in:f'lation preslUre, the rotation and the cas:l.ng
sUf'fne BS ot the tyre.
The shape of the tyre, known to di stort when subjeoted to large
hydrod.ynamio foroes, was determined uSing a Clseting teohnique which
wae proved to give fairly aocurate reproduotionR of the internal
shape of the t;yro. The tyre shapes were oharaoterised by three
distinct regionsl a horseshoe Shaped region of olose proximity
to the ground Situated at the rear of the water-to-tyre oontact
area, a hollow region enolosed by the horse e, and an inclined.
forwe.rd su.r:taoe forming a wedge shape wi th the ground. These re8iQna
varle4 in torm depending upon the tyre and water jet ccnditions.
12.1.
Hydrodynamio presS\.U'ee were mea.sured on the tyre 8Urfac~ aJ\4
related to the a.quaplaning shape. TheM indioated a rear preslNl'O
peak whioh ooinoided with the hollow region, and a forward presl!1U'O
peak which ooinci <led wi th the front of the origina.l ground contaot
&rea for speeds just above a.quaplaning but whioh moved.rearwards
wi th inorease of forward speed. At all speede a.bove a.quaplaning.
the rear peak pressure rema.ined e Io se to the dynamio preuure of
the water layer for the speed a.t whioh aqua.!Jlaning oommenoed. (i.e.
the orit1cal spin down presw:re) d.ue to the influence of t~e
di storti on. Indioations are tha.t the di storti on of the tyre 1a
&lao responsible tor limiting the forwa.rd. peak pressure to the
ori tioa.l spin down pre aau.re. Thi S could not be proved oonoluaive17
beoause the hY'dro~namio pressures mea.sured on the tyre surface
would be d.1. storted by the non-uniform velo01 ty di atribution tb1'Ouab..
out the depth of the water jet.
~. B~plified theoretioa.l inveetigat10ns indioated that the
flow UDder the tyre cot.Ud be desoribed e".nt1ally 11.8 in'riec14 fo~
,he ground olearanoe" enool.\ntered with the lJIla.llaquaplaning t3"l".'.
An exploratory etudl' of tread grooves was made UBine' a. rigid 411JO
of reotangular oroas seotion aa an inflexible representa.tion of a
tyre. Thi s showed that tread grooves inorea.se the aquaplaninS
speed and reduoe the aqu.aplaning height although the groove depth
needed to be at least twioe the water depth to be tully effeotive.
Generally the teohniqu.es employed in this investigation have
proved IN.ooesatul and yielded information whioh wou.ld be diffioult
to obtain easily by other means,
12.2.], RaJ :illG .20,yj.A;>p':"l.:c,~.tus
:''1Jlur6in~;:C.':ur, t:JC' j.i.-" U :;'-;;l.gations waa th" ffl.ot th"}:; although the
rolling road apparatus ie suitablo for the gonoral observations and
qUrj,li tativ9' fJtUC.i.Cn of "the aquaj.Laru ng phonomon on, it isle ss sui t-
able -for det-ull):i and q1.1pntit.ativ6<s:rudies where Lt i essential. to
oorrectly r-opro duco the water If. er in tho modol test and wher-e it
is advantageous to be abLo to observe tho flow under tho tyro. A
more sui t ..=b Le systo"". wou.Ld be Ft stp.tion~ry ground surf'aco and
water lay~r with a moving whoel ruch a s the Langley Landd.ng Loads
'i'ra.ck, or toats using a.ctual aircrc.ft. With tho moving wheel system
the "watGl.' ,Jot" ~1."0b.1~ dool'l not. ar1.CJoO And. it i 4 powaibl& 1;.0 ()b~
the flow under tho tyro by installing a. glass plat~ in tho traok.
In a.ddition :it he s boon demonstratod (as described in Chapter 2)
that it iapossiblc to mea air-c tho tyro sha.pe and itF.! aquaplaning
height using ole~trioal probos embedded in the ground.
12.2.2. Test Tyres
Although tiac B z 2 tyres used in the so to st s were reasonable
roprasonta.tion"l 'Jf 1''..111 si z.o I'Iiraraf't tyrQS, tho~ were not 1'SJ>()(\i..a.lly
oonstructed for the work. To produce a. more suita.blo tyro it woul~
be nooessary to take into considera.tion the distribution of tyro
stiffnoss, tyro ma ss Rnd distribution of tyre mass. Moro roprGson-
ta.ti ve model tyro s have boon made a.va.iLeb l,o by tho Mini stry of
T~chnology. If used for future work the so wouLd form a. more roliable
basis than the 8 x 2 tyre for correlating model test results with
those f~orn full siz~ a:iro~aft tyre tests.
12.3. Recornmond.ction s t'O!:_.XlU'"tft~r__·,:"'L'k
12.3.1. Vali oj ty "l(estts
':'110 prQH3"J;' :ij'\',_t;':~gction has been limited to tho study of
aquap Leni.iw uri)X' apcc i aj laboratory condi t a cns which do not
Gxaotly~~produc~ an aircraft tyrG aquaplaning over a rUnYlay
SUX·f'a.C0, It 1. s ~mportani.. thoroforu / t".8,t th I') mat n conclusions
be eh ocko d DJ 11)11 si ze ::.iroI.':?:ft i;Yl.~e test. ru:--J i.~hod :r.<l8':~~.:J "i:'
some full f3izo tyro su rf'e.co pro s sur o and a quap Lan.i ng shape
moaair ooo-rt e a r o av vi.LabLc but tho r o suj t s aro not doted Lod enough
to allOW ·/?.]jd 00i'')'C<"]''; pr!. +.,_. h') mad.o ·.lth tho J:'o<'UltB 01 t1:tJ.S
12.3.2 .. ,~.ti.t:'C of tho l"low undor +;'H'l 'I'vr o
Thoro is much scopo for furthGr Lnv-,,stj £;,p.ticn of tho na tur-e of
tho f'Low undor tho tyro. In t hc so investigations tho na tur o of
tho ·n (,' ocul d only bo deduced frf)m J J.1Uited to st sand simplifiod
ma'thcca.t Lca.l u.nal.ysis since di r ac t observation of the flow and
tho mep.ru:r.".-i!J-n.tof 1ts vclocit;w llILio ... cho t.vre were not po sai oto ,
In adcli Gi,-,_1{july ,_:.1.. " ... t; 0J.' l!.» th and 0'10 .;round surft'ca condi 'Gion
were u sc d -i,i LilR J.il.1:C'~ec1(',11'1(:,'" of tY~'0S. It is k!1O\l1!J.bOv'lo'J()-~~
tha~ the t,j.c::-to--u·I.'c-.l.udclo~~rt_,.Je anl +'1.0 ground and tyro f:>..l.:-cfaco
conditions influonco the flov! Frl.gnificantly. In order to obt!:l.in
meaningful da.ta from whicb. to dt'ltermine tho nature of tho flow a
moving wheel system should bo omp:oyod. M:;a,suremont s of tho water
presrures on the tyre surface and Llearuromonts of the tyre shape
and aquaplaning hei ght aro neoded RS wall as knowledgo of tho flo,l
paths and flow velocities under tho tyro. Thi s F.hould bo done f'or 0.
rango of different tyre s, fluid and ground condi tiona.
The results of botb practical and thooretioal inveat1gat1on8
of tyro aqua.plnning ha.v\) shownin gonoral that it is convoniont ~
«I-lo-
to oonsider ",a ."deep" wator layer in whioh tho flow under the tyre
0<
is essontially invi acid., ,a "moderately deep" water layer in whioh
tho flow is vi scoua, but in mich the offact B of fluid. inertia,
(important when rapid ohanges of tyre-to-ground clearanoo ooour)
0..('
should be inoluded ~ a "shallow" wa.ter layer in whloh the flow,
is va secue due to tho cIose proximity of the tyro to the ground.
It is generally oonSidorod, in tho latter two oasos, that the
viscous rogion ocours only direotly under the tyre. At tho tront
of the tyre, in the vicinity of the forward pe ak pressure reglon
(in what is sometimos reforrod to as tho thick film region), tho
flow could bo described. as invi scid.
The approaoh to a mathomatical solution to the problem of
determining the di atribution of prosau-e on tho tyre $l1'faoo depends
theroforo on tho dopth of fluid ohoson for tho analysis. Notable
work has boon carriod out by Browne,Chongand K·,f't.lor, roforonoQ 12.1.
for vi eecus and inertia solutions applioa.ble to modorately doap
water layors, and by Daughaday and,Tung, roferonoo 12.~.,for
viaoous solutions applioablo to ahallmv wator depths. At the presont
time howovor, no adequate solution has boen proposed for tho oaso
of the three dimensional inviacid flow. This is aooopted. generally
as a diffioult problam and any effort towards a. solution would be
worthwhilo.
In most of the mathematioal studie a, the tyre shape has bean
assumod, or ostimAtod from tho small amount of experimontal data
12.5.
available. Th~ro is a groat deal t~ bo ~ai ed from using
exporimentally dotormined aquaplaning t;yre s::ua.:P::9 --:rho!)oon.ed.dorlne
theorotical solutions to tho fluid :flew p::--:,blGtn. This would ona.blo
more valid rosults te be obtained. Aloo '0-;; "o"llparing oalculated
and experimentally obtad.ned ro suIt s the rango of di fforont
tyre and ground condi tions oou) n ~ 1efined f'o r ---!J.ich ~ho part-
ioular theory under cons:idoration is valid.
A mathematical analysi a of tho di, stortec_ tyro shl'l'Jl~ ~_s diffi-
oult sinoe it not only dopen ds upon the' 1j,stribution of fluid
prosrures on the tyro wrface but also on the di atribution of
stresses in the tyre casing. Tho determination of tho casing
stresses and hence tho rosi3t"l.ncc to ":;;y-r'~ ij stortion at a parti-
cular point on tho tyro would bo a difficult problem requiring
knowlodgo of tho proportios of tho tyre compon~nts~ To simplify
tho problem it is ruggestod that ompi~~ atiol!$:"'iprr bam~~n
tyro incromenta.l distort:l 0'1 ~,1" I'! F"trfac~ 1,ressuro bo used, Deter-
mination of those relationships could also bo -tho basis for further
experimental atu~.
12.4. Conol~ding Remarks
5> long as the rostriotion of aircra-:Ii operations and the
removal. of excess runway fluid b~ra-rtifi ,,4"'.J m""'Y')sare both oostly
and inoonv:mi(mt, there will be pressuro on manuf'accuror a to
produoe tyros that will perform more and more efficicn tly in the
most adverse oonditions. Until tho arrival of tho IIshort roll"
or vertical tako-off-and-landing craft the neod '/ill bo thoro for
continuing rese~rch on aqup.p1?~4~~nn other prob e g ~s~ooi t~d
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